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Abstract

This study used mixed methods to gather multidimensional quality of life perceptions from a small group of adults (n = 20) who had mild or borderline learning disabilities and had been referred to a local diagnostic process. The methods were developed through a contextual literature search and a focus group. Quantitative methods involved the administration of quantitative tools, which were the Comprehensive Quality of Life Scale - Intellectual/Cognitive Disability (COMQOL-I5) (Cummins et al 1997) and the Personal Wellbeing Index - Intellectual Disability (PWI-ID) (Cummins and Lau 2005) as well as a visual ranking exercise of dimension importance. An in-depth qualitative interview, using some adapted ethnographic approaches was carried out with a purposively selected group of eight of the participants. Quantitative analysis was carried out using selected statistical analysis and qualitative data analysed using thematic analysis (Braun and Clarke 2013).

The findings indicated that the study group had a generally low level of objective quality of life with the exception of the dimensions of health and emotional wellbeing. The study group had a lower level of subjective quality of life than was expected, with the exceptions of the dimensions of social interaction and safety. Themes were identified in the data. These included: people are difficult, people have value, life is
not fair, emotions are a problem, communication is key, control is key, I want to feel worthwhile and it all boils down to the moneywise.

This study identified some differences in quantitative indicators of subjective and objective quality of life for this participant group from studies of people with a learning disability and the ordinary population. It raised issues in relation to the specific impact of autism characteristics on quality of life perceptions, particularly in the areas of social interaction, health and material wellbeing. It highlighted the importance of combining clinical and research roles and demonstrated that this participant group’s quality of life perceptions could be accessed directly with skilled support.
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Chapter One: Introduction

This section will begin by providing a brief overview of the study. Detail will then be provided on the local and national context for the study and an explanation will be given of key terms that will be used throughout. The nature and method of gathering contextual literature to support the study will be described and explained, alongside a review of relevant literature. The introduction will conclude with the questions that this study set out to explore.

1.1 Overview of study

People with a mild or borderline learning disability, who may also have autism, have limited representation in research literature. This group were primarily identified in studies exploring the criminal justice system, substance abuse and mental health issues (Ellem et al 2013; van Duijvenbode et al 2012; Vinkers 2013; Ellem et al 2008). They were most likely to become visible within clinical services supporting people with a mild or borderline learning disability with these additional challenges. As a result, this was a group that had a presence in clinical practice when they experienced difficulties, but little was understood about their lives and perceptions. In general, studies of individuals with a more significant learning disability focused on measurement of objective quality of life, using quantitative tools (Billstedt et al 2011; Gerber et al 2011). The lack of exploration of subjective wellbeing
appeared to reflect the communication challenges for individuals with a
moderate or severe learning disability who were generally chosen as
participants. These participants were more likely to have difficulties
with their own expression and others’ ability to interpret their
perceptions of quality of life.

Individuals with a mild or borderline learning disability may have subtle
speech and language difficulties that could add complexity to
understanding their perspective on their lives. Clinical experience has
suggested that this group should have adequate verbal ability to
express views on their own lives, with skilled support. The existence of
an Autism Diagnostic Service in one local area, with a specialism in
learning disability, provided an opportunity to access participants with
a mild or borderline learning disability and possible autism. The
investigator in this study was a Speech and Language Therapist with
specific skills and experience in supporting individuals with autism and
learning disabilities. The main objective of this study was to explore
and describe the quality of life perceptions for this group. This study
also set out to describe any change in these perceptions following the
diagnostic process and to understand the issues and approaches
needed to engage this group in a research process.

This was a small-scale study (n=20), but it represented 77% of the
total population of individuals with a mild or borderline learning
disability who were referred to the local Autism Diagnostic Service in a
period of one year. A focus group was used to assist in the development of methods for the main study. The main study used mixed methods and incorporated quantitative questionnaires (Cummins and Lau 1997, 2005), a visual hierarchy exercise and in-depth qualitative interviews. These methods measured and described the participants’ subjective and objective perceptions across multiple dimensions of quality of life. These measurements were carried out before individuals began the diagnostic process and were then repeated after the diagnostic process had been completed. Statistical analysis was carried out on the quantitative data gathered and thematic analysis was used to identify and explore themes in the qualitative data (Braun and Clarke 2013).

The results showed that this group had lower subjective perceptions of quality of life than demonstrated in other studies of individuals with a more significant learning disability and in the ordinary population (McGillivray et al 2009; Hensel et al 2002). The exceptions to this were the domains of social interaction and material wellbeing, where this group showed the same level of positive subjective wellbeing found in other groups. In general, subjective wellbeing remained relatively stable throughout the diagnostic process. A small subgroup showed an observable decrease in their subjective wellbeing at the end of the diagnostic process.
The objective indicators were similarly low to those found in studies of individuals with a more significant learning disability (Verri et al 1999; Hensel et al 2002), with the exception of the domains of health and safety, which were relatively high. Positive score change was observed, following the diagnostic process, in the overall objective quality of life of the group and also in the dimension of emotional wellbeing. Analysis indicated that this change was close to a level of statistical significance, but was not statistically significant and was of clinical interest. The dimension of community participation was generally perceived to be of low importance across the group.

Qualitative analysis identified some key themes. These were: people have value; people are difficult; control is key; communication is key; emotions can be a problem; life is not fair and needing to feel valued. Key areas for discussion were: The importance of quality rather than quantity for this group in relation to social interaction and material wellbeing; the importance of having a balance of time alone and time with others; the value of family for this group; the relationship between sensory issues and health as well as the links between wellbeing and productivity.

This study demonstrated that this group could participate in research, and that their subjective and objective quality of life perceptions could be effectively gathered. It highlighted the methodological value and ethical challenges of a clinician also taking on a research role. It
suggested that some aspects of quality of life might be perceived differently for people with a mild or borderline learning disability and possible autism, than for other people with a more significant learning disability and the ordinary population. This highlights the need to consider the tools currently used for the measurement of quality of life and their adequacy as a measure of quality of life for people with autism. This area warrants some further investigation, particularly in relation to social interaction, health and material wellbeing. This study raised the possibility of changes in quality of life following the diagnostic process. Further study is required to consider this in a wider population of people with a mild or borderline learning disability and autism. The long-term stability of observed changes also requires further investigation.

1.2 National and local background

Over the past six years there has been a growing national interest in the availability and impact of Autism Spectrum Disorder diagnosis for adults. Three major studies identified a failure to diagnose adults with autism (Eaves and Ho 2008; Matson and Shoemaker 2009; Mackenzie and Watts 2009) and these, in combination with pressure from adults with autism and their families, led to government-level investigation (National Audit Office 2009). This resulted in legislation and new strategic guidance (Department of Health 2010a). These guidelines required all areas to have an accessible autism diagnostic service for
adults, and current learning disability legislation requires the inclusion of people with a learning disability in these services (Department of Health 2007). As a result of these legislative pressures a diagnostic team was commissioned, in this researcher's local area, to provide autism diagnosis for all adults, including adults with a mild or borderline learning disability.

1.3 Diagnostic process

The participants in this study had all been referred to undertake an autism diagnostic process, which was available to them in their local area, if agreed by their general practitioner. The local diagnostic process (see Appendix A) was developed in line with national guidance (National Institute for Health and Care Excellence 2012). This process was not one intervention, but instead a series of interventions, which had some set elements and others which could vary slightly in relation to individual need and presentation.

A core aspect of this process was the identification of whether an individual presented with signs and symptoms that conformed to the medical diagnostic criteria of Autism Spectrum Disorder (American Psychiatric Association 2013). The process also involved an evaluation of the strengths and needs of the individual in relation to his/her social and communication skills and daily functioning. A final session included solution-focused working, appropriate signposting
and linking with local services that were tailored to that individual’s needs. Examples of solution-focused working were: the development of an employment disclosure document, a session supporting a partner or parent of a child to understand autism or attendance at a more individualised therapy session. Individuals could be signposted to specialist employment, advice or psychology services and encouraged to access local support groups. The whole diagnostic process generally took place over three sessions and usually took between eight and 12 weeks to complete.

The local service had been in existence for four years. It was run from within the learning disability service, but had a remit to provide diagnostic assessments for individuals both with and without a learning disability across three counties. The team was relatively unusual nationally in having several Speech and Language Therapists, as well as psychologists, trained as diagnosticians above and beyond their usual professional role. This increased skill base, and a strong link with learning disability services, increased the likelihood of people with a borderline learning disability with possible autism, who were not eligible for the learning disability service, being referred to the Autism Diagnostic Service. As a result, the service in which this study was carried out had a greater awareness of and experience with adults who had a borderline learning disability and autism than was conventionally found in other similar services.
1.3.1 Economic factors related to diagnostic services

At a national level, the public sector review demanded that services were provided in an effective, value for money way (Department of Health 2010b) and local commissioners required evidence and assurance that the autism diagnostic service being provided was economically efficient and that the perceptions of the service users were being carefully evaluated and considered within planning and development of these services (Department of Health 1997). Knapp et al (2009) had identified national costs of around £25 billion per year linked to both costs and lost opportunities for adults described as having Autism Spectrum Disorder.

1.3.2 Diagnostic terms

The individuals included in this study have been described as having a mild or borderline learning disability. The term learning disability, also described as an intellectual disability outside of the United Kingdom, is defined as a neurodevelopmental disorder, which results in intellectual and adaptive functioning difficulty in conceptual, social and practical domains. To be considered as having a learning disability an individual must have discernible and measurable difficulties in his/her cognitive functioning that affect him/her in his/her everyday life, and have
occurred in early development (American Psychiatric Association 2013).

Presence and level of learning disability can be measured through cognitive testing or professional evaluation of an individual’s intellectual quotient (IQ). A person with an average IQ would score at around 100 on a standard IQ test, and an individual with a mild learning disability would score between 55 and 70 and would be expected to have some mild difficulties in adaptive functioning, meaning that he/she might have more difficulty with more complex daily tasks and activities (Royal College of Psychiatrists 2013). Emerson et al (2011) estimated that around 2% of the general population were likely to have a degree of learning disability, with the greatest proportion of these likely to be in the mild end of the range. Emerson stated that 0.47% of the adult population accessed support and services designed for people with a learning disability, with the largest proportion of these being people with difficulties in the severe learning disability range.

The term borderline learning disability describes individuals who have an IQ that is at the lower end of the normal range of 70-85, who may present with some difficulties in their adaptive functioning depending on their patterns of ability, levels of natural support and life demand (Ferrari 2009). In clinical practice this group is less likely to be eligible for specialist support and services.
Autism Spectrum Disorder is understood as a neurodevelopmental condition which, historically, has been described in terms of three particular areas of impairment: social communication, social interaction difficulties and restricted or repetitive patterns of behaviour, interests or activities. All of these need to have been demonstrated over a range of contexts and to have been present in the early years of life (American Psychiatric Association 2013). Current estimates suggest that approximately 1% of the adult population fulfils the diagnostic criteria for Autism Spectrum Disorder (Baird et al 2006). The degree to which this actually affects individuals is less well understood, with poor recording of diagnoses and no clear picture of how many people actively need or seek services (National Audit Office 2009).

1.3.3 Alternative diagnostic outcomes

As this was a diagnostic process, some of those who were referred to the service would not have received a diagnosis of autism, and this was the case for some of the subjects in this study (see Appendix K). In this local area, around 60% of referrals were likely to result in a diagnosis of Autism Spectrum Disorder. Another possible outcome was a diagnosis of a Social Communication Disorder, which suggested that underlying speech and language difficulties were the fundamental cause of the difficulties being experienced. Personality Disorders were not formally diagnosed by this service, but if the
process had identified features suggesting this was possible then a referral was made to the local complex needs team. Other possible suspected diagnoses that needed ongoing referrals were: developmental dyspraxia, severe anxiety, depression, or thought disorders such as schizophrenia. It was also possible that an individual’s level of learning disability adequately explained the autism features with which he/she presented.

In all these cases, individuals were likely to have been referred because they were presenting with some features of autism and the job of the diagnostician was to decide whether these were best explained as an Autism Spectrum Disorder or whether there was an alternative explanation that matched their presentation more effectively. Occasionally no specific diagnosis was appropriate and that individual was described as having some autistic features but not fulfilling the diagnostic criteria for autism.

1.3.4 Changes in diagnostic categories

Currently, an area of considerable academic and clinical discussion centres on changes in diagnostic criteria for Autism Spectrum Disorder, which have been published in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Psychiatric Disorders V (DSM V) (American Psychiatric Association 2013). Studies have been carried out into the face validity of diagnostic descriptors such as Asperger Syndrome and High
Functioning Autism (Wing et al 2011). These terms were used in previous diagnostic manuals (DSM IV American Psychiatric Association 2000) and these studies have suggested inconsistent use of these terms in clinical practice. As a result, the DSM V has chosen to exclude these descriptive terms and has proposed that diagnosticians use one umbrella term, ‘Autism Spectrum Disorder’, and have the potential to rate severity of the disorder. Studies have also indicated minimal evidence that individuals present with social communication and social interaction difficulties in isolation (Wing et al 2011) and as a result the DSM V has reduced the ‘Triad of Impairments’ to a dyad, combining the two communication descriptors.

This has resulted in one overall diagnostic term and a severity rating that becomes the primary medical differentiator of case presentation. Guidance in the manual leans towards this rating being related to language skills, issues with adaptive functioning and degree of autistic symptoms, such as repetitive behaviours.

The term Asperger Syndrome is widely used and is a descriptive label in support groups and services as well as increasingly in public and media discourse. The loss of this term as a formal medical diagnosis has caused concern amongst the autistic community (Giles 2014). Atypical Autism was a term often used to encompass individuals who were felt likely to benefit from autism specific support and services but because of other complexities, such as difficult early life experiences,
limited developmental data, or lack of evidence in one dimension were challenging to match to the full diagnostic criteria. These complexities are commonly experienced during a diagnostic process with people with a mild or borderline learning disability and this presents the possibility of ‘missed’ diagnosis (Worley and Matson 2012).

Decision-making and policy in public services reflect the overall economic climate in the United Kingdom, resulting in greater scrutiny of resources for those deemed to be in the most need. Adult social care services in the United Kingdom are charged with assessing any adult who presents with social care needs using the Fair Access to Care (FACS) tool (Social Care Institute for Excellence 2013) which uses factors such as severity of disability to assign level of need.

Feedback from clinicians in other parts of the United Kingdom has indicated that individuals have often needed to reach a ‘critical’ or ‘substantial’ level of need on these assessments in order to be able to access any financial support. Medical assessments and diagnosis are a core part of local area benefits allocation decisions or access to employment support or reasonable adaptations, with a heavy emphasis on formal medical diagnosis and severity ratings.

Clinical experience assessing people with milder levels of learning disability suggests that they present with more subtle language difficulties and less obvious symptoms of autism. The impact of these
difficulties on their lives and functioning may, nonetheless, be very significant, and there is a risk that a severity rating could minimise this and result in less effective support.

Despite these concerns, there are some aspects of the revisions that may be beneficial in supporting diagnosis. The DSM V no longer requires that problems must have been noted before the age of three years and recognises that children might not show significant problems until they become older or social demands increase. This is particularly helpful in the case of adults where very early history has been difficult to obtain. In the case of adults with borderline and above levels of cognitive skill, there is more possibility that these individuals function well within the structure of primary school and struggle at secondary school (Attwood 2001; Humphrey and Lewis 2008). Additionally, the new criteria include sensory differences, such as tactile or auditory hypersensitivity, as a diagnostic indicator. This is a helpful addition for individuals who have tended to not conform to typical presentations of autism, such as in the case of women with autism, who may have less easily identified restricted and repetitive behaviours (Wing et al 2011).

1.3.5 Diagnostic labels

A key part of a diagnostician’s role is to provide referred individuals, if appropriate, with a diagnostic label. The impact of choosing to allocate a specific diagnostic description to an individual is a significant one,
and merits brief discussion in relation to a study exploring the perception of a group of individuals actively involved with a diagnostic service.

There are reasonable concerns that could be raised in relation to providing a label of Autism Spectrum Disorder for an individual. These concerns may be related to the possibility of limiting his/her own or societal expectations or stigmatising him/her and reducing his/her agency. An alternative view would be that a label is explanatory and empowering and enables society to understand difference in a way that prevents alternative and pejorative labels being attached to that individual’s difference (Qureshi 2012).

Historically, autism was a categorical and narrow diagnosis that generally described individuals with very visible symptoms, significant learning disability and a perceived poor prognosis. However, the work of Lorna Wing (1996) helped to identify the wider spectrum of autism as a group of heterogeneous individuals with some shared characteristics, but a diversity of life chances and opportunities.

In spite of this change in thinking, there are undoubtedly risks of wider societal misunderstanding of the term autism, and resulting stigmatisation or negative framing. However, as highlighted by Peeters (1997) and Attwood (2007), there are risks of failure to correctly diagnose, which can be both practical in terms of gaining appropriate
treatment and support and also have emotional impact for an individual experiencing difference and distress with no explanation other than his/her own failure (Qureshi 2012; Murray 2006; Mandell et al 2005; Mcleod 1999).

1.4 Neurodevelopmental difference in Autism Spectrum Disorder

There are a number of areas of neurodevelopmental difference, which underpin many of the social, communication and flexibility of thinking differences that people with a formal diagnosis of Autism Spectrum Disorder have. These vary from individual to individual and contribute both to individual strengths and needs.

1.4.1 Theory of mind

This describes the individual's ability to understand a full range of states in others from their observable behaviour, in effect to be able to anticipate why others may be behaving in a particular way without having to ask them (Baron-Cohen 1997). This skill is developmental, and allows children to begin to read signals such as facial expression, gesture, intonation and context and predict what others might be thinking, thus allowing them to show skills such as empathy. Whilst this skill is not necessarily absent in adults with autism, it is felt to have more potential to be impaired, resulting in apparent difficulties with empathy, inference and literal interpretation of language and situations (Peeters 1997). This also means that people with autism are more
likely to say what they are thinking and avoid manipulating information to please others, thereby being perceived as more honest, which can be both problematic and advantageous.

1.4.2 Executive functioning

This term describes skills in an adult which allow him/her to ‘project manage’ life on a day-to-day basis. These skills incorporate organisation and planning; inhibition and impulse control; self-reflection and self-management; time management and prioritising; understanding complex and abstract concepts and using new strategies. There is a body of research to support the idea that these skills are commonly affected in some way for people with an Autism Spectrum Disorder (Attwood 2007). This can result in a person with autism appearing poorly organised and chaotic.

1.4.3 Central coherence

Central coherence describes a person’s ability to rapidly take in an overview of a situation or object and understand its overall meaning. If an individual has weak central coherence he/she will tend to focus with more intensity on a detail of a situation, or consider each detail individually and may struggle to link them up. Weak central coherence has been found to occur in people with Autism Spectrum Disorder (Attwood 2007). This results in difficulties in being able to formulate
and understand whole situations, but also means that people with autism could be far superior to neurotypical (non-autistic) individuals in tasks that require an attention to detail.

1.4.4 Neurotypicality

In order to have a descriptive term to help provide a label for those people who do not have autism, the term neurotypical has been developed and is widely used in many communities of adults who have an Autism Spectrum Disorder diagnosis (Attwood 2007) and also amongst diagnosticians. This term does not indicate that all people without autism are identical in their presentation, but that, like people with autism, they can vary, but do not fulfil the diagnostic criteria for an Autism Spectrum Disorder.

1.5 Relationship between autism and learning disability

Clinically and in research literature there is no available data describing the prevalence and presentation of individuals with a mild or borderline learning disability. It is generally accepted that around 2% of the population of the United Kingdom have a degree of learning disability (Emerson et al 2011). It is believed that about 0.3% of the population have a severe learning disability and this group is easier to identify as they often need high support from an early age and are known to services. Emerson’s paper also identifies that up to 30% of people with a learning disability could fulfil the formal criteria for
autism. Brugha (2012) argues that people with autism and a learning disability are generally a hidden group and that large proportions of these are likely to have a mild or borderline learning disability.

Local clinical experience suggests that people with a mild or borderline learning disability were commonly not diagnosed specifically with either a learning disability or autism until later in life. They were often described in childhood as developmentally delayed, slow learners or emotionally immature with a focus on their learning difficulties (reading and writing challenges) rather than learning disabilities (wider cognitive challenges). In the local service many individuals who are referred with a mild or borderline learning disability come from complex backgrounds characterised by unsettled family situations, other medical diagnosis, specific learning difficulty and behavioural difficulties at school. All of these have the potential to mask or distract from a mild or borderline learning disability or autism.

Autism and learning disability are both neurodevelopmental conditions that can impact on communication, behaviour and adaptive functioning. As a result there are risks of autism being overlooked where there is learning disability (Levitas and Hurley 2007). There is evidence that the needs of people with a sole diagnosis of a learning disability are different from those with the dual diagnosis (Gilchrist 2001). Bradley et al (2004) found that people with additional autism were more likely to have anxiety, mood and sleep disorders and life-
long comorbid conditions such as depression and anxiety (Bradley and Bolton 2006).

Individuals with more subtle levels of learning disability may also present with more subtle signs of autism at an early age. As a clinician looking at past history of referred individuals, it is common for a child’s skills in social development to be explained by lower intellectual ability. Rigid and repetitive behaviours can occur in children without being an obvious cause for concern and if children are experiencing other disruptions in their early lives, these may be considered explanatory.

This group has a reasonable likelihood of having the capacity to engage in research, as their cognitive difficulties can be relatively mild and they are more likely to have stronger communication skills. Many studies setting out to understand the lives of people with a learning disability and autism are based on convenience samples of groups of people who are in some type of residential care or need high levels of support from services (Billstedt et al 2011; Gerber et al 2011; Alvarez and Crabtree 2008). People with a mild or borderline learning disability and possible autism are more likely to live independently or with family and may be less aware of their difficulties. Difficulties in literacy and social skills, which may be shared by families, may generally make this group less likely to easily engage with services and support.
Other possible indicators of autism may be interpreted in alternative ways with people with mild or borderline learning difficulties. It is recognised that people with autism can have highly variable patterns of skills, sometimes referred to as ‘a spiky profile’ (Happé 1994). This is often easier to identify in an individual with a higher IQ, where that person might struggle with some everyday tasks but has a very specific area of high ability (Attwood 2007). In an individual with an average to high IQ, this kind of profile is likely to result in some skills that are viewed as exceptional in relation to most people.

In an individual with a mild or borderline learning disability this spiky profile might result in skills that are ‘average’ or ‘good’ and some skills that are very poor indeed. Clinical experience suggests that these individuals are often framed by others as ‘not trying’, ‘only putting effort in when interested’; and other negative interpretations, with the ‘average’ skill being seen as what that person can do when he/she tries.

1.6 Quality of life

The complexity of this term warrants in-depth consideration and this will be presented in chapter three, with particular focus on this term in relation to people with a learning disability. For the purpose of this study it encapsulates a number of other concepts. Firstly, subjective wellbeing, which refers to an individual’s perception of his/her own
levels of satisfaction within different dimensions of his/her life.
Secondly, objective wellbeing, which refers to measurable factors in an individual’s life, which may be assumed to impact on his/her overall quality of life in a number of dimensions, such as income or level of access to health services. These then need to be considered in terms of that individual’s perceptions of the importance of these dimensions and in relation to other people or his/her own hopes and expectations.

1.7 Motivation for study of people with a mild or borderline learning disability and possible autism

The development of a local autism diagnostic pathway and service, hosted within a Learning Disability Service, has resulted in the development of specialist skills and an increase in referrals for people with a mild or borderline learning disability. Discussion with other services (Nylander 2013 personal correspondence) indicated that this group of individuals had a clinical presence in other caseloads and improving understanding of their lives and perceptions was considered of clinical interest and value.

Tacit knowledge and clinical experience suggested that this group’s perspective on themselves and their world might be different from other groups and that understanding this would be important to effectively engage with them. In the clinical world of autism, the concept of neurodiversity is an important one for guiding clinical
practice in the support of people with a diagnosis of autism Kappett et al 2013; Krcek et al 2013; Mackenzie et al 2012). This approach recognises people with autism and people without autism as potentially having different but equally valid ways of viewing and processing the world. This leads to the thinking that it is possible that people with autism may perceive the world in a different but valid way to people who are more neurotypical and that this may apply to their perceptions of quality of life (Robertson 2010).

An important factor in the local autism diagnostic process was developing an understanding of an individual’s best hopes for the process and the impact he/she wanted it to have in his/her life. This facilitated the most effective planning of the solution-focused session and consideration of signposting and recommendations that were most likely to be of value to them and make the most positive difference to their lives. All of the individuals referred to this service were likely to present with some autistic features but might not fulfil the criteria for Autism Spectrum Disorder. The perceptions of all the individuals referred were of clinical interest and for this reason people who did not receive a diagnosis of autism (Carl, Mike, and David: see Appendix J) were not excluded from this study, but any differences for these individuals were highlighted and discussed.

A clinician in a diagnostic team is required to consider a very wide range of dimensions of an individual’s life. The diagnostic process
involves exploration of relationships, physical and emotional wellbeing, hopes for the future, material and financial understanding, links to the wider community, feelings of safety and security, daily living skills, occupation and fulfilment. These become key areas to consider in terms of strength and needs analysis and solution-focused support. These dimensions map well onto the dimension of quality of life, suggesting that exploring these quality of life perceptions in a multidimensional way was likely to benefit clinical understanding and practice with this group of individuals.

Enhancing clinical knowledge and understanding, with the intention of providing better diagnostic services, lay at the heart of this enquiry. In a small specialist service, that meant that the clinician most motivated and skilled to carry out the study was also the clinician who had the greatest level of clinical skill with people with a mild or borderline learning disability, and was, therefore, most likely to be involved with those individuals clinically.

Whilst this dual role presented considerable ethical challenges, it also highlighted the benefit of clinical skills and experience in designing appropriate methods and facilitating engagement with this group. Initially, this study had a greater focus on looking at the ways in which participants' perceptions of the quality of their lives changed throughout the diagnostic process. Early in the research process, it became clear that a study that focused on understanding the quality of
life perceptions of this group in general would be challenging and would make a significant contribution to professional practice. Alongside this, improving understanding of effective ways to engage in research with participants with a mild or borderline learning disability and possible autism would contribute to both clinical and research practice. Change in perceptions across the diagnostic process, therefore, became an area of secondary interest.

1.8 Aims and objectives of study

This study aimed to effectively engage in research with individuals who had a mild or borderline learning disability and possible autism and had been referred to their local diagnostic service. It set out to gather these individuals' perceptions of the quality of their lives in a way that reflected their perceptions of both subjective and objective aspects. This included consideration of the ways in which these perceptions might change or remain stable throughout the diagnostic process.

Objectives of this study were to effectively present and describe the quality of life perceptions of people with a mild or borderline learning disability who were going through the diagnostic process and present learning on tools that had been used or developed to gather this data. A further objective was to be able to summarise engagement approaches that facilitated research involvement with this group of individuals and highlight challenges. A final objective was to evaluate
the challenges and benefits of a clinician taking on the joint role of researcher and diagnostician in this study.

1.8.1 Primary question

What is the perceived quality of life for people with a mild or borderline learning disability who are referred to a local diagnostic process?

1.8.2 Secondary questions

What approaches facilitate research engagement for participants with a mild or borderline learning disability and possible autism?

What are the patterns of change or stability in quality of life perceptions for individuals from beginning to the end of a local diagnostic process?

What are the challenges and benefits of a clinician having a joint role of researcher and diagnostician in this specific study?

1.8.3 Outline of thesis

This thesis will go on to provide an exploration of the contextual literature that relates to these questions and will then move on to a detailed exploration of the construct of quality of life in the field of learning disability. It will link this to the tools and specific approach that were taken in gathering quality of life perceptions from participants. It
will then describe the methodology that underpinned the methods employed and engagement approach that was used.

The results section will begin by presenting learning about research engagement with this particular participant group. This will be followed by a quantitative overview, with a focus on descriptive presentation, comparison to other studies and some consideration of the significance of any observable changes of participant scores.

A qualitative overview will be given looking at central and subthemes and illustrated with participant data. Selected case examples will then be used to present the interaction between quantitative and qualitative data and to consider the interaction between quality of life dimensions. Discussion will then bring together thinking about the ways in which results relate to existing studies and quality of life theory and will go on to consider the ways in which learning disability, autism and other factors impacting on this group may be affecting their quality of life perceptions.
Chapter Two: Contextual literature background to the study

2.1 Introduction

This section will describe the sources of literature and knowledge that were accessed to provide context to this study. There was minimal current literature that specifically examined quality of life perceptions in people with a mild or borderline learning disability or any work suggesting how this group might be approached or specific tools for this purpose. A number of sources of contextual information were accessed, some of which were drawn from published literature. A vital, additional source of contextual literature came from unpublished sources such as correspondence with centres of excellence; contact with other diagnostic services; information from research organisations and attendance or presentation at conferences. These links provided access to studies, thinking and viewpoints that were not formally available from conventional literature databases.

2.2 Published literature

There were a small number of published studies in the area of learning disabilities and autism, which explored quality of life for individuals with learning disabilities, with only a few of these specifically related to adults. Whilst these did not specifically exclude people with a mild or borderline learning disability, this section will appraise some of these
studies and consider the methodological issues that led to these studies being more likely to focus on individuals with more significant levels of learning disability or focus on the carers’ perspectives. These studies have value in offering some suggestion of the patterns of quality of life that may occur for people with a learning disability, and an opportunity in some cases to consider whether the results in this researcher’s study might differ in any way from published studies.

Plimley’s 2007 appraisal of papers, related to the topic of quality of life and autism in adults, highlighted limitation in the data gathered outside of populations with significant learning disabilities and a tendency to rely on quantitative, proxy contact. Large-scale studies favoured measurement of objective quality of life indicators (Billstedt et al 2011; Saldaña et al 2009; Nydén et al 2008; (García-Villamissar et al 2013). Billstedt’s study approached a Swedish population of 120 adults diagnosed with autism in childhood, 108 of whom ultimately participated. The majority of this group had a significant learning disability, but 12 were identified as having a mild or borderline learning disability.

This study used specifically developed tools to evaluate the quality of life of individuals in relation to objective indicators, such as identifying whether a care plan was in place or whether staff had autism-specific training. These involved the judgement of experienced clinicians and the views of carers, but did not seek the opinions of participants
themselves. This study appeared to work on the underlying assumption that if concrete objective indicators had occurred, then the quality of life for the individual would be enhanced. Whilst there might have been value in ensuring that objective and measurable indicators were in place it was not clear whether this represented a measurement of quality of life, which by its nature involved the subjective views of the individual. There was no specific reason given in this study for the lack of more direct involvement of those individuals with a mild or borderline learning disability. Billstedt’s team suggested that objective quality of life was generally higher for people with higher IQ levels and that poor residential and occupational engagement was associated with poor objective quality of life.

Saldaña et al (2009) used questionnaires to gather objective data for 74 Spanish people with a learning disability and autism. The level of learning disability in this group was unclear. 10% of the participants had received a diagnosis of Asperger Syndrome, which suggested normal or higher IQs. However, in all cases family members, on a proxy basis, completed the questionnaires. Objective indicators in this study were poor compared to the ordinary population, with a lack of community-orientated resources and challenges for proxy reporters in judging subjective wellbeing in individuals with significant communication problems.
Objective indicators can be relatively easy to gather as they can often be obtained without having to get information directly from a learning disabled individual with possible communication challenges. This is likely to be a considerable factor behind the predominance of these measurements particularly in larger scale quality of life studies with people with a learning disability (Gerber et al 2008; Beadle-Brown et al 2009; Baird et al 2006). Gerber’s team carried out a smaller scale study involving 30 adults based in two residential units where all participants had moderate or severe learning disabilities, but it was identified that 20 of the group could communicate with signs or verbally. This study was primarily an evaluation of treatment approaches that used objective quality of life measurements. Additionally, staff and family views were sought, but no attempt was made to obtain views from the participants. This study indicated that objective quality of life scores were improved when a specific treatment approach was used but that, generally, objective quality of life measurements were low.

Verri’s (1999) study looked at a group of 151 adults with a learning disability in Australia and 125 people with a learning disability in Italy, alongside a group of 100 adults in Australia without a learning disability and 92 in the Italian sample. This study used the COMQOL-I5 as a measurement tool that will be described in more detail in section 3.9.3. The participants in Verri’s study included people with a
mild learning disability, but the majority had a more significant learning disability and, therefore, required a higher level of direct care. A similar study was carried out by Hensel et al (2002) looking at 31 people with a learning disability, drawn from a community setting, who were either in a specialist programme or residential care. Verri’s study was completed on a postal basis, which reduced certainty that it had been understood and completed by the participants at whom it was targeted. Both studies showed that, in general, subjective perceptions of people with learning disabilities were similar to the ordinary population, and in the case of the Italian study appeared inflated. Objective quality of life in both countries was generally lower in the learning disabled group.

Baird et al (2006) carried out a longitudinal study based on a cohort of children in Camberwell who had been identified as having an Autism Spectrum Disorder. This study recruited 72 adult participants from an original cohort of 92. Whilst the majority of the study group were evaluated using objective measurements a small sample of nine participants were interviewed using the Quality of Life Questionnaire (QOL-Q), which was a quantitative tool for gathering subjective wellbeing data, in an attempt to get the participants’ views on their quality of life. It was not clear from the data the precise level of learning disability for this small sample group. These individuals had been identified as having communication skill levels which could allow them to consent and respond to the questionnaires, but the authors felt
that this sample size was too small to warrant inclusion in analysis. The authors reported that overall satisfaction levels with life and with employment were lower than identified in the proxy reports.

Other studies have explored specific areas of life for children with autism, primarily looking at proxy reports. Kuhithau et al (2010) identified generally lower levels of objective quality of life in children with autism, compared with children with chronic conditions. Tavernor et al (2013) explored the direct use of a quality of life tool (Paediatric Quality of Life tool) with 10 children with autism and their parents that also suggested a lower quality of life than that found within the ordinary population.

There is little published work that describes or explains changes in perceptions of any kind throughout the diagnostic process. A small number of qualitative studies and papers have presented the perceptions of individuals, usually described as having Asperger Syndrome, after they have received a diagnosis (Punshon et al 2009; James et al 2006). This group’s higher level of cognitive skills results in less severe communication challenges. This is, therefore, a group whose subjective perceptions are potentially more straightforward to gather. These studies have been limited in the dimensions of quality of life that have been considered and have focused on psychological changes or medical management considered to have occurred in direct relation to an autism diagnosis.
Punshon’s (2009) psychological perspective used an interpretive phenomenological analysis with an opportunistic case sample and a clear focus on the views of the participants. This resulted in person-centred thematic data and an approach that could consider an individual’s perspective. This study identified feelings of relief and reduction in guilt following diagnosis.

James et al (2006) used an opportunistic case selection strategy to analyse instances of late autism diagnosis from the perspective of psychiatric medical management and related changes. This study did not consider individual perception of these changes, but indicated the author’s perception that the diagnosis of autism might result in positive changes in the individual’s quality of life. In both studies, the opportunistic nature of selection and analysis limited the potential to explore the data in a more structured and thoughtful way and to consider the possibility of changes during the diagnostic process.

Shrubb (2010) presented a personal perspective of life perceptions post diagnosis, highlighting primarily feelings of relief mixed with some concerns about possible stigma.

Robertson (2010), an autistic researcher, presented an analysis of the ways in which an autistic perspective of the domain of quality of life could be considered and particularly highlighted the tendency for current research to ignore issues such as social stigma and
marginalisation and focus on consideration of outcome-based treatments when discussing quality of life.

There have been studies using qualitative approaches with subjects with Asperger Syndrome or using proxy models. Jennes-Coussens et al (2006) used a mixed methods approach to explore the quality of life of 12 young men with Asperger Syndrome. This used a matched group of participants without autism. In this design, a qualitative interview was used to probe for greater depth to add to the data gathered through a quantitative interview and highlighted lower levels of satisfaction in areas such as productivity and social interaction for people with Asperger Syndrome who also scored lower for positive employment and higher for solitary activity.

Van Heijst and Geurts (2014) carried out a meta-analysis of ten studies carried out over the previous eight years, looking at quality of life in autism over the life span of people with autism. The majority of these studies were in the area of paediatrics, four involved some adults and only one involved direct engagement with affected individuals to obtain data. This study (Kamio et al 2013) was limited to the domains of psychological and social wellbeing, focused on objective measurements of quality of life and was completed by postal questionnaire. This made it harder to be certain that data came directly from the participants themselves.
The results of this meta-analysis suggested that the most affected domain was social functioning and that participants generally had fewer friends and relationships, fewer leisure and sexual relationships and poorer physical health. There was also a suggestion that this group placed greater emphasis on family than on friendship. Overall, this study suggested that quality of life was lower for people with autism but that a greater level of learning disability did not correlate to a lower quality of life. Persson (2000) similarly focused on outcomes in people with a dual diagnosis, and particularly linked to a teaching programme that he argued was linked to a better quality of life.

Shipman et al (2011) gathered perceptions of young people with Asperger Syndrome and found lower scores in all domains for this group, with quality of life being higher for young people with higher self-esteem and lower for those reporting high anxiety. Jones et al (2001) explored web-based blog pages of five individuals with Asperger Syndrome to look at emotional themes that arose and found that alienation was an overriding theme along with frustration, depression and a pervasive sense of fear. Burgess and Gutstein (2007) highlighted the degree of social support as a predictor of quality of life and Bauminger and Kasari (2000) highlighted the importance of considering the difference between quality and quantity of friendship for people with autism, but also identified loneliness as a serious issue for children with autism. Bauminger and Kasari 2000) in their study of
22 children with autism without learning disabilities found that, compared with 19 matched typically developing children, the children with autism showed difficulties with quality of friendship, increased loneliness and often a poor awareness that lack of friendship could be the cause of their loneliness. This study asked children to complete scaled questionnaires in relation to sets of statements such as ‘I don’t have any friends in class’, and ‘I feel alone at school’. It also asked children to define friendship, finding that children with autism gave more limited definitions of friendship and also found that parental estimates of numbers of friends were greater than those of children with autism. One potential predictive factor in quality of life, highlighted by Brown and Brown (2005) and Cummins and Lau (2005) was self-determination, as this allowed choice, autonomy and independence.

There are a number of studies that explore quality of life perceptions for people with a learning disability and no specified Autism Spectrum Disorder. These tend to focus on people with a significant learning disability with the prime purpose of validating tools for measurement with this group. As such, they frequently use proxy respondents rather than direct report, with the notable exception of McGillivray et al (2009) and Hensel et al (2002). The literature is divided on the likelihood of correlation between the subjective perceptions of people with a learning disability and those who know them well. McVilly et al (2000) sampled a small group of people with a learning disability and their
carers, using questionnaires rather than direct interviews and concluded that there was good concurrence in quality of life perceptions between people with a learning disability and their carers. Larger samples carried out by Schwartz and Rabinovitz (2003) found some areas of concordance but noted that the higher the level of cognitive ability the less concordance occurred and that concordance was greater with staff than with family. Sheldrick et al (2012) found that concordance was generally poor, but could be improved if proxy reporters were explicitly asked to say ‘what they thought the individual would say if asked’.

The concerns raised in these studies were that carers who had different life experiences due to factors such as lack of disability, age and lifestyle would inevitably judge another person’s level of satisfaction in relation to their own. The people they cared for might not choose to tell them things about their thoughts and views that they thought might upset their carers or contradict them. A carer might also fail to accept that a person’s views had changed. Studies relating to subjective wellbeing for people with a learning disability are varied in outcome and this might reflect the relative paucity of truly subjective, direct work, which is absent from larger scale studies. Several studies, however, appear to suggest that people with a learning disability have the same patterns of stable and high subjective wellbeing as other

McGillivray et al (2009) recruited 114 Australian subjects, 82 of whom were reported to have a mild learning disability and 32 a moderate learning disability. These were recruited from a variety of agencies and settings supporting people with a learning disability. This study specifically excluded people with an autism diagnosis. The majority of the sample lived with their parents or siblings and a small number (4%) lived independently. The Personal Wellbeing Index, a quantitative tool designed to measure subjective wellbeing, which will be discussed in depth in section 3.9.3, was used to gather data directly from all the participants. The purpose of this paper was to introduce this as a reliable and valid tool for the measurement of subjective wellbeing of people with a mild or moderate learning disability.

McGillivray’s study was limited to individuals who were relatively dependent and who might, therefore, be expected to have more significant levels of learning disability. The authors also noted that they took the decision to remove from the data any respondents with skewed high data sets, which they acknowledged might lower the overall scores, which was a decision that the tool allowed them to make, but that assumed that especially high scores were not valid. They also highlighted that subtle differences that were made between ‘satisfaction’ and ‘happiness’ in the wording of the scales for people
with and without a learning disability could have an impact on scores. Overall, the participants in this study produced very similar results to studies involving people with no identified learning disability with relatively high levels of subjective wellbeing that seemed to be unaffected by factors such as age or gender.

Hensel and colleagues used the subjective scales of the COMQOL-15 (prior to the development of the PWI-ID) with 31 people with a learning disability and matched controls. Whilst the level of learning disability of the subject group was not specified, they were recruited from day centres and group homes. This increased the likelihood of these participants having more significant levels of learning disability that required this level of support. This study identified that, in general, participants with a learning disability showed the same high levels of subjective satisfaction (>75%) with their lives that were shown in the control group. The exception to this was in the dimension of health, where the group with a learning disability expressed lower satisfaction levels (52.5%). In objective terms, the group with a learning disability showed generally lower levels of objective wellbeing than matched controls. The exceptions to this were material wellbeing, which showed higher scores, and the productivity, community and emotional domains that showed lower scores than the controls. The authors felt that the higher material wellbeing scores reflected property rights, which did not fully reflect full autonomy and control.
One perspective is that this suggests that people with a learning disability appear to be as genuinely satisfied with their lives as other non-disabled individuals. Another perspective is that other complex factors relating to the lives of people with a learning difficulty might impact on the way they view and express their lives. A number of writers have expressed concerns that this reduces the validity of these subjective views. Hughes et al (1995) identified the tendency of people with a learning disability to report favourable quality of life conditions in the face of abject decay and poverty. Antaki (1999) also shared concerns about the ways in which subjective quality of life data was gathered from people with a learning disability. His work explored the specific style of questions used in research with people with a learning disability. This highlighted the risks linked to the researcher attempting to gather subjective quality of life data ‘sensitively’, potentially steering subjects towards the positive and failing to hear concerns and negatives. His study observed a tendency to try and ‘look on the positive side’ to ensure that the person with a learning disability had a positive experience throughout the research process. In doing this, researchers avoided asking subjects to give any further details of any negative comments that they began to make.

In general, there was evidence of worse objective circumstances (Gerber et al 2011; Howlin et al 2004) as participants’ level of learning disability increased. Howlin et al (2004) followed up 68 participants
who met the criteria for autism and measured their progress in objective terms. These included areas such as employment and independence. The team concluded that objective measurements were poor for all participants, but that this was particularly the case for people with a greater degree of learning disability. A significant limitation with studies that focused on very specific measurements was that they could then fail to consider other areas that might have been important. It was unsurprising, for instance, that a greater degree of learning disability could reduce the possibility of paid employment, but this failed to consider unpaid meaningful engagement for some people, which might have been considered just as beneficial in terms of quality of life.

White and Roberson-Nay (2009) studied 20 young people with autism who did not have a learning disability and particularly looked at levels of anxiety and levels of social interaction in this group. They reported that a milder level of learning disability had the potential to lead to a greater capacity for anxiety and lower quality of life perception. In effect, they suggested that a more significant cognitive difficulty might have a protective function, allowing the individuals to have less awareness of their difficulties and, therefore, less distress. Reports such as ‘Death by Indifference’ (Mencap 2007) clearly highlight significant inequalities having direct and catastrophic impacts on individuals with a learning disability. Most studies in adults focus on
individuals in some kind of organised care and this is not reflective of the largest proportion of people with a learning disability, who will have less significant levels of learning disability and are likely to be living independently or with families.

Studies with individuals with autism and carers of people with a more significant learning disability or people with Asperger Syndrome (Morisse et al 2013; Petry et al 2005) have suggested that overall quality of life might be lower than average, with lower perceptions of emotional wellbeing, social isolation and alienation being indicated. Petry et al (2005) used qualitative interviews to explore the quality of life perceptions of people with profound and multiple disabilities through proxy views of parents and support staff. They used a semi-structured approach that used open questions to encourage participants to discuss the topics of quality of life for the individual that they supported, as well as providing some structure to ensure that all domains were given opportunity for consideration.

Morisse et al (2013) used focus groups designed to gather data about quality of life perceptions in people with a learning disability, autism and mental health problems. These perceptions were gathered on a proxy basis from 22 professionals and family members using content analysis to analyse the transcripts, with a focus on measuring frequency of mention of specific quality of life areas within transcripts and linking this with perceived importance. Morisse’s study identified
that professionals most frequently raised emotional wellbeing, social inclusion and interpersonal relations whilst families focused more on social inclusion. Rights and physical wellbeing received the least attention.

It was not possible to locate any specific literature referring to quality of life and people with a borderline learning disability. Published literature in this area tended to relate to subjects who could be viewed as troubled or marginalised in areas such as psychiatric care, alcoholism and the criminal justice system (Ellem et al 2013; van Duijvenbode 2013; Vinkers 2013; Ellem et al 2012; van Duijvenbode et al 2012; Cocking and Astill 2004).

2.2.1 Summary of key points from published literature

Current larger scale studies exploring quality of life perceptions for people with autism and a learning disability predominantly used objective indicators and made use of proxy reports. In some cases (Beadle-Brown et al 2009) small adaptations were made to approach participants more directly. There were very mixed results in terms of concordance of proxy and direct reports, which suggested that it could not be assumed that proxy reporting was a reliable way of gathering data from people with a learning disability.

Studies with people who had a more significant learning disability generally reported lower objective quality of life outcomes for this
group. Current studies suggested that this was expected to increase as an individual’s level of learning disability became greater. Subjective quality of life outcomes generally reflected the positive scores (75% satisfaction) that were usually found in the general population. Whilst the literature was very limited, the possibility was raised of both positive and negative changes in self and societal perception for individuals post-diagnostically, which could theoretically have an impact on quality of life perceptions.

Based on the existing, limited literature it would be reasonable to predict that people with a mild or borderline learning disability and possible autism might have a low objective quality of life, but with a likelihood of these being higher with higher cognitive levels. It would also be reasonable to predict that subjective wellbeing could be in the same positive range as that reported for people with more significant learning disabilities and the ordinary population. The existing literature, primarily based on proxy views, does suggest that for someone with a milder learning disability and autism that some reduction in subjective measurements might occur and might be more likely to occur in areas such as social interaction, emotional wellbeing and social inclusion.

There is a relatively large body of literature exploring the ways in which people with a learning disability could be engaged in research, and this was clearly of value in planning and development of the methodology. This literature is appraised and described throughout chapter four, with
the learning from this literature being integrated with method choices and development. There is a paucity of literature describing the ways in which people with autism could be engaged in research with one guidance document, which gives recommendations incorporating a range of communication challenges (Nind 2008), which will be further discussed in chapter four.

2.3 Unpublished contextual literature

The limitations in the literature, relating to this subject group, meant that a more flexible approach had to be taken in order to gain some contextual knowledge for the study question. This involved considering clinical routes to knowledge and exploring the unpublished or grey literature around this study group. The sources for this literature were centres of excellence for autism and also quality of life, which in this case included Research Autism (Bristol), Sheffield Hallam University, The Lorna Wing Centre, The Autism Research Centre at Cambridge, The National Autistic Society and Deakin University, Australia. The results of these approaches were regular meetings with Research Autism and with a National Autistic Society research group.

These links then led to the opportunity to present this researcher’s study at national and international conferences (Meeting of Minds 2013, National Autistic Society Professionals Conference 2013 and European Autism Congress 2013), which allowed discussion with both
clinicians and researchers who had knowledge and experience of supporting the individuals in the study group.

Another approach was to enter into direct correspondence with experts in the field of autism, borderline learning disability and quality of life. This resulted in advice and support that was key to the development of methodology (Nylander 2013, Cummins 2012), opportunities to access unpublished works and also invitations to peer review relevant articles.

A significant element of contextual knowledge was the tacit and experiential knowledge gained from direct clinical experience with this participant group and learning from local colleagues and other diagnostic services also involved with providing direct clinical care. This knowledge and experience was key at all stages of the study and was gained both by direct experience of working as a diagnostician with people with a mild or borderline learning disability and also through supervision, peer discussion and presentation and feedback within the local and neighbouring diagnostic services.

Direct contact with centres of excellence resulted in a number of concrete areas of knowledge acquisition. Permission to view and make use of an as yet unpublished thesis was one of these gains. In the case of Daves (2011), she had carried out a phenomenological exploration into the lived experience of autism. This had involved working with seven co-researchers, who had autism and no learning
disability, and had completed a semi-structured interview exploring their day-to-day perceptions of the lived experienced of autism.

Qureshi (2012) in an unpublished thesis explored a tool designed to measure the utility of diagnosis for the parents of 120 children who had a diagnosis of autism, She reported parents expressing a sense of relief, explanation and empowerment in relation to a positive diagnosis.

Thematic analysis identified a number of themes. These were divided across the diagnostic process. Pre-diagnostically there were themes of ‘not fitting in’ and ‘difference’ as well as ‘confusion’ and ‘depression’. There was a theme related to a ‘sense of relief and reassurance’ as well as ‘sadness and regret’, ‘self-understanding and empowerment’ associated with the diagnosis. Other themes post-diagnostically were a sense of anger, injustice and rejection and misunderstanding from others. Other objective areas were identified, such as accessibility of specialist services, employment and day services and also the need for access to counselling and psychological therapies. This study was small in size and there was limited information about recruitment strategies within the thesis. It did, however, highlight the same potential for positive and negative changes to perceptions post-diagnostically that were highlighted in the published literature (Qureshi 2012, Punshon et al 2009; James et al 2006).
A further aspect of evaluation of the grey literature was consideration of clinical knowledge and tacit experience gained from the local diagnostic service and other services. Feedback from outcome questionnaires and verbal feedback locally and elsewhere from individuals going through the diagnostic process described positive experiences such as relief and self-understanding. There was also potential for individuals to feel confused and disappointed if no concrete changes occurred in their lives as well as negative feelings associated with a diagnosis of a life-long disability, and in some cases disappointment in relation to a ‘not autistic’ diagnosis.

More specific reflections from diagnosticians working with individuals with a mild or borderline learning disability were that often these individuals came to the service at a time of crisis, such as court appearance or parenting issues, with the primary hope that a diagnosis would be of assistance. The sense was that they appeared less likely to communicate changes to their overall wellbeing and more focused on specific issues. Their level of life satisfaction might, therefore, have been related to the impact of the diagnostic process on that particular issue. Clinical discussion with diagnosticians had suggested that objective factors, such as employment, benefits and signposting to increased support, were the most likely changes that could be facilitated within the local diagnostic process.
Sharing of this research at national and international conferences gained some helpful learning in both the clinical and research interest in this specific subject group. Clinical colleagues in the fields of psychology and psychiatry in both the United Kingdom and Sweden confirmed that this group of individuals represented a considerable proportion of their clinical caseloads (Nylander 2013). Inclusion of this study in the oral presentation programme for the ‘Quality of life’ section of the European Congress for Autism (September 2013) indicated the scientific value of gaining a better understanding of this group.

Another important area of discussion with centres of excellence and clinical and research colleagues concerned the most appropriate tools to gather quality of life perceptions. In general, available tools focused on outcomes and primarily objective measures rather than individual perceptions. Discussion with Deakin University (Cummins 2012) and also Research Autism and the Lorna Wing Centre helped to identify published quality of life tools that were currently being considered for as yet unpublished work with people with Asperger Syndrome.

2.3.1 Summary of key points from unpublished literature

In spite of a limited presence in the literature, the quality of life perceptions of people with a mild or borderline learning disability and possible autism were of clinical and research interest and this was a group that appeared to have clear clinical needs and presence in
clinical practice. It also appeared more likely that a local diagnostic process would impact on objective quality of life indicators in this group than on subjective quality of life indicators. Unpublished contextual literature also highlighted the importance of considering negative as well as positive changes for people following the diagnostic process. It also identified the importance of having a method that supported the gathering of data that reflected emotional perceptions and explored areas such as marginalisation, stigma and loneliness for this participant group.
Chapter Three: Theoretical concepts of quality of life in people with a mild or borderline learning disability and possible autism

3.1 Introduction

This chapter sets out to describe concepts that underpin quality of life in this subject group and explore the history of quality of life research and practice in the field of learning disability and autism. This will provide the justification for the methodological choices made in this study and this chapter will go on to focus on the specific tools selected for this study with an exploration of the rationale for selection.

Quality of life has been described as the ‘slipperiest creature in the human zoo’ (Compton 1997 p 120) and this phrase captures the challenge of understanding and explaining a complex but frequently articulated concept. Exploring the literature highlighted quality of life as an exciting concept within learning disability generally, but one which was limited in its evidence of direct engagement of people with a learning disability and highly limited in relation to the participants in this researcher’s study group.

In clinical practice, a frequently, informally articulated aim is to improve quality of life for individuals receiving care. National statutory documents guiding health-based services frequently describe aspirations relating to enhancing quality of life as an overarching
3.2 History of quality of life concept in learning disability literature

Cummins (1996), in his review of quality of life literature, focusing on people with a learning disability, described the early understanding of quality of life as a unidimensional means of conceptualising failings in the care of people with a learning disability in institutionalised living (Verdugo et al 2009). This meant that there was a desire to improve the quality of life for people with a learning disability, which was perceived as poor overall, without any particular exploration of what this meant in more precise terms. This focus prevailed with the intense paradigm shift of institutionalised care to community living for people with a learning disability in the 1980s and 1990s. There was then a gradual progression to quality of life being viewed as a complex and useful concept with multiple domains, which might differ from and influence each other (Cummins and Lau 2003).

At the same time, others saw challenges in the use of quality of life as a measurement arguing that quality of life was a term of little value in the study of life for people with a learning disability (Wolfensburger 1995). The idea that there was any value at all in gathering subjective quality of life data from people with a learning disability was questioned. At the heart of the debate in the literature lay the issue of
meaningful communication. The question raised was whether researchers were truly able to capture and genuinely understand the subjective views of an individual who might have significant challenges in the area of verbal understanding and expression. Wolfensburger (1995) argued that some people with learning disabilities were unable to assess subjectively and, therefore, their subjective quality of life was not measurable. Becker (1963) suggested that behaviour and views could be shaped by the expectations of others who might be supporting them. Wolfensberger (1995) concurred with the idea that people’s behaviour was ‘affected profoundly by the role expectations placed upon them’. These theories clearly gave rise to the possibility that people with a learning disability might be limited in their perceptions of self-governance by the discourse of those supporting them. Bourdieu (Maton 2008) described the complex concept of ‘habitas’ in which practice and structure impacted on individuals’ agency in a given situation, and Williams (1973) described the idea of hegemony which allowed the power and privilege of one group to appear natural and reasonable to the subjugated group.

These views created the theoretical possibility of people with a learning disability understanding themselves as satisfied when they were in extreme states of deprivation or seeing the need for others to speak for them as natural and unquestionable. Hughes et al (1995) emphasised the importance of combining subjective and objective
measurements of quality of life for this group to ensure that these wider issues were fully understood.

Cummins (2005), however, countered this with the view that the primary issue was about supporting people with a learning disability to communicate their quality of life perceptions, rather than challenge their capacity to assess. This view suggested that energy should be focused on better interpretation of the communications of people with a learning disability, with Tetzchner and Jensen (1999) arguing that the most ethical view was to take the individual seriously as an authentic communicator of his/her own perspective, no matter what his/her limitations. This emphasised that the responsibility lay with the non-learning disabled researcher to make the effort to understand any communicative attempts. The non-learning disabled researcher then needed to make sense of these perceptions, and attribute them some value.

Whilst this view is put forward passionately, the existing literature suggests a different reality, with the predominance of objective measurements in larger scale studies into quality of life with people with a dual diagnosis of autism and a learning disability (Endermann 2013; Beadle-Brown et al 2009; Alvarez and Crabtree 2008; Gerber et al 2008). These studies have made the methodological decision to manage the communication challenges of the study group by avoiding direct engagement and gaining proxy views from carers or family
members. This results in data that may not reflect the perceptions of the individuals themselves, with current studies varying in their assessment of concurrence in proxy and individual quality of life perceptions (Sheldrick et al 2012; Schwartz and Rabinovitz 2003; Mcvilly et al 2000).

3.3 Current understanding of the term quality of life in learning disability literature

The complex and at times controversial nature of the concept has meant that it has had varied interpretations in the literature. Hughes et al (1995) identified 44 different definitions of quality of life in the learning disability literature. In spite of the variations, there are currently some key areas of agreement (Kober 2010) in the literature relating to people with a learning disability. Firstly, that quality of life is viewed as a global, overarching concept, not a unidimensional one that can only be applied to a narrow area of human functioning (Brown et al 2009). This indicates an acceptance of a multidimensional model, which includes a number of dimensions of quality of life (also sometimes referred to as domains). Secondly, that quality of life is a fundamentally subjective concept in nature (Cummins 2005a) with Claes et al (2010) also arguing that, in the field of learning disability, it has moved from being an abstract concept to a measurable and socially valid construct.
There are three key areas in which the term quality of life is used in the literature: economics, where satisfaction and happiness are more closely linked to income; medicine, which focuses heavily on health and use of treatments and, thirdly, social sciences which view quality of life as an overarching concept (Cummins et al 2010). The focus in relation to learning disability is in this final area. In his 2006 paper, Cummins presents an empirical and theoretical argument for seven dimensions of quality of life, with international consensus of eight core dimensions (Keith 2001). Kober’s appraisal of the learning disability literature (2010) identifies (in order of frequency of mention): interpersonal relations, social inclusion, personal development, physical wellbeing, self-determination, material wellbeing, emotional wellbeing, rights, family, recreation and leisure and safety and security. These domains can then be further subdivided into the areas of human functioning that can be measured and these subdivisions are described as quality of life indicators. A further demarcation of these indicators is that they can be described as objective or subjective in nature.
3.4 Objective indicators of quality of life

Given the inherent subjectivity of quality of life perceptions, it may seem contradictory to use the term objective to describe a quality of life measurement. These, however, have predominance in larger scale quality of life studies in learning disability literature and their use raises issues that warrant clarification and discussion.

Objective quality of life indicators are generally understood as using measurements that can be observed or viewed externally as well as described by the participants themselves. The idea that anything can be entirely objective is a controversial one and there is no doubt that the degree of objectivity in all of these indicators can be questioned. Some can be more easily verified totally externally, without consulting with the individual. Indicators such as the amount people earn, the type of house that they live in or how often they visit their medical practitioner are good examples. Objective indicators can also be more of an interaction between objective and subjective concepts, producing answers that can be verified externally but still be dependent on the subjective opinion e.g. ‘How many personal possessions do you feel you have in comparison to other people?’ ‘How often do people from outside your home ask you for help or support?’ These reflect the indicators used more frequently in Australian studies (Cummins 1996). This type of indicator is likely to be measured using some kind of Likert scale, so that any answer can be quantified.
Tools that use and score objective indicators often appear to be based on a set of assumptions such as in the COMQOL-I5 (Cummins 1997) with examples, such as, ‘people who watch ten hours or more television per day will have a poorer quality of life’ or ‘people who are unemployed will have a poorer quality of life’ underpinning some of the scoring on particular indicators. These tools then measure individuals or populations in relation to these assumptions and resulting standards. Objective indicators have been criticised for being too ethnocentric (Kober 2010) and failing to recognise that one set of standards may not be applicable to all individuals and groups.

3.5 Subjective indicators of quality of life

A subjective indicator, on the other hand, is an assessment of life satisfaction or wellbeing for an individual that cannot be viewed externally and reflects a personal evaluation. This, therefore, may be more time consuming and complex to obtain with any degree of validity from a person with a neurodevelopmental difference. At times, subjective wellbeing has been viewed as a unidimensional concept, e.g. ‘What is your satisfaction with life as a whole’ (Veenhoven 1991), but in many other models continues to be seen as multidimensional.

In a multidimensional model of subjective quality of life an individual is seen as having the potential for differing levels of satisfaction with quality of life across a number of domains, such as health, productivity
and social relationships, for example. Micalos (1985) describes subjective quality of life as being based on an individual’s perception of the discrepancies in one of three areas: between what one has and what one needs or wants (aspiration); between what one has and what others have (social comparison) and between what one has and what one deserves (equity).

A question that seeks a subjective indicator will tend to ask for information that only that individual can give, such as: ‘How satisfied are you with life as a whole/your health/your standard of living?’ A proxy can give a view on what he/she thinks an individual’s view might be, but that will cease to be a measurement of that individual’s perspective and therefore, arguably, cease to measure that individual’s perceived level of satisfaction.

3.6 Relationship between subjective and objective indicators

It might be anticipated that objective indicators of quality of life will be good predictors of subjective wellbeing and, therefore, reduce the need for gathering subjective information. However, there is strong evidence in the literature to suggest that the opposite is true, with a very poor positive correlation between the two (Cummins 2005; Claes et al 2010). Zapft (1984) presented a helpful model of potential patterns of subjective and objective wellbeing in individuals. Rapley (2006) provided some application of Zapft’s (1984) paper to current
thinking and he described a person with positive objective and
subjective indicators as being in a state of ‘wellbeing’. This model
suggested that poor objective indicators combined with positive
subjective indicators reflected an individual ‘adapting’ to his/her difficult
situation. Positive objective indicators and poor subjective indicators
reflected a ‘dissonant’ state and poor responses across both indicated
a perceived ‘deprived’ state. Zapft suggested that the majority of
people would be in a state of wellbeing or adaptation and that these
would be the states in which people were able to function and develop.
The dissonant and deprived states were more likely to have a
disruptive impact in daily functioning.

The potential for these differing states reflect the ‘surface’ nature of
objective indicators, where an outward appearance might not reflect an
individual’s perceived reality. A person, for example, might show on an
objective indicator that he/she has interactions of a number of types
every day and this will result in a higher objective quality of life rating
around the domain of social interaction. An expectation could be that
the subjective quality of life for this person in relation to the domain of
social interaction would be good. Others, in a proxy role, may be able
to verify that the individual has multiple and varied social interaction,
which would seem to confirm that expectation.

However, the individual, when asked how satisfied he/she is with
his/her interactions, might indicate that he/she has not enjoyed them
and this will result in a lower subjective quality of life score for social interaction. Equally, someone may only rarely have a brief social interaction and this can result in a low objective quality of life score, which others, who know him/her well, can verify. However, that person might perceive that those rare interactions are deeply satisfying and that time spent alone is highly desired, in which case his/her subjective social interaction satisfaction score will be high. It is well documented that beyond the extremes of, for example, wealth or abject poverty, that individuals have a remarkable stability in the subjective satisfaction levels in key domains and life in general (Cummins et al 2010). Individuals generally report a level of 70-80% satisfaction with life in spite of a number of life circumstances that would be assumed to impact upon it.

One theory put forward by Cummins et al (2010) and described by Schalock et al (2010) to explain this apparent paradox is that of homeostatic theory. This involves various mechanisms such as disposition, adaptation, selective attention and cognitive restructuring. It suggests a basic human survival mechanism which allows aspects of specific dimensions, such as money or close relationships, to act as shields against adversity allowing people to rate their perceptions of their lives more highly at times when other aspects appear more negative. So, for example, if a person’s health were compromised he/she might feel that this has given him/her an opportunity to develop
closer relationships or different skills. Therefore, the dimensions of social interaction and productivity would gain a higher rating than it would have done before, resulting in overall stability. This stability may be affected by severe adverse events or stress, which cause the mechanism to break down, which Schalock suggests may be a factor in depressive illness (Schalock 2010).

3.7 Subjective wellbeing and happiness

It is necessary to give some context to the theoretical overlaps of the concepts of subjective wellbeing and satisfaction. In quality of life tools designed for people with a learning disability, words like ‘happy’ and ‘happiness’ are used in place of the words satisfaction or wellbeing. This is done to recognise the complexity of vocabulary and pragmatically to ensure that those for whom it is designed can understand the tool. This decision brings with it some theoretical challenges. Whilst subjective wellbeing is felt to be a relatively stable concept, with in-built mechanisms to achieve this, happiness as a construct is viewed as more prone to change within a situation or a moment (Rapley 2006).

In qualitative terms, happiness as a term has the potential to represent an emotional extreme, whereas satisfaction suggests a level at which an individual can function comfortably. Inevitably the two terms are complex to separate and in the Personal Wellbeing Index (PWI-ID)
(Cummins and Lau 2005) the term ‘happiness’ is used with simplicity of language being a greater driver than theoretical correctness. Cummins et al (2010) note the theoretical challenge that the use of this term brings but cites the study of McGillivray et al (2009) in which no substantial difference is noted between the scores of individuals tested with the PWI-ID, using the word ‘happiness’ and those without a learning disability who were tested using the PWI-A (Cummins and Lau 2005) using the word ‘satisfaction’.

3.8 Subjective and objective quality of life for the population of people who do not have a learning disability

Subjective wellbeing is generally viewed as a fairly stable concept but there is evidence to suggest that within populations there can be variance within dimensions and that it can change across time (Phillips 2006). Statistics for the United Kingdom identify the majority of the population identifying themselves as having satisfaction levels in the range of 70-80% (Office for National Statistics 2013). A small overall increase in satisfaction was noted for 2012/2013. Some factors such as lower satisfaction for those who are unemployed, not being in a long-term relationship and some age groups being consistently lower appear to occur year on year.

Objective indicators are far more likely to change and vary at an individual level. Cummins et al in their 1994 validity study explored the use of COMQOL-I5 with a university population, which included both
staff and students. A good example of these predictable variations was a clearly lower level of objective material wellbeing, which included wages, in students when compared with university staff.

COMQOL-I5 has been used in studies outside the field of learning disability and appraisal of these has suggested that whilst objective quality of life scores are more subject to change the majority of dimensions score above 50% (Jau-Hong et al 2009; Butler and Ciarrochi 2007). Studies, then, tend to identify dimensions, which are lower or higher for specific populations. Material wellbeing was found to be lower in a study of the elderly, who reported high levels of community participation (Butler and Ciarrochi 2007). This study was carried out with a group of 187 elderly participants recruited from both community nursing caseloads and community groups in Australia using a mix of postal and direct contact. This different approach resulted in a much lower level of response from those receiving nursing care than those living in the community, which resulted in a less effective representation of the perceptions of those with more complex needs.

Material wellbeing and health were found to be lower in a physically disabled population in Taiwan (Jau-Hong et al 2009). This study surveyed 157 adolescents with a physical disability through contact with specialist schools in the country and this was compared with matched students from mainstream schools. Material wellbeing was
found to be lower in a population of people with brain injury in Hong Kong (Man et al 2004); it was, however, unclear from the study whether these schools were exclusively residential or whether the participants came from home environments, which could have been a key factor in material wellbeing. In his Australian study of university staff and students, Cummins (1994) sampled 243 students and 63 staff on the university campus, with a predominance of females in the sample. He found that staff generally had a higher material wellbeing, poorer health and safety and better emotional wellbeing/future security. Whilst this population was selected as one that had not been identified as having any specific disability it was not considered to be representative of an average individual, as factors such as employment with or attendance at university increased the likelihood of variables such as higher intelligence levels.

3.9 Quality of life as a measurement in this present study

This leads towards the definition and model of quality of life used as the basis for this present study. Schalock (2000) presents the simple definition of quality of life as a concept that reflects an individual’s desired conditions of living, which are then related to the core dimensions of that individual’s life. This definition is helpful in that the consideration of a person’s desired conditions emphasises that the very personal and subjective nature of quality of life does not restrict the multidimensional nature of the concept but allows some
consideration of more concrete conditions of living. This present study focused entirely on individual rather than proxy report whilst acknowledging the concerns and limitations that might exist for subjective approaches alone. For this reason the approach in this researcher’s study combined both objective and subjective indicators with the intention of gaining a better depth of understanding of participants’ quality of life.

As has previously been discussed, the diagnostic process is not one intervention and involves a range of processes which can vary slightly in nature depending on individual needs. The group of individuals coming to the diagnostic process were heterogeneous, united by degrees of challenge in cognition, social communication and flexibility of thinking. As a result, there was potential for a wide range of perceptions across multiple dimensions and it was reasonable to consider that change could occur across any of those dimensions through the process.

A significant advantage of using quality of life as a measurement was its multidimensional nature, which permitted exploration of a wide range of everyday life experiences and considered the possibility of change over a broad range of areas. The potential to explore objective and subjective indicators gave both structure and depth to the exploration. Recognition of individual subjectivity in the concept ensured that the enquiry maintained a focus on the perceptions of the
participant. Approaching the enquiry with a measurement that incorporated subjective and objective indicators recognised that perceptions of an individual’s life included concrete factors such as being employed, living in specific accommodation or the number of visits to a health professional, as well as more abstract concepts, such as satisfaction with those concrete factors.

3.9.1 Measuring quality of life in people with a learning disability

In the field of learning disability, quality of life has been viewed as a macro-concept that can be measured for service evaluation, to gain a broader picture of the quality of life of a wider population (Kober 2010) or for a micro-level individual evaluation. Sometimes study has focused on particular dimensions such as health (Endermann 2013) or across multiple domains (Kamio et al 2013), with Townsend-White et al (2012) describing quality of life as a ‘key individual outcome domain’, emphasising the importance of looking at effective ways to measure it.

As a result there has been interest in the literature in developing tools that have the potential to gather data and provide some measurement of quality of life and potential changes in quality of life for people with a learning disability. This section will describe some of these tools and in doing so justify the use of the tools selected for this study, as well as acknowledge their limitations.
3.9.2 Rationale for selection of quantitative quality of life tools

It is recognised that the lives of people with a learning disability, regardless of issues such as human rights and economy, differ significantly from those who are not learning disabled (Cummins 2005). It is, therefore, reasonable to consider more specific approaches to measuring perceptions of the life experiences of people with a learning disability. A study by Townsend-White et al (2012) systematically reviewed the quality of life measurement tools referred to in the literature, but also pointed to a significant lack of information about the actual value of the tools. They focused on the population of individuals with a learning disability and challenging behaviour and included papers published between 1980 and 2008, which reflected a period of considerable activity in this field. They initially identified 24 instruments, considered to measure the quality of life of people with a learning disability. They then considered which of these matched four criteria: included the eight established quality of life domains; possible to administer in two hours or less; having available psychometric data and used internationally (translated into a language other than English).

Six tools were identified through this process that were then subjected to a more detailed evaluation using a further four criteria: having both objective and subjective domains measured to gain a whole construct;
having acceptable psychometric properties and being easy to score; having a pre-test to reduce risk of acquiescence of client group and being centred on gaining views from people with a learning disability and promoting dialogue between researcher and participant.

Two tools in particular ranked well in relation to these criteria. QOL-Q (Schalock and Keith 1993) was widely used in literature and its main weaknesses were that it did not measure subjective and objective domains separately and did not have any kind of acquiescence pre-test. COMQOL-I5 (Cummins 2007) had acceptable psychometric properties and measured objective and subjective indicators separately and had a pre-test which then allowed adaptation of scales used to support people with more complex communication difficulties to respond. In addition to this, it had validated versions for use with individuals who did not have a learning disability, which then supported comparison of data with other studies involving people without learning disabilities.

Cummins and his team had identified some challenges in aspects of scoring of the subjective element of the COMQOL-I5, which led to the development of a new tool, the Personal Wellbeing Index, which specifically focused on subjective wellbeing. Townsend’s review and discussion with the author of COMQOL-I5 (Cummins 2012) personal correspondence) identified that a suitable combination of tools for this study was the COMQOL-I5 (Cummins 1997) to measure objective
quality of life and the Personal Wellbeing Index (Cummins and Lau 2005) to measure subjective perceptions of wellbeing. The two tools together were both psychometrically tested, would gather separate objective and subjective data across an accepted range of domains and provided data that could be considered in relation to other studies using this tool with people both with and without learning disabilities.

3.9.3 Comprehensive Quality of Life Scale – Intellectual/cognitive disability (Cummins 1997) (COMQOL-I5) and Personal Wellbeing Index (PWI-ID) (Cummins and Lau 2005)

A significant driver behind the development of this particular scale was the absence of a tool, which could be used with a wide range of populations, allowing comparisons of quality of life perceptions and related discussions. Historically, these tools had been developed for very specific populations (Cummins 1997) and could not be used, for example, in both children and adults or across learning and non-learning disabled populations. The COMQOL-I5 was designed to have adaptations within the same tool framework allowing for comparable scoring systems across different groups. COMQOL-I5 had also been validated using generally accepted indicators (Schalock 2010).

Cummins (2002) described a key point in the understanding of this tool when a careful evaluation of its strengths and limitations needed to take place and some technical challenges with the subjective element
of the tool were identified. Firstly, related to the length of the measurement scales used, the tool originally used only five and seven-point scales. Cummins and Gullone (2000) described the inadequacy of these scales for the gathering of quality of life data. He acknowledged that shorter scales were felt to be more reliable, but with a concept such as quality of life a small change in perception could be critical and shorter scales were not sensitive enough to pick this up. This suggested that for individuals with milder levels of learning disability the more sensitive 11-point scale might be the most useful way to gather data. He acknowledged, however, that for a person with a more significant level of learning disability a shorter scale might be the only one he/she could accurately understand and use. These considerations led Cummins and his team to develop the Personal Wellbeing Index (PWI-ID) to gather subjective indicators (Cummins and Lau 2005).

The PWI-ID used the same principles as the COMQOL-I5 tool but was solely focused on gathering subjective data. This tool used the same acquiescence and pre-test as the COMQOL-I5 with a further test to identify which of the available Likert scales (three-point, five-point or 11-point) would be most appropriate for the participant with a calculation then being made to adjust the scores so that they were comparable to each other between participants who had completed different scales.
PWI-ID incorporated the same seven dimensions of quality of life with the addition of measurement of the participants' construct of 'life as a whole'. This concept was described by Cummins et al (2010 p 37) as being collectively representative of the seven dimensions. McGillivray et al (2009) argued that the seven domains of the scale formed a single stable factor that predicted over 50% of the variance in life as a whole. The measurement of 'life as a whole' had some support and some critique as a global concept in the literature. Some authors in the 1990s (Lyons 2010) argued that this was a valid measurement of individual quality of life in its own right, citing that studies had shown remarkable consistency and reliability of a measurement of life as a whole. This had been countered with criticism of the lack of a clearly explained relationship between the global scores and the specific domain scores. The populations that were used in these studies were felt to be limited and excluded those not in formal employment and the final concern was that the global 'life as a whole' measurement lacked the potential to explore differences in domains and, therefore, lacked value in actual application to people's lives. For this reason in this study, whilst subjective 'life as a whole' will be measured and patterns in this domain reported and discussed, the broad range of domains scores and their relationship to overall scores will have a focus.

There were some adaptations to the development of the PWI-ID in terms of descriptive labels for dimensions, which meant slight
differences between the PWI-ID and the COMQOL-I5. COMQOL-I5 had a domain labelled as emotional wellbeing, which incorporated future security, control and anxiety. PWI-ID described this domain as future security and used the domain of health to cover both physical and emotional wellbeing. The domain of intimacy in the COMQOL-I5 was described as social interaction in the PWI-ID. The potential limitations relating to these differences will be discussed later in section 6.11 of this thesis.

The ways in which the details of quality of life indicators map across into COMQOL-I5 are described in Table 3.1.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schalock's dimensions</th>
<th>Cummins' dimensions</th>
<th>Indicators within these dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interpersonal relationships</td>
<td>Personal relationships</td>
<td>Intimacy, affection, family, interaction, friendships, support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional and physical wellbeing</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Health care, safety, spirituality, happiness, freedom from stress, self-concept, contentment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material wellbeing</td>
<td>Standard of living</td>
<td>Ownership, financial, security, shelter, socio-economic status, possessions, food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal development</td>
<td>Life achievement</td>
<td>Education, skills, fulfilment, advancement, purposeful activity, personal competence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social inclusion</td>
<td>Community connectedness</td>
<td>Acceptance, status, supports, work, community activities, roles, volunteering, residential environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rights</td>
<td>Personal safety</td>
<td>Privacy, civic responsibility, law, due process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-determination</td>
<td>Future security</td>
<td>Autonomy, choice, personal control, self-direction, personal goals</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.10 Gathering qualitative quality of life data from people with a learning disability and autism

This section will describe the thinking behind the development of the qualitative interview component in this study. The quantitative tools previously described naturally isolate dimensions, considering and scoring them on an individual basis. Homeostatic theory (Cummins et al 2010) suggests a dynamic interaction between dimensions which allows people to perceive one area more positively in relation to another area that may be perceived less positively. Tacit knowledge from clinical experience also suggests that individuals do not tend to talk about their lives in a compartmentalised way. It would be reasonable to consider that perceptions of future security, emotional wellbeing and safety, for instance, may interrelate for participants. Exploration of perceived interaction of dimensions was, therefore, limited using objective tools, but the design and development of a qualitative interview was planned to alleviate this limitation.

Quantitative questionnaires were narrow in the nature of data recording and so did not allow the participant to expand on or explain individual meaning. It was reasonable to consider that an individual’s perception of what satisfying social communication actually was might perhaps be different for a person with specific challenges in that area. The use of a qualitative interview provided an opportunity to explore
the participants’ responses in more depth, and in relation to their everyday lives to provide some context to the quantitative data.

Whilst the structure of dimensions and indicators that made up the quantitative tools were helpful in providing a basis for data gathering, this was an area of enquiry with a limited existing research base and this study, therefore, needed to be able to capture novel and unexpected responses if they occurred. Developing a more open qualitative interview allowed this to happen and it also allowed some flexibility with indicators, which were important to an individual, but were not considered to make a significant difference to overall population studies, such as spirituality (Cummins 2002).
Chapter Four: Methodology and methods

4.1 Introduction

This section will explain the methodological position of the study and describe the methods, along with adaptations made in the developmental and pilot stages. This section will include references to relevant literature that was identified to develop these methods and describe the ways in which the researcher's role as a clinician, for some participants, formed a part of method development and delivery.

4.2 Methodological position

There were a number of factors that contributed to the methodological position underpinning this study. These factors related to the study question and the limitations in existing research in relation to the group being studied; the complex nature of the subject group; gathering quality of life data from subject group and the researcher’s own position in relation to the subject group.

4.2.1 Relationship between nature of enquiry and methodology

This area of enquiry does not have extensive literature or well-established theory. Existing studies had made some suggestions about the nature of quality of life for people with a learning disability, but these suggestions were not consistent and were not particularly clear on the way a milder learning disability or an additional diagnosis
of autism might impact on quality of life perceptions. For this reason this study required an inductive, exploratory approach. The intention was to describe the range of quality of life perceptions that participants might experience and also consider whether any of those perceptions were subject to changes of note during the diagnostic process.

4.2.2 Relationship between participant group and methodology

The participant group were heterogeneous individuals who were united by cognitive and social interaction challenges to a degree that resulted in their referral to an autism diagnostic process. The complex nature and lack of studies in relation to this group required a flexible, reflexive approach with a capacity to adapt to individual and cognitive differences. In particular, data gathering needed to acknowledge the relatively subtle communication challenges of this group and related difficulties in gathering more abstract verbal data (Nind 2008).

This group had specific challenges identified by Booth and Booth (1996) which related to their ability to express themselves (both physically and emotionally); difficulties with open question styles; problems with abstract thinking; trust; difficulties around understanding and expression and understanding of time concepts. This group were also likely to be relatively independent due to their high level of cognitive level compared to the wider population of people with a learning disability. Methods employed in other studies for people with a
more significant learning disability (via carers) or people with high functioning autism (via internet, self-referral as in Jones et al 2001) were less likely to be successful.

4.2.3 Influence of ethnographic approach on methodology

Exploring quality of life perceptions for people with a mild or borderline learning disability required consideration of the ways in which participants could be supported to provide data that most effectively expressed those perceptions. As this group were heterogeneous in their presentation but were more likely to be experiencing some social communication difficulties it was reasonable to consider that finding a context and approach that facilitated this might be complex.

A number of studies have highlighted the value of making use of an ethnographic approach in exploring the lives of adults and children with autism (Ochs et al 2004; Savage 2000; Solomon et al 2008). Ochs et al (2004) set out to take an anthropological perspective on autism and viewed people with autism as key participating members of society and communities, identifying a number of the social and communication challenges that having an Autism Spectrum Disorder might present for an individual attempting to participate in society and in communities. They focused on 16 children between the ages of eight and 12 who had a diagnosis of Asperger Syndrome and analysed extensive periods of video and audio recording of the
children in a range of activities both at home and at school. Their focus was on understanding the ways in which those children’s social functioning impacted on their social cultural position.

Solomon et al (2008) reviewed a number of studies including several led by Ochs that took place using the group of children and their families described in Ochs’ 2004 study. These looked at child directed communication, children’s ‘everyday talk’ and the ways in which children with autism were socialised. Other studies explored areas such as theory of mind, bilingualism, accountability and morality, politeness and narrative. A key component in all these studies behind the choice to use ethnographic approaches was the sense that people with autism should be understood as part of society and in relation to it, rather than separated from it. Solomon suggested that the use of methods that aimed to allow the researcher to gain a naturalistic view into a range of daily life experiences allowed researchers a more nuanced view and reduced the risk of stereotypical assumptions.

Savage (2000) presented a nursing perspective on the use of ethnography in health care settings. This article highlighted the value of the context that ethnographic approaches could bring to data being gathered in a study. In particular Savage described an approach that captured a wide range of evidence in a clinical setting. Savage used an intensive approach which video recorded participants over lengthy periods, in both their home and nursery environments. Potentially, this
was a very effective way to gather data about a group of individuals with complex needs and to understand their lives and functioning. However, it was time and analysis intense with over 300 hours of video to analyse. Also, whilst the researcher had used video to try and minimise direct intrusion into people’s lives the presence of a camera might still have had an impact and fail to gather naturalistic data.

One possible decision for this researcher, in this present study, could have been to approach the study of quality of life in this participant group with a greater focus on actively observing the group, for an extended period, in a naturalistic environment to faithfully gain the perspectives of the participants (Green and Thorogood 2014). However, the social interaction difficulties that this group were known to experience could have made the presence of an observer in their daily lives intense and ethically challenging. For many of the participants, cognitive difficulties and lack of support at home might have limited the practicality of using video as a technique. The lack of existing research in the specific area of enquiry could have made identifying specific case study work more challenging and completion of lengthy observations and analysis on a larger number of participants was considered to exceed the realistic time frame of doctoral study.

Whilst this present study was not formally ethnographic, elements of the methodology were developed using techniques and approaches, which formed a part of ethnographic methods. Spradley’s (1979)
description of ethnographic question styles inspired an approach to developing a topic guide for the qualitative interview that set out to assist participants to ‘paint a picture’ of their world (see Appendix I). As participants described their perceptions, probe questions were used to gain a richer picture. Ethnographic theory also assisted in thinking about the essential role of gatekeepers in accessing the participants in this study, reflecting the challenges in access to the participants (Hammersley and Atkinson 2007) and informed thinking about the challenges and impacts of the researcher's relationship with the participants, their environment and impact on their daily life experiences.

The initial motivation for this study was driven by questions raised in clinical practice. This resulted in the combined role of researcher, Speech and Language Therapist and Autism Diagnostic Clinician. These concurring roles and the everyday experience of working as a clinician with people who had a degree of learning disability and possible autism influenced the ontological and epistemological position driving the study. At the beginning of the research process, reflective notes indicated a greater focus on the word ‘outcome’ in relation to this enquiry. A professional doctorate is likely to contain clinically based enquiry and there is a requirement to contribute to professional knowledge and practice. In the early stages of this study, the focus of enquiry was on understanding the perceptions of individuals
experiencing the intervention of a diagnostic process and considering whether the intervention had any positive or negative impact on individuals referred to the clinical service. The study developed to have a greater focus on an in-depth understanding of quality of life perceptions.

A further ontological reflection was the impact on research methodology of the predominant paradigms within the clinical field of autism. The role of an autism diagnostician involved being firmly grounded in a world where neurodevelopmental differences in individuals were seen as an external reality, which could be measured and described against agreed criteria. The role of a diagnostician, however, also involved viewing people within the social model of disability where complex, contextual factors within the individuals, their immediate environment and within the culture in which they operated might also have an influence on their behaviour and perspectives. A diagnostic perspective was that a particular neurodevelopmental difference might provide a theoretical explanation for a difference in behaviour or perceptions, within the context of the complexity of the individuals’ own life experience.

This clinical perspective maps well onto a realist approach to research design, which recognises the phenomenon as an external reality that might not be possible to fully understand. Importantly, a realist approach recognises the complex and multiple layers of the real world,
allowing individuals to be understood in context and takes note of the perspective of participants (Robson 2002). A realist perspective is based on having a thorough knowledge and understanding of the phenomenon being explored, which allows for thoughtful consideration of explanatory theories and reasons for observations (Robson 2002). This approach is, therefore, one well suited to a researcher exploring an area of clinical interest.

The ways in which the dual role of clinician and researcher contributed to this enquiry will be presented later in the results section. At the outset, it was recognised that this could present some challenges and the justification for maintaining this joint role with some of the participants was in part a pragmatic one. In a small specialist service it was essential that the person carrying out the diagnostic intervention had a high degree of expertise in supporting people with a mild or borderline learning disability. This was also a factor both in research interest and in the skill required to engage with participants. This meant that it was not possible for the researcher to be removed from the clinical service for the participants, without potentially compromising the quality of their care or delaying their access to the service.

It was recognised that there was potential for the dual role of researcher and diagnostician to have an impact on both the participants’ decisions in terms of participation and also the
perceptions they chose to share in the study. For this reason, all communications to participants were overt in clarifying that the participation decisions in the study would have no impact on the nature of the clinical service they received. It was possible for an additional, suitably experienced clinician to see a small number of participants for their diagnostic process without resulting in a delay in their appointment. The engagement and results with these participants were then considered to appraise whether there were any obvious differences for those participants who had been seen for research and diagnosis by the same person.

4.3 Mixed methods approach

At the early stages of this study the intention was to use a relatively fixed approach, which equally balanced the use of qualitative and quantitative methods. This reflected early thinking where a greater focus on measurement of change appeared to lend itself well to quantitative methodology. In terms of typology, the intention was to use mixed methods as a way of triangulating the data (Greene et al 1989), checking to see if there was corroboration between the two methods and ‘completeness’ gaining a richer and more comprehensive account (Bryman 2007). The qualitative and quantitative phases were, therefore, concurrent, being mixed at the data gathering stage and set up as a convergent parallel design where both types of data were gathered at the same time (Cresswell & Clarke 2011). However,
emergent elements occurred in relation to this balance as the study developed. The depth of data required in order to understand the quality of life perceptions for participants became greater, with a need for an increased focus on the qualitative element becoming apparent. Another unexpected research turn was that objective data became more of a vehicle for the gathering of subjective data, helping to provide structure and concrete information that was used as a tool for gathering subjective perceptions.

4.4 Summary of methodology

A number of factors relating to the nature of the question, the joint role of researcher and professional diagnostician, the nature of the subject group and also the theoretical underpinnings of the concept of quality of life influenced the ontological roots of the methodology behind this study. The focus of the study developed over time, moving away from a study seeking outcome data to a study of an exploratory and inductive nature. The study required a mixed methods approach from an underpinning theoretical perspective and specifically for triangulation and providing completeness of data. The ontological position was best framed as realism and the complexities of engagement with this subject group meant that approaches used in ethnographic methodologies were appropriate.
4.5 Methods overview

This study had three key phases:

Table 4.1: Method phases in the study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase of study</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase one</td>
<td>Developmental</td>
<td>Literature review and focus group of five individuals leading to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>development of final methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase two</td>
<td>Pilot Study</td>
<td>Pilot of methods (n = 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase three</td>
<td>Research</td>
<td>Use of methods (n = 20)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The methods and the processes involved in these from a participant perspective are described in a method flow diagram (see Appendix B) and Table 4.1 presents the key phases of the study and the overall method involved.

4.6 Ethical approval

Prior to the commencement of this study approval was obtained from the local organisation providing autism diagnosis to contact and involve their patients. Ethical approval was obtained from the local Research Ethics Committee (REC), the study was approved by the University of the West of England (UWE) Ethics Committee and
gained local research and development approval (Bath Research and Development).

4.7 Phase One: the developmental phase

Phase One consisted, firstly, of a detailed review of relevant literature and the development of links with centres of excellence in the fields of autism and learning disability to extend knowledge of the unpublished literature and knowledge in the field. Secondly, two meetings were held with a focus group made up of individuals who had a mild or borderline learning disability and had completed the local autism diagnostic process. The purpose of this phase was the development of effective methods for use in the later phases of the study.

4.7.1 Contextual literature approach

The study of adults with autism was a relatively new field. The majority of available literature focused on paediatric studies, with a tendency for available studies to explore treatment approaches, aetiology and neuropsychological characteristics of autism. The approach to literature searching, therefore, had to be broad enough to consider studies of children as well as other related areas, such as mental health.

Quality of life was used broadly in the literature and was sometimes identified as one component in a range of measures of interest. This
meant a flexible approach to the consideration of which literature was pertinent in search terms had to be used. Studies or papers were identified from a range of areas: quality of life or outcome measurement for adults or children with Autism Spectrum Disorder and those describing aspects of quality of life or outcome measurement for adults or children with a learning disability. Other areas explored were papers related to engagement of people with autism and a learning disability in research. This literature linked to specific approaches, such as interview, observational techniques and focus groups.

There was a very broad set of guidelines and papers specifically exploring different models and techniques of research engagement with people with a learning disability (Booth 2002; Garbutt et al 2010; Cleaver et al 2010; Boxall and Ralph 2009; Björnsdóttir and Svensdóttir 2008; Ellem et al 2008; Nind 2008; Cameron & Murphy 2007; Barr 2007; Department of Health 2006; Brown & Thompson 1997; Booth & Booth 1996; Clare & Gudjonsson 1993), for example. When the focus was moved to specific models and techniques that could be helpful in engaging people who might have autism effectively in research, then the literature base was minimal. There was a far greater focus on the value of improving knowledge about people with autism than exploring the best ways to engage with this group in research. There were examples of people with autism as
accomplished researchers, such as Michelle Dawson at the University of Montreal (Dawson et al 2007; Gernsbacher et al 2006). Robertson (2010) was an autistic researcher who highlighted the lack of research into everyday experiences of people on the autism spectrum. Loyd (2013) explored methods of gaining consent for research with young people with autism, with the majority having significant learning and communication challenges.

Nind (2008), in setting out research methodology advice for the Economic and Social Research Council, made recommendations focused on learning disabilities and included people with autism, but did not specifically highlight issues for people with autism. This demonstrated that a further strand to this study was going to involve taking some of the recommendations of learning disability literature and integrating clinical experience in working with people with autism and a mild or borderline learning disability to develop an effective approach.

The original nature of this enquiry meant that, in addition to database searching, contact with specialist centres, clinicians and sources of unpublished work was required. This allowed access to projects, studies and individual clinical perspectives, which had not or might never have developed to a level of formal publication. This was further facilitated through the dual role of clinician and researcher and exploiting established clinical links within academic and clinical
institutions specialising in learning disability and Autism Spectrum Disorder.

This process was dynamic throughout the study and included making new links and developing opportunities to gain further unpublished work by presentation at international conferences (Meeting of Minds, January 2013; National Autistic Society Professionals Conference, April 2013 and Autism Europe, September 2013) as well as presentation to fellow researchers at the University of the West of England (June 2014).

4.7.2 Focus group

A focus group was carried out for a number of reasons. Firstly, piloting question styles to identify approaches that were more likely to effectively gather quality of life perceptions from this group of individuals. The focus group allowed for practice, reflection and adaptation of both the question format and also critique and adaptation of personal style in areas such as pace of delivery and dominance of interaction. It was also possible to trial using visual prompts and explicitly gain feedback from the group (Robson 2009).

It also provided the opportunity to reflect on environmental and practical considerations, such as sensory factors in the room and issues for individuals in coping with the practicalities of attending the session. It allowed for practice setting up and collecting data
concurrently with supporting and interacting with the group. It also provided the opportunity to pilot a visual ranking exercise intended to explore participants’ perceptions of the importance of different quality of life dimensions for them. When the focus group stage was developed there was no intention to subject any data to formal analysis. The aim was to consider whether the tools and approaches piloted had produced data that could be subjected to the analytical processes proposed for the next phase.

4.7.3 Sample selection

Participant selection for the focus group was made from referrals received in the previous year to the local diagnostic service. This was a list kept to facilitate clinical allocation of cases and it contained basic contact information, age, referrer and an indication of cognitive level. Potential participants were initially selected if they had a mild or borderline learning disability. Seventeen individuals fulfilled the sample group criteria and it was decided that if a large number of individuals then consented to participate, selection decisions would be made on the basis of having a range of characteristics in the group such as age, gender and level of learning disability to try and reflect some of the diversity that might be present in the final research sample.
4.7.4 Advantages and disadvantages of using a focus group

A focus group was judged to be an efficient way to get some very broad-based feedback about the suitability of the materials and approach planned for the research phase (Robson 2009). Kaehne and O’Connell (2010) and Gates and Waight (2007) support the view that focus groups can be an effective way of enabling people with learning disabilities to tell ‘their story’. In a client group with communication issues the support of others and the reduction of pressure in a group situation may result in greater participant contribution. A considerable advantage for this group was that, compared with approaches such as questionnaires, literacy requirements were minimal and this was a group with high rates of difficulties with reading and writing (Frith and Happé 1998).

Participants with autistic traits may find group situations difficult, some individuals with autism describe fear and anxiety in situations involving new people and situations (Attwood 2001). Boyden et al (2009) highlight that a well-planned and paced group can help to dilute the anxiety and communicative pressure experienced in a one-to-one situation. In order to plan to reduce pressure, the group size was kept relatively small and facilitation was carried out directly by the researcher making use of her own skills and experience as a Speech
and Language Therapist in supporting groups of people with autism and a learning disability.

4.7.5 Engaging the participants

All potential group participants were sent an explanatory letter, using easy words and pictures (see Appendix C) asking them to contact the service if they were willing to be involved and indicating to them that they would receive a telephone contact. Clinical experience with this group had suggested that issues such as literacy and organisation could reduce response rates to a letter. It was judged to be beneficial to provide an alert to a phone call to minimise the stress for an individual with autism of an unpredictable and possibly stressful social interaction. All letters and information sent to service users were reviewed by individuals with a learning disability and autism who worked with staff at the University of the West of England and their advice and feedback informed the final letters.

A phone call was then made to the participants to confirm whether they wished to be involved. The Mental Capacity Act (Department of Constitutional Affairs 2005) clearly directs that people over the age of 18 must be assumed to have capacity until otherwise demonstrated, and that factors such as a learning disability or autism would be reasonable grounds to check that the capacity that is being assumed is correct. The FACE framework (Department of Constitutional Affairs
was used to assess the individual's capacity to consent for research using FACE criteria (see Appendix D). This involved establishing whether the individual was able to understand the concept of being involved with research; could weigh up and consider any possible benefits or harm that could occur from research involvement and was able to retain this information and express his/her willingness to participate or decline. If some concerns were raised during this process then a plan could be made to meet the individual face-to-face or ask the participants’ permission to liaise with carers or other professionals to try to make a capacity decision.

Involving people with any degree of learning disability in research can be challenging and ethically complex, to an extent that may sometimes result in their exclusion (van Teljlingen et al 2008) with Waltz (2007) raising this as a particular case for research in the area of autism. Ethical process suggests that if it is possible to answer a question and involve people who have capacity, this is preferable to involvement of those who do not (Department for Constitutional Affairs 2005). In this case, tacit knowledge and clinical experience with this group suggested that there were likely to be individuals who fitted the criteria who had capacity; therefore, the decision was made to exclude participants who did not have capacity.
4.7.6 Invitation and venue

The selected group participants were then sent a letter of invitation to a first group meeting, using accessible words and pictures. To accommodate the needs of a diverse group it was important to have a space where a flexible approach could be taken by the facilitator. The venue chosen was a meeting space used for focus groups by the local learning disability advocacy service. Clinical experience suggested that people with autism might find it easier to participate in groups, if they had an additional quiet space to move into, which was provided in this venue.

The room was carpeted and uncluttered with minimal external noise and no discernible mechanical or electrical noise, which might have been irritating to a person with autism (Attwood 2001). The room was based in the town centre with an easy bus route for participants.

4.7.7 Approach and structure to focus group

Participants were able to travel to the venue with a supporter, but were asked to attend the focus group on their own. The intention was to pilot methods that could be carried out without a supporter being present, who might have had an impact on the expression of quality of life perceptions. People with autism were generally understood to benefit from structure and clear information (National Autistic Society 2014a).
Clear ground rules were set up with the group at the beginning and visual tactics such as colour coded cards stating ‘I wish to speak’ and ‘I don’t understand’ were introduced to help facilitate communication with a group who might find some aspects of social communication rules challenging (Kaehne and O’Connell 2010; Boyden et al 2009; Attwood 2007). Participants were given access to paper and pens and encouraged to write or draw their thoughts if spoken communication was uncomfortable. This was based on the thinking that a person with autism might struggle to use the verbal form even if he/she had verbal ability (Wing 1996).

A flip chart was available to allow the facilitator to use simple drawings to help support understanding of any concepts being discussed. Pictorial information was given both directly to focus group participants and also projected on a screen so that all participants had a range of ways to cope with the information they were being asked to process and comment on. Additional visual support was felt to be helpful in verbal comprehension for people with autism, even if they appeared to have higher levels of verbal understanding (Nind 2008; Attwood 2007).

The participants were asked to come to two meetings, and these were planned to be no more than two weeks apart. The first meeting was structured as explanatory and an opportunity for the group to get to know each other. It also allowed the facilitator the opportunity to understand the group dynamics and communication skills of the
participants and any additional support that might be required for the second session.

Whilst a flexible approach to a focus group was beneficial, an unstructured approach could have been highly stressful for people on the autism spectrum (Baron-Cohen 2007). For this reason, a timetable for this session was planned and structured and this was shared with the group in written and pictorial form. The facilitator’s skills as a Speech and Language Therapist allowed her to respond in a flexible way to individual need within this structure.

The first session was planned to introduce the concept of quality of life and to gauge the level at which this could be discussed when presenting the pictorial information in the next session. This also allowed participants to ask questions and seek explanations about the next session. Individuals with autism and a learning disability may have more difficulty with language processing (Nind 2008; Attwood 2007) and this is likely to be aided by preparation and repetition.

The second session was planned as a facilitated group discussion in relation to the seven core dimensions of quality of life (Cummins 2002) to be used in the main phase of the study. The group were shown a range of pictorial supports that had been considered for use in the research phase (see Appendix C). These included photographs, symbols, line drawings and scales. This session was also used to
support participants to trial the visual ranking exercise devised to gather data on their perceptions of the importance of dimensions of their quality of life (see Appendix F).

Each session was two hours long with two 45-minute group discussions and a 30-minute break. These sessions were directly facilitated and moderated by the researcher using video and audio recording as well as field notes taken by a member of staff from the Autism Diagnostic Service. This use of multiple recording methods was done in order to assess what was required to capture free flowing data and also to ensure that multiple voices, which could vary considerably in volume, could be recorded well enough for data from this session to be later transcribed.

### 4.7.8 Participant characteristics and learning from focus group

Table 4.2 presents the characteristics of all those participants who were approached in relation to the focus group. This shows that a range of participants were initially approached but that only one person with a borderline learning disability, who lived independently, was actually able to be included. The majority of the final group were people with a mild learning disability in some form of supported living arrangement. Other factors, such as age and gender, were fairly balanced in the focus group.
Table 4.2: Pattern of participant uptake in focus group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Participation agreed</th>
<th>Reason for decline</th>
<th>Level of LD</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Living arrangement</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ella</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Currently sectioned</td>
<td>MLD</td>
<td>25-40</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>Not assessed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N/R</td>
<td>BLD</td>
<td>25-40</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>Not assessed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>MLD</td>
<td>18-25</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathy</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>BLD</td>
<td>25-40</td>
<td>With family</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alan</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Made contact after group finished</td>
<td>BLD</td>
<td>25-40</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>Not assessed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neil</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>MLD</td>
<td>40-55</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemma</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Made contact after group finished</td>
<td>BLD</td>
<td>18-25</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>Not assessed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liam</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N/R</td>
<td>BLD</td>
<td>18-25</td>
<td>With family</td>
<td>Not assessed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dom</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>MLD</td>
<td>25-40</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>Disability</td>
<td>Age Range</td>
<td>Attendance</td>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sue</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N/R</td>
<td>BLD 18-25</td>
<td>With family</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrian</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Capacity</td>
<td>MLD 18-25</td>
<td>With family</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pete</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Unable to fit in with morning group</td>
<td>BLD 25-40</td>
<td>With family</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lionel</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Did not want to participate</td>
<td>MLD 18-25</td>
<td>With family</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stuart</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Did not attend group after agreement</td>
<td>BLD 25-40</td>
<td>With family</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tom</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Capacity</td>
<td>MLD 18-25</td>
<td>With family</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N/R</td>
<td>BLD 40-55</td>
<td>Independently Not assessed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>MLD 40-55</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Key**
- MLD = Mild learning disability
- BLD = Borderline learning disability
- N/R = No response
- Y = Yes
- N = No
Several potential participants had experienced changes in circumstances since diagnosis. Gemma and Alan had changed contact details and Ella was in secure care due to mental health issues. Andrew and Paul who lived independently did not respond at all, nor did Sue and Liam who lived at home with parents who also had a learning disability.

Adrian and Tom’s parents contacted to say that they did not feel that their sons would understand the research process and that they would not support them in taking part. In these cases, a decision was not made by the individual, but by people who would be needed to support that individual to attend. Lionel was the only participant who had capacity but then indicated that he did not wish to attend a group. Stuart indicated that he wished to attend and then did not attend the sessions, but did not give a specific reason. The final group attendees, Kim, Kathy, Neil, Dom and Sarah, were predominantly in more supported situations and, with the exception of Kathy, were supported by someone else to come to the group.

4.7.9 Learning from focus group

This experience indicated that recruitment was going to have to be a dynamic process where people were more actively supported to engage, particularly if they were living independently. The planned adaptations to the next phase were follow-up phone calls; checking to
make sure addresses had not changed and carefully considering the context of participants and those who might support them.

The role of gatekeepers, who provided support to enable engagement, had been demonstrated in the focus group and this was actively used in the next phases of the study. Nind (2008) and Tuffrey-Wijne et al (2008) talk about gatekeeper organisations, such as advocacy services, and highlight their role in both bridging and blocking access to research. In the case of this participant group, the gatekeeper was often an individual, such as a parent or a support worker. This gatekeeper could read research letters and support the participant to respond, as well as actually facilitate his/her effective arrival at a research session.

Evaluation of the data produced in the focus group clearly demonstrated that the facilitator was the dominant voice in the room. This could be explained if a technique such as summarising was being used or a structured explanation of a task or activity was being given. However, what appeared to be happening was a need for the researcher to fill silences with no such clear rationale. Booth and Booth (1996) discuss the importance of listening to people who have limited verbal communication and valuing silence as part of communication.
One aim of the focus group was to provide the opportunity to pilot some question styles to see what was likely to be effective in eliciting quality of life perceptions in the qualitative interview. It was clear from existing literature that open questions were understood to be good in terms of gathering richer data, but potentially poor for use with people with a learning disability (Nind 2008). This was because open questions made greater linguistic and cognitive demands, and also because people with a learning disability were more likely to have had experiences of oppression and dependence and might feel more anxious and uncertain about questions without a clearly defined response (Nind 2008).

There was opportunity to trial using an ethnographic question style, described later in this chapter. An example of this approach was with Dom, who struggled at times to move on from his areas of special interest and respond to the topic. Dom was initially supported to talk about his work life, which triggered him to share with the group a difficulty that he had experienced in social relationships in an occupational environment.

Facilitator: ‘You mentioned work as a place where people might have relationships. Any other places where you might have relationships?’

Dom: ‘Don’t say ‘haha’ to other people.’

Facilitator: ‘Don’t say haha to people…. so don’t tease them?’
Dom: ‘Ah.’

The focus group also explored some of the pictures that were being considered for the qualitative interview and were encouraged to give some direct feedback.

Facilitator: ‘What about the picture of the calendar?’

Sarah: ‘That’s quite clear.’

Kim: ‘The money’s good, I can’t understand what the calendar means.’

One particular area that was raised by the group was in relation to the pictures of people on their own, who they felt tended to look sad, whilst some of them wanted a person on their own to look positive to express the perception that being on your own could be a good thing. A suitable picture was identified for the next phase of the study.

The focus group provided an opportunity to trial the visual hierarchy exercise and assess whether those in the group with more significant cognitive challenges would be able to cope with it. Most of the participants were able to complete the task with minimal support and were then able to discuss their hierarchy. Dom required several repetitions and some support, and needed some time away from the group to be able to focus, but was able to complete and then discuss his hierarchy.
4.8 Phase Two: the pilot study

4.8.1 Purpose of pilot phase

This phase provided an opportunity to pilot administration of the quantitative and qualitative tools selected and developed following the literature search and the focus group. This phase permitted changes to methods prior to beginning the main study and allowed the opportunity to include the pilot participants in the main study if no significant changes were made.

4.8.2 Sample selection

The same inclusion criteria of having a mild or borderline learning disability and capacity to consent to research were used, as described for the focus group, with a process of a letter of invitation and a follow-up phone call. In this case, however, participants were identified from the waiting list for the service, so had not experienced a diagnostic process and whilst they had characteristics that had led them to be referred for diagnosis they did not at this stage have a diagnosis of autism.
4.8.3 Engagement in research

The location for the pilot study was a key consideration and, initially, the intention was to try and see participants in their natural environment to allow the use of environmental prompts to talk about their everyday lives as well as reduce the possible anxiety of a new situation. An important additional consideration was also safety of location being in keeping with a local lone worker risk assessment. If required, alternative options were for the participants to be seen in the Autism Service clinic or at the local advocacy services offices.

Similar considerations applied to those made for the research environment in the focus group (see sections 4.7.6. and 4.7.7.) The difference in this case was that where people were seen within their own homes, factors such as noise and clutter could not be managed before the session began, but this was balanced by the participants’ decision that this was the most comfortable environment for them.

Participants were asked in writing to attend two meetings with the researcher. One meeting was arranged before their diagnostic assessment (no more than one month before); and one was at the end of the diagnostic process (no more than one month afterwards).
4.8.4 Pre-testing procedures

Each participant completed two questionnaires: The Comprehensive Quality of Life Scale (COMQOL-I5) (Cummins 1997) (see Appendix G) and the Personal Wellbeing Index (PWI-ID) (Cummins and Lau 2005) (see Appendix H). These processes were preceded by a test of acquiescence and then a cognitive pre-test to ensure that the participant was able to reliably use the Likert scales that were going to be used in these tools.

Acquiescence was considered to be a particular concern with people with a learning disability (Cummins 1996), with participants potentially answering, as they felt was expected by an examiner or others who might be present (Nind 2008). This could, arguably, have been a particular risk with an examiner who also had a clinical relationship with them, which was the case for several of the participants in this study.

The acquiescence questions were designed to be ones that included an obviously untrue statement, which should be disputed by the participant. The authors suggested confirming the participants’ name or gender, to which they should agree and then asking ‘Did you make your clothes yourself?’ or ‘Can you choose who your neighbours are?’ which they should dispute. Some discussion was held with the tool author (Cummins 2012 personal correspondence) as some feedback
from the initial focus group had suggested that the clothes question could have a sense of insult attached to it. It was agreed that the acquiescence questions could be changed to a question about the weather, which was obviously untrue e.g. ‘Is it snowing outside?’ or about the day of the week: ‘Is it Saturday today?’

There was then a pre-test designed to determine which Likert scales the participant could accurately use (Cummins 2005). This involved explaining the 11-point scale, and asking the participants to show what they would do if their answer to a question was ‘quite happy’, which was a point that was not explicitly labelled on the scale. If they struggled to do this then the pre-test moved to a gradual process of identifying the point at which they could successfully show an understanding. If the participant could not cope with any level of scale or appeared completely acquiescent then the tool’s author suggested that they should be excluded from the study.

The expectation, based on clinical experience of this participant group, was that majority of people who had been referred to the Autism Diagnostic Service with a mild or borderline learning disability would be able to complete this test. This was confirmed by the literature supporting the use of this test (Cummins 1996). It was, however, possible for a participant to have more significant learning challenges in some areas than had been described, because of a ‘spiky profile’ linked to their autism (Happé 1994) or a life pattern and history
impacting on acquiescence (Clare and Gudjonsson 1993) and, therefore, a careful approach was justified.

4.8.5 COMQOL-I5 and PWI-ID

In the pilot sessions, once the pre-test was completed each participant completed the COMQOL-I5. This involved answering 21 objective quality of life questions, with wording specifically adapted for people with a learning disability. These 21 questions covered seven dimensions of quality of life and had three more detailed indicator questions identified in each one. Questions varied from simple facts, such as, ‘How much do you earn?’ to questions involving Likert scales and a greater sense of individual perception e.g. ‘How many possessions do you have compared with other people?’

This was then followed by the complementary Personal Wellbeing Index (Cummings and Lau 2005), which gathered subjective quality of life data. Participants were asked to rate their perception of their level of satisfaction in the seven dimensions of quality of life using the appropriate Likert scale for them.

4.8.6 Visual ranking exercise

An important component of quality of life was considered to be the relative importance of a particular dimension to an individual. The balance between how satisfied people are with a dimension of their
lives and the importance in which they hold it is central to gathering a rounded understanding of their perceptions (Cummins 1996). However, Cummins also highlighted the inherent difficulties of trying to incorporate this into one tool (Cummins 2002). For this reason, a stand-alone visual hierarchy was developed which could provide a simple way of participants describing the relative importance of specific quality of life dimensions to them at that point in time.

Participants were asked to rank cards with words and pictures representing the seven quality of life parameters used in the Personal Wellbeing Index (see Appendix F). These were presented on colour-coded laminated strips for ease of manipulation and the ranking was facilitated using a simple pictorial scale.

4.8.7 Qualitative interview

The developmental phase facilitated the production of a topic guide for a semi-structured interview (see Appendix G) that was used in the pilot phase. Once the topic guide for the qualitative interview had been developed this was shared with individuals with autism and a learning disability, linked to the University of the West of England, who gave their thoughts and feedback. The purpose of this interview in the pilot phase was to enable the participants to describe their everyday life experiences and for the researcher to have prompt questions and
pictorial supports to facilitate the participants in describing areas linked to their quality of life perceptions.

A topic guide (see Appendix I) was used to ask some ‘grand tour questions’ (adapted from Spradley 1979) such as, ‘if I was with you on an ordinary day, what would I see you do?’ These were designed to get a visual picture of the participants’ daily life, to then support more specific probe questions. The quantitative tools acted as a facilitator in this process by identifying that the participants were involved in particular activities, described themselves in a particular way in relation to others, or had specific health issues. These factual leads facilitated mini-tour questions, such as ‘I can see that a lot of your time is taken up with education and childcare, tell me about that’, with the qualitative interview then seeking more depth, such as, ‘how do you feel about your level of activity?’ ‘You said you visit your doctor a lot, is that a good or bad thing for you?’ This kind of approach allowed for extension and triangulation of the previously gathered quantitative data.

Westby et al (2003) were Speech and Language Therapists who advocated an ethnographic style of questioning as a way of seeing the world through the eyes of the participants. Touring questions were descriptive and allowed an overview of how the participants saw their world and what was important to them. Westby described the use of
visual language: ‘what would I see if …’ to facilitate a person’s viewpoint in a very concrete way.

Tacit knowledge from clinical experience in Speech and Language Therapy indicated that the use of summary and confirmation e.g. ‘What I have understood is…’ would be an important tool. Interviews with people with autism and a learning disability ran a risk of participants losing track of what they had said, repeating because they were unsure they had been understood or forgetting where they were going with their narrative.

Westby advocated always using an open question style that avoided closing down the responses of the participant, but her focus was not specifically on people with a learning disability. Nind (2008) described the dilemma of balancing the benefits that people with a learning disability derived from more structured, closed approaches with the desire to avoid constraint. The qualitative interview was planned to take no more than 45 minutes and the pilot stage gave an opportunity to consider whether this gathered data was rich enough to contribute to answering the research enquiry.

The use of visual supports alongside language was strongly indicated in research literature (Nind 2008; Barr 2007; Lewis and Porter 2004; Booth and Booth 1996). Lewis et al (2008) advocated the use of pictorial cueing systems to help facilitate a flowing narrative from
children with a learning disability. The pilot stage of this study therefore trialled a set of pictorial supports that were being considered to support the topic guide for the qualitative interview. One challenge with effectively using both verbal and pictorial supports was striking a balance between providing enough supports and prompts and avoiding leading potentially vulnerable individuals to respond in a particular way (Clare & Gudjonsson 1993). In an attempt to reduce the risk of pictorial support excessively leading the participants, these were not brought out immediately but were offered if an individual struggled to respond to a particular question.

4.8.8 Data gathering and appraisal in the pilot stage

Data from the COMQOL-I5 and the Personal Wellbeing Index was recorded directly onto forms provided with the tool. This data was then stored in line with local ethical guidance and transferred onto a secure laptop for analytical purposes. Clinical experience suggested that participants might have communication challenges which could increase the importance of gathering non-verbal data. For this reason, each qualitative interview was recorded using both a video and an audio device. This resulted in a high quality audio recording and video recording to support transcription of less clear speech and capture details such as gesture, facial expression and other non-verbal communication techniques. This robust recording method allowed the
researcher to focus more fully on the participants and adapting approach rather than having to transcribe in detail as interviews took place.

A ‘Live Scribe’ digital pen was used for audio recording, which gave the facility to audio record speech but also note other data such as non-verbal behaviour, feelings or environmental issues unobtrusively. This approach was used both for the qualitative interview and for the hierarchy exercises.

Reflective notes were made immediately after each interaction with participants and field notes were recorded throughout the study period. All data was transcribed from the audio and video recordings as soon as possible after it had been gathered and further reflective notes were then made immediately after transcription. The areas considered in reflections were: practical aspects of methods and environment; engagement with the participant; the researcher’s thoughts and feelings throughout the process; themes and any other observations in the interview.

Data from the pilot stage was not subjected to any major analytical process, such as thematic analysis or statistical evaluation at the pilot stage. The relative value of this with two cases was felt to be limited. Instead a number of questions were considered in relation to the
objectives that were set at the outset of the pilot phase; these questions are described in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Focus of questions in pilot phase

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus</th>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interview organisation</td>
<td>How well did the order of activities and interviews work for the participants?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interview organisation</td>
<td>Was the timing of interviews reasonable?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant support</td>
<td>Did participants appear to be able to understand what was being asked of them?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data gathering</td>
<td>Did the qualitative interview allow participants to generate data, which appeared to describe daily life experiences in relation to the chosen quality of life dimensions?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluating tools</td>
<td>Did any of the pictorial materials seem more or less helpful in facilitating descriptions of daily life experiences?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluating tools</td>
<td>Were all of the dimensions possible to gain data for in the interviews?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluating tools</td>
<td>Were the quality of life tools easy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding dynamics</td>
<td>Did the researcher’s knowledge or relationship with the participants as a diagnostician feel as if it impacted on the data gathered during the study?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluating research environment</td>
<td>Did the environments selected for the interview facilitate the interviewer in feeling that the participants could provide a rich description of their daily-lived experience?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.8.9 Learning from pilot interviews

This section will focus on learning from the pilot interviews with Mark and Adam and the ways in which this was then applied to the research phase.

Mark in particular responded less well to small talk and responded well to the initial factual style of the quantitative interviews. In both Mark and Adam’s interviews, it was possible to make use of the initially gathered objective, quantitative data and build into qualitative questions. In Mark's case, his quantitative data highlighted his hours spent in a voluntary job at the radio station as a significant proportion of his week. He was able to answer factual questions about this job at length but could be monosyllabic on less factual questions. This suggested that to carry out the quantitative questionnaires initially in the research interview had some advantages.

M: ‘At the radio station?’
S: ‘What happens there?’
M: ‘I just help out the manager and other volunteers.’
S: ‘What sort of things do you do?’
M: ‘Take programmes that they have recorded and take the beginnings and the end of the recording and make sure the news is taken out.’
Mark and Adam both managed to complete all tasks. Mark did not want a break during the interview, and there was a sense for him that he wanted the session to be over as quickly as possible as he was finding the situation difficult. Adam needed several breaks, and he was happy to request these with both participants completing the whole process in an hour and a half or less.

Both participants appeared to understand the purpose of the sessions and were able to respond to the questions that were asked without needing any more language adaptations than had been planned. Evaluation of the transcripts indicated that Mark and Adam were both able to describe some perceptions of their lives in relation to all seven dimensions being explored.

Both Mark and Adam used available pictorial materials and in Mark’s case, in particular, these seemed essential where he was struggling with language around emotion.

S: ‘(Passes pictures) These might or might not help. A few things to do with safe or safety.’

M: ‘That one is… I don’t know what that is on there.’

S: ‘Mark do you want a break for a minute?’

M: ‘No… I am not sure what that one is.’
S: ‘I think it’s meant to be someone not feeling very safe, bit insecure, little bit frightened.’

M: ‘I think that is what I get.’

Mark and Adam both completed the pre-tests for the COMQOL-I5 and the PWI-ID, all sections of these tools and were able to use the 11-point Likert scales. The tests were easy to explain and to administer. Mark and Adam both completed these visual hierarchy tasks easily and in Mark’s case the non-verbal nature of the task seemed to be more enjoyable for him than verbal interaction. Both participants put the dimensions in their preferred order and then made some subtle alterations, suggesting a reflective process.

An alternative diagnostician saw Adam for his diagnostic process whilst the same person saw Mark for the research session and diagnosis. Reflections do not suggest that any particular issues were raised at this stage. Adam chose to be seen at home and an immediate advantage to this approach was being able to use this environment to generate questions about his everyday life.

S: ‘and…well obviously I’ve just seen…what’s the name of your beardie?

A: ‘Mr Red.’

S: ‘Mr Red…does he take up any of your time?’

A: ‘Ah.’
Reflective notes indicated that an early challenge as an interviewer remained a tendency to dominate the interviews verbally, and to do this by asking long questions, being overly repetitive and not allowing the interviewees space to reflect and respond. Booth and Booth (1996) provide a detailed account of working with one young man, Daniel, whom they include in a group of people they describe as ‘inarticulate’. This was reflective of early interviews, particularly in the case of Mark, who was a young man with considerable social anxiety. Mark was able to understand a great deal, but, like Daniel, would often answer in monosyllables or with ‘don’t know’.

An initial tendency was to ask longer questions and try and recap on ‘what was known so far’. Whilst this was a reasonable strategy in some cases, this was less effective for Mark who talked less as others talked more. An adaptation in further interviews was to use more non-verbal strategies, such as pictures, and use silence or ‘encouragement’ words such as ‘right’, ‘ah’ and ‘Ok’.
4.9 Phase Three: the research phase

The process for recruitment and engagement with participants in the research phase reflected that already described in the pilot phase, with no significant changes in the way in which tools and approaches were carried out in this phase (see sections 4.7.6 and 4.7.7). This phase involved the recruitment of a further 18 participants who were again seen both before and after their diagnostic process had been completed. Adaptations were generally related to areas such as reflections on interviewer technique including pace and balance and these will be described in more detail in the results section of this thesis. A development in the research phase of the study was the use of analytical processes in relation to the data and these will be described below.

4.9.1 Justification for quantitative analysis

The quantitative analytical approach had two dimensions. Firstly and primarily, the statistical analysis was descriptive. This meant that data was used to describe the quantitative ‘appearance’ of the sample, allowing presentation of patterns of quality of life perceptions in data such as range, mean scores and variations across the diagnostic process. This was planned to be at both a group and an individual level and to explore this graphically. Secondly, a more specific
inferential statistical analysis was carried out in order to establish whether any observable changes were statistically significant.

For the purpose of carrying out inferential analysis, the experimental hypothesis was that mean quality of life scores for this sample would show an observable change by the end of the autism diagnostic process, with the greatest likelihood being a change in objective scores. The lack of research in this area meant that analysis had to allow for both negative and positive changes. The null hypothesis would be that there was relative stability and that any observable change at the end of the diagnostic process was a chance occurrence.
4.9.2 Justification for sample size

Figure 4.1: Calculation of power curve for this study

Statistical power in this study described the probability that a significance calculation on a sample would avoid error and produce a result, which correctly proved or disproved the experimental hypothesis and potentially allowed inferences to be drawn for the whole population being studied. In the case of this study, the whole population were people who had a mild or borderline learning disability and had been referred to the local diagnostic process. For an inferential analysis to have value, the sample size in the study had to have a sufficient predictive power, one that would result in a 0.8 (80%) chance of avoiding error.
To complete this calculation the probability (alpha) of a type two error, where the null hypothesis was incorrectly rejected, was set at 0.05. Figure 4.1 illustrates that, in order to reach a power of 0.8, a medium to large effect size would be needed. As will be described in more detail in sections 5.4.2 and 5.4.5, it was planned to use a binomial test on the data. This had the advantage that it would be able to identify the proportion of the sample that had experienced the observed change and could confirm whether a medium to large effect size had occurred.

Figure 4.1 illustrates that a sample size of 20 had an acceptable power to detect a medium to large change across the sample, but not a small effect, which would require a much larger sample size than was likely to be obtained. Clinical experience suggested that in such a heterogeneous group, a medium to large effect size was likely to have the most clinical relevance and was, therefore, appropriate in this case, justifying a sample size of 20 for quantitative analysis.

Based on previous records, it was predicted that no more than 35 people would be referred to the Autism Diagnostic Service who fulfilled the selection criteria for the study in a period of a year, and could, therefore, be included in the sample frame. Limited research with this specific group meant that participant uptake had to be approximated. The prediction was that it would be possible to recruit 60-80% of this population and that approximately 20 of these participants would be
willing to be involved and would have capacity to participate and successfully complete relevant pre-tests. Twenty participants was also a realistic number of individuals to be seen both by the diagnostic service and for research purposes in a period of one year.

4.9.3 Justification for sample size for qualitative analysis

An initial plan had been that all participants would be involved in both the qualitative and quantitative aspects in this study. However, following the pilot it was clear that a purposive selection strategy with the qualitative interviews would be required, to ensure that the volume of data was manageable whilst effectively answering the research questions. Consideration was given to the factors that could reasonably be thought, from existing literature, to have a potential impact on quality of life perceptions. The main consistent factor in the learning disability literature was level of learning disability of participants (Howlin 2003, 2004). It was judged reasonable and feasible to consider age and gender as factors.

Participants were selected for qualitative interview who presented with a characteristic of age, gender or level of learning disability that had not previously appeared, with participants who matched existing profiles only being seen for the quantitative element of the study. The result of this strategy was of a total of 20 participants being seen for quantitative interviews, eight participants were also seen for qualitative
interviews. Two additional subjects, Ralph and Kathy, were not included as Ralph had to postpone his diagnosis due to his wife’s ill health and Cathy did not attend her second research session (see Appendix J for details of participants).

4.10 Quantitative analysis

4.10.1 Descriptive quantitative analysis PWI-ID and COMQOL-I5

The COMQOL-I5 and the PWI-ID both produced data on a quasi-interval level, which was converted into percentage scores. This data was initially entered on an Excel spreadsheet to be prepared and transferred onto IBM SPSS predictive analytic solutions software. The data was then analysed descriptively and graphically to look at range and mean scores across dimensions, and as a whole or on average for subjective and objective scores as well as observable changes. Individual participants’ data was explored and presented graphically using Excel.

4.10.2 Analysis of observable change in the data

It was not appropriate to assume normal distribution in the sample because of the complex and heterogeneous nature of the group. This meant that a non-parametric, paired-sample Wilcoxon Signed Ranks for significance of any observable changes in mean scores was the
most appropriate statistical test to be applied. As this test focused on pairs of scores that changed and some of the scores may have remained stable, a binomial test was carried out to look at the probability of the pattern of scores in this data having occurred.

4.10.3 Analysis of visual ranking exercise

The visual ranking exercise was self-designed and involved participants assigning a rank denoting importance to specific dimensions of quality of life. These ranks were then recorded numerically so that the results could be explored graphically and descriptively to look at patterns of importance across the whole group and considered in relation to other qualitative and quantitative data at an individual participant level.
4.11 Qualitative analysis

4.11.1 Aim of analysis

The aim of the qualitative analysis in this study was to identify and describe themes relating to participants’ perceived quality of life. These were then explored in relation to their occurrence, patterns and relationship to each other, across the group and in individuals. The intention was to also explore the relationship between identified themes and the seven quality of life dimensions measured and the balance of positive and negative themes that were identified. This data was then considered in its own right as well as being used to triangulate and add depth to quantitative results. Braun and Clarke’s (2013) Thematic Analysis (TA) provided a structured approach to thematic analysis, which they argued was suited to explorative studies. The application of this analytical approach to this study was planned as follows.
4.11.2 Analytical method

Immediately following each interview, a reflective record was kept of the researcher’s thoughts and feelings and also initial themes, which had been noticed during the interview. This process was then repeated following verbatim transcription of audio and visual to written form, which was carried out as soon as possible after the actual interview. After the eight pre-diagnostic interviews had been completed, the transcripts were re-read and then the data from the transcripts was reduced to data judged to relate to participants’ quality of life perceptions (Braun and Clarke 2013). This data was then re-read whilst actively searching for codes and producing a code and sub-code list, which was shared with this researcher’s supervision team, along with an example interview for discussion. The full interviews were then transferred onto NVIVO 9 and the code list that had been developed was used for re-coding all the full interviews. Throughout this process, codes were added and some codes were subsumed into existing codes and overarching themes were noted and gradually these became central contextualising themes, which were used throughout the pre-diagnostic data set. This process was then repeated with the eight post-diagnostic interviews with any new codes then being reconsidered within the pre-diagnostic data set.
4.12 Summary of methodology and methods

This study was designed to explore the perceptions of a group of people for whom previous research knowledge was limited and who formed part of an active clinical caseload. The methodology behind the study reflected a realist perspective, using an inductive and exploratory approach, seeking to gain knowledge into the perceptions of a group of participants with potential communication challenges and making use of tacit knowledge and clinical experience in the development of specific approaches and to facilitate engagement.

A mixed methods approach was used and throughout the study the significance of the qualitative element of the study increased, with the qualitative component providing structure and also directly supporting the administration of the qualitative components. A novel approach was needed and this was facilitated by a developmental stage that involved service users in a focus group and a broad based analysis of contextual literature, which included access to unpublished, grey literature.

Quality of life tools, which had been developed for people with learning disabilities, were incorporated into the design along with self-developed interviews and pictorially supported tools. The self-developed qualitative approach made use of ethnographic interviewing techniques and used self-reflection, tacit knowledge and experience and existing literature in the field of learning disability and autism. This
enabled the development of an approach designed to gather in-depth quality of life perceptions to complement and add to the data gathered using quantitative methods.

Analysis reflected both the quantitative and qualitative components. Quantitative design and analysis aimed to effectively visually describe objective and subjective indicators across the group and at an individual level. A sample size and analytical approach was used that created an adequate power to calculations of statistical significance and also used an approach suitable for the nature of the participant group. Braun and Clarke’s Thematic Analysis (TA) model provided an adaptable but structured method to analyse data and to identify and describe themes within the data.
Chapter Five: Results

5.1 Introduction

The results of this study will be presented in several sections. Firstly, learning in relation to research engagement with the participant group will be considered. This will include the data and learning relating to the characteristics and engagement of the participants in the research phase.

Quantitative and qualitative findings will initially be presented separately for clarity. Specific cases will then be presented which have been selected to represent a range of possible balances of objective and subjective quality of life perceptions using Zapft’s (1984) descriptive groups. These cases will be presented to illustrate the ways in which subjective and objective indicators, data from the qualitative interview and importance ranking interact in individual presentations. Throughout this section the participants will be presented using alternative names and any data that might increase the risk of identification has been removed.
5.2 Results from pilot and research phase

5.2.1 Participant characteristics

This section will present data on participant characteristics gathered from the initial referral sheet, quantitative questionnaires and qualitative interview or from field notes kept during the research process. This data will be presented in two ways. Firstly, Table 5.1 presents a summary of key characteristics of the participants who took part in the study. This will be followed by a summary of the key characteristics of the participants approached who did not participate in the study and the reasons for non-participation, which are shown by Table 5.2.

Secondly, in Appendix K, more detailed descriptive information about the study participants will be presented on a case-by-case basis. This data will provide more specific details of participant characteristics, some details of the participants’ clinical relationship with the researcher in this study, and some more detailed descriptive data of specific engagement issues with particular participants.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>LD and diagnosis</th>
<th>Occupation</th>
<th>Carer for others</th>
<th>Mental health issues</th>
<th>Level of support in daily life</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>18-25</td>
<td>Mild LD/autism</td>
<td>Part-time voluntary</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>26-40</td>
<td>Mild LD/autism</td>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>Yes – children</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Partner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>18-25</td>
<td>Borderline LD/Language Disorder</td>
<td>Part-time voluntary</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>26-40</td>
<td>Borderline LD/autism</td>
<td>Part-time student</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>50-60</td>
<td>Mild LD/autism</td>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valerie</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>18-25</td>
<td>Mild LD/autism</td>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Supported living</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pat</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>26-40</td>
<td>Mild LD/autism</td>
<td>Part-time voluntary</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Supported living</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teresa</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>40-50</td>
<td>Mild LD/autism</td>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>Yes – children with disability</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>18-25</td>
<td>Borderline LD/autism</td>
<td>Student</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Father</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jim</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>50-60</td>
<td>Mild LD/autism</td>
<td>Part-time employment</td>
<td>No – two children nearby</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>18-25</td>
<td>LD/autism</td>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Father</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chris</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>40-50</td>
<td>Borderline LD/autism</td>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>Yes – child with disability</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nick</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>50-60</td>
<td>Borderline LD/autism</td>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>25-40</td>
<td>Borderline LD/autism</td>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>Yes – child with disability</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>25-40</td>
<td>Borderline LD/autism</td>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>Yes – two children with autism</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Level of LD</td>
<td>Occupation</td>
<td>Carer</td>
<td>Mental health</td>
<td>Level of support</td>
<td>Reason for decline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cathy</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>50-60</td>
<td>Borderline LD/autism</td>
<td>Part-time employment</td>
<td>Yes – child with disability</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ralph</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>25-40</td>
<td>Borderline LD/autism</td>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>Yes – wife and child</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joanna</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>18-25</td>
<td>Borderline LD/autism</td>
<td>Full-time student</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>25-40</td>
<td>Mild LD</td>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Parents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carl</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>50-60</td>
<td>Borderline LD and anxiety</td>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Supported living</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luke</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>18-25</td>
<td>Borderline LD and autism</td>
<td>Full-time student</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liam</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>18-25</td>
<td>Borderline LD and autism</td>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Mother</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Background of potential participants who were not engaged in research phase of study

Key for Tables 5.1 and 5.2

LD- Learning disability

D/K- Do not know
Twenty-six people were approached to participate in the research phase of the study. The adaptations made to the recruitment approach following the focus group appeared effective, as only four could not be engaged in the study at the outset. Table 5.2 shows that of these four, two could not be engaged because their capacity assessment indicated that they did not have capacity to consent to research (Jake and Julie). In the case of Nancy and Mary their parents were their gatekeepers and whilst their parents did not question their capacity, they felt that they would not cope and that they ‘would not like that sort of thing’.

5.3 Findings related to methods and engagement with the participant group

This section will present the learning about engagement with the participant group by the end of the research phase.

5.3.1 Accessing the participants

John’s case provided a good example of the types of challenges experienced in accessing participants once they had been engaged. He regularly moved house, as he seemed to have difficulty both financially and socially. This meant that he did not receive notification of appointments and he failed to attend a number of times and was then difficult to contact. These factors resulted in some specific approaches with John. Advice was sought from his referrer and it was
established that he could be located on a daily basis in the café of a local shopping centre, which he had also mentioned in his first interview.

The decision was taken to informally contact him by visiting this café to let him know that his new address was not known. The researcher’s lack of knowledge of his new address surprised him and he was keen to emphasise that he wanted to carry on with the research. This happened on two occasions and this approach resulted in John’s attendance at both interviews.

5.3.2 Gatekeepers

The use of gatekeepers as a key part of engagement arose in the pilot and became increasingly important in the research phase. One ethical challenge was ensuring that interactions with gatekeepers were not covert, as the intention was to engage participants as adults consenting to research, who could understand the process.

Adam selected his wife as a gatekeeper as he found any new communication stressful and she linked with a community nurse on the Learning Disability Team with whom Adam had already met. Mo’s mother acted as a gatekeeper, although she lived a distance away, and she helped her daughter with tasks involving written correspondence.
Liam did not, at the outset, attend appointments, although he had agreed by telephone. Eventually, his support worker provided a contact email and this link established that his mother’s mental health difficulties meant that she did not open post or consistently answer the phone and that Liam needed the support worker to engage with visits. The support worker was able to explain that Liam’s social anxiety meant that he might need to be seen at home to be certain of engagement. Chris and Teresa both asked their child’s support worker to make contact when they received their research letter. It became apparent that they were both being informally supported by their child’s support worker, as they had no support of their own. In both cases, this person helped them understand the paperwork, made the phone calls and also supported them to attend the research sessions.

5.3.3 Location for engagement

At the outset of the research, an assumption had been that, unless a risk was identified, a person’s home would be the best, natural environment to support an interview process for him/her. In ten cases the home environment was preferred, and this facilitated conversation related to that environment, e.g. Adam about his bearded dragon, parrot and children, who were all present; Pat about his flat mates and home environment and certificates of achievement. In Pat’s case, he requested a break to go and change into a suit as he felt this was what
‘should happen’ at an interview. He appeared to be trying to create a context that allowed him to feel comfortable to engage in research in his home environment.

In 12 cases participants did not wish the researcher to come into their environment. There were a number of reasons given for this, some because they had negative feelings about their home environments and said they felt uncomfortable with others seeing them (Nick, Cathy, John, Jim); because they were noisy and distracting to meet in (Carl, Valerie); because the clinic environment was where a researcher should be seen (Mark, David); because strangers could not be trusted to come into the home (Teresa, Chris); because coming to another venue was an interesting experience (Luke).

5.3.4 Response to the quantitative tools

The majority of participants were able to use a full 11-point scale with only three participants requiring an adapted five-point scale in order to complete the PWI-ID. These three, Pat, Valerie and Laura, all had a mild learning disability. The scores of these three participants were converted so that they could be compared to the other scores, but would lack the sensitivity of the 11-point scale.
5.3.5 Response to visual hierarchy task

Reflective notes indicated that the participants in general managed the visual hierarchy task well. Several participants verbally commented that all the dimensions were important and the majority reorganised their order a few times before being satisfied with them, suggesting that they were giving some depth of thought to their answers.

5.3.6 Response to pictorial supports in the qualitative interview

During the qualitative interview, several of the participants made active use of the pictorial support (Mark, Adam, John, Valerie and Pat.) Mark’s interview transcript indicated that he used the pictures actively for expression, where he found it difficult and it appeared stressful to speak.

S: ‘So is there anything that helps you feel more part of your neighbourhood makes you feel like you know the people round you?’

M: (Sigh)

S: (Passes pictures) ‘some of these could be about people in your local area or you in your daily life.’

M: (looks intently at pictures) ‘that one’ (points at picture of man on his own with people around but no links between him and the people).
Other participants appeared to use them more as a prompt to then allow them to talk around the subject in a particular dimension.

P: ‘um um… I was never very good with this one… this relationship’ (points at male/female relationship picture).

S: ‘Is that with… with women?’

P: ‘um um with… with women ah.’

5.3.7 Summary of learning from research engagement

During the focus group stage of this study, an engagement approach was taken which put clear boundaries between the researcher and the participants. These approaches relied on participants being able to process adapted written communication, manage phone calls and to be able to attend an appointment or manage a home visit relatively independently. This resulted in engagement with participants who had some degree of natural support in their immediate environment, such as family or staff who shared their home. These participants were more likely to be individuals with more significant learning disabilities. In order to access people with a borderline learning disability, who lived more independently, and for whom their natural support systems might be more remote or lacking, a different approach was needed to ensure that they had an opportunity to make an informed decision about research engagement.
A flexible and dynamic approach was developed with a greater degree of persistence and support from the researcher. This involved more tactics, such as regular reminder phone calls and engagement with gatekeepers, who took on a bridging role to overcome issues such as literacy, memory and social anxiety. This persistence was focused on ensuring a full understanding of the process and overcoming obstacles, rather than a pressure to participate. Context for the participation was also an important area of learning, with participant-led flexibility and careful consideration required of sensory issues, safety, privacy, trust and the benefits of context in supporting communication.

Structured quantitative tools, designed for people with learning disabilities, were accessible and useable for people with additional autism characteristics and appeared to provide a good basis from which to move on to use qualitative methods. Structure and predictability were facilitated by clear visual planning and the use of visually based tools, such as the visual hierarchy and pictorial support to the qualitative interview, which facilitated more depth of communication than a verbal approach alone.

5.4 Quantitative results

This section will present the quantitative results of this study. This will begin by looking at the objective quality of life data gathered using the
COMQOL-I5 tool. It will then present the subjective wellbeing data gathered with the PWI-ID. It will go on to present the ways in which these results theoretically translate into an individual participant’s balance of subjective and objective wellbeing. It will then present a descriptive analysis of the visual ranking exercise of importance of quality of life dimensions to the participants.

5.4.1 Descriptive statistics for mean COMQOL-I5 scores

To gain an objective measure of their quality of life perceptions, participants were asked 21 questions with the COMQOL-I5. This tool explored objective indicators of quality of life across seven dimensions. Each dimension contained three questions asking about specific indicators, such as current income or number of visits to the GP (see Appendix G). Each dimension could score between zero and 15, with 15 being the highest score. This meant that across the whole COMQOL-I5 a participant could score a minimum of zero and a maximum of 105.
Table 5.3: Descriptive analysis of pre and post-diagnostic mean scores in dimensions and total COMQOL-I5 scores for the sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRE Material wellbeing</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>6.650</td>
<td>1.59852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST Material wellbeing</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>6.9000</td>
<td>1.48324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRE Health</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>10.950</td>
<td>3.10305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST Health</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>11.050</td>
<td>3.28433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRE Productivity</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>8.2250</td>
<td>2.13045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST Productivity</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>8.3000</td>
<td>3.21346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRE Social interaction</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>7.8500</td>
<td>3.42245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST Social interaction</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>14.00</td>
<td>7.9000</td>
<td>3.74025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRE Safety</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>14.00</td>
<td>9.7300</td>
<td>3.00615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST Safety</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>14.00</td>
<td>10.150</td>
<td>2.34577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRE Community connectedness</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>5.9875</td>
<td>2.21162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST Community connectedness</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>5.9625</td>
<td>2.42963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRE Emotional/future security</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>8.9500</td>
<td>2.64525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST Emotional/ future security</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>9.9250</td>
<td>2.74473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRE Total COMQOL</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>38.00</td>
<td>72.00</td>
<td>54.900</td>
<td>9.49460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST Total COMQOL</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40.00</td>
<td>74.00</td>
<td>56.9500</td>
<td>9.83402</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3 shows that across all the interviews, the range of scores from all 20 participants, in their pre and post-diagnostic interviews, varied from three to 15 in each dimension and 38 to 74 in total. The range of scores in each dimension stayed relatively stable across the diagnostic process. In the dimensions of community connectedness and productivity there was a small increase in the upper end range after the diagnostic process.
Chart 5.1: Patterns of mean COMQOL-I5 scores across dimensions (pre and post-diagnostic process)

Chart 5.1 shows that objective scores were generally lowest in the dimensions of material wellbeing, productivity, social interaction and, most markedly, community connectedness. Scores were highest in the dimensions of emotional wellbeing, safety and particularly in the dimension of health. Chart 5.1 also shows relative stability in scores before and after the diagnostic process in the dimensions of productivity, social interaction and community connectedness. There were small visible increases in the mean scores of material wellbeing, health, safety and emotional wellbeing/future after the diagnostic process. There was a small visible increase in the mean overall
COMQOL-I5 score from 54.9 to 56.95 out of a possible 105 after the
diagnostic process had been completed.

5.4.2 Analysis of significance of observable change in COMQOL-I5
scores

To test the statistical significance of these differences in means, a non-
parametric Wilcoxon’s signed rank test was used. Table 5.4 gives the
results from this analysis and shows that for the dimension of
emotional/future wellbeing and for the total COMQOL-I5 scores the
resulting p value was equal to 0.05. In order for the outcome of a
statistical analysis of difference to be considered statistically
significant, it should result in a p value that is less than 0.05. A p value
of less than 0.05 would suggest an acceptable likelihood that any
difference observed was not a result of chance factors. Whilst the p
value in this case was very close to a significant outcome, the
differences in total COMQOL-I5 and emotional wellbeing dimension
scores cannot be described as statistically significant. This difference
warrants further discussion in terms of clinical application and
importance.

Table 5.4 shows that in all other COMQOL-I5 dimensions the analysis
of statistical significance of the difference in the pre and post-
diagnostic scores resulted in a p value that was greater than 0.05. This
indicated that these differences could not be described as statistically significant.

**Table 5.4: Analysis of differences in mean COMQOL-I5 dimensions and in total**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>POST Material well being - PRE Material well being</th>
<th>POST Health - PRE Health</th>
<th>POST Productivity - PRE Productivity</th>
<th>POST Social interaction - PRE Social interaction</th>
<th>POST Safety - PRE Safety</th>
<th>POST Community connectedness - PRE Community connectedness</th>
<th>POST Emotional/future wellbeing - PRE Emotional/future wellbeing</th>
<th>POST Total COMQOL score - PRE Total COMQOL score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>-.131*</td>
<td>-.223*</td>
<td>-.183*</td>
<td>-.095*</td>
<td>-.105*</td>
<td>-.114*</td>
<td>-1.953*</td>
<td>-1.964*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.190</td>
<td>.819</td>
<td>.855</td>
<td>.924</td>
<td>.294</td>
<td>.909</td>
<td>.050</td>
<td>.050</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test  
b. Based on negative ranks.  
c. Based on positive ranks.

The Wilcoxon test focused on data from the sample where differences occurred and the analysis excluded data from the calculation where the pre and post-diagnostic scores did not change. It was, therefore, important to test the probability of the overall pattern of stability and change in the group occurring by chance. This was done using the binomial test, as illustrated in Table 5.5.
Table 5.5: Binomial test of distribution of patterns of change of COMQOL-I5 scores in sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Observed Prop.</th>
<th>Test Prop.</th>
<th>Exact Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COMQOL Scores</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 1 Positive change in scores</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 2 Stable or negative change in scores</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.5 shows that in the case of the COMQOL-I5 scores, the binomial test indicated a relatively small chance (0.012/1.2%) of the pattern of stability and positive change in the sample occurring by chance. This provides strength to the results of the Wilcoxon test and adds to the clinical interest of these results.
The calculation of a p value that was equal to 0.05 for the dimension of emotional wellbeing/future warranted some deeper evaluation of this dimension. This dimension was composed of three indicator questions; the first indicator question asked about control, the second was about emotional wellbeing and the third about hopes for the future. Chart 5.2 illustrates the pattern of mean scores in each of these specific indicators showing some visible increase after the diagnostic process, with the greatest visible change in the area of hopes for the future. Table 5.6 shows that whilst this was an observable difference, the
Wilcoxon signed rank test of this difference resulted in a p value that was greater than 0.05 and, therefore, these differences were not statistically significant. Whilst acknowledging the greater potential for chance in these results, these patterns will be considered and discussed later in section 6.4.2.

Table 5.6: Analysis of significance of difference in scores in indicators that make up the COMQOL-I5 dimension of emotional wellbeing using the Wilcoxon signed rank test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>POST Control - PRE Control</th>
<th>POST Emotional - PRE Emotional</th>
<th>POST Future - PRE Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>-.778&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>-.260&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>-1.752&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.437</td>
<td>.795</td>
<td>.080</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test
b. Based on negative ranks.
Chart 5.3 and Chart 5.4: A side-by-side comparison showing mean scores in COMQOL-I5 dimensions from Verri’s Australian population (1999) and this researcher’s study group

At the outset of this study, one factor in the selection of the COMQOL-I5 was that it was a tool that had been used in other studies and this allowed consideration of the ways in which scores in this study compared to other findings. Chart 5.3 shows the COMQOL-I5 scores for a sample of 150 Australian people with a learning disability from a study by Verri et al in 1999. Chart 5.4 shows the COMQOL-I5 scores for this researcher’s study group. There are some observable similarities in the pattern of data gathered in both the samples as well as some differences.
In both sample groups there are relatively low mean scores for material wellbeing and community participation. In Verri’s study, the health, safety and emotional dimensions had similar mean scores to each other at around 60%. In this researcher’s sample, these same dimensions scored between 60 and 70 so were slightly higher. Social interaction showed one of the highest scores in the Australian sample but this was not the case for this researcher’s group, where mean scores were around 50%.
5.4.3 Descriptive COMQOL-I5 results at an individual level

Graph 5.1: A scattergraph showing individual participant changes in COMQOL-I5 scores across the diagnostic process

Graph 5.1 is a scattergraph that shows the change in total COMQOL-I5 scores from before to after the diagnostic process at an individual level. The centre, diagonal 1:1 line represents the point where a score remained unchanged between the two interviews. Those participants who are shown above this diagonal line showed an increase in their
total COMQOL-I5 score after the diagnostic process. Those shown below the diagonal line showed a decrease in their COMQOL-I5 score after the diagnostic process. Participants who are marked on the lower left side of the graph will have begun the diagnostic process with a lower COMQOL-I5 score whilst those marked on the higher right hand side of the graph will have begun the diagnostic process with a higher score.

Graph 5.1 shows that scores were spread across a wide range with participants such as Luke, Valerie, Pat and David beginning the process with scores over 70 (out of a possible 105). The majority of the participants began the process with middle to lower end scores and Nick, Michelle and Liam all began the process with scores below 50.

Graph 5.1 shows that the majority of the participants had only small movement away from the central diagonal line before and after their diagnostic process. For the majority of participants, any changes that occurred were in a positive direction with a cluster of five participants, Laura, Mo, Mark, Adam and Chris, who showed a reduction in their objective quality of life score after their diagnostic process.

One outlier was Joanna who showed the greatest positive change in her mean objective score with David and Teresa also showing more positive objective score change than the majority of participants.

These three participants did not have any specific factors in common.
Joanne had moved back to university and was getting specific support in relation to her autism after having failed the year before; Teresa had been reassessed following her diagnosis and had moved house and had the possibility of getting some support worker time. David had begun a voluntary job and his employment support had changed their approach following his specific language difficulty diagnosis and he had the possibility of future paid work. In considering the five participants showing negative changes, Laura showed the greatest of these. New factors for her post-diagnostically were an additional diagnosis of a learning disability and a formal diagnosis of depression.
5.4.4 Descriptive statistics for PWI-ID mean scores

To gain a subjective score of quality of life, participants were asked standard questions using the PWI-ID. This involved asking the participants for their satisfaction levels with their life as a whole and the seven quality of life dimensions making up the PWI-ID. Participants then selected a score on an 11-point Likert scale. If they were assessed as requiring it, then this was reduced to a two, three or five-point scale and the resulting raw score was then converted to a percentage.

Table 5.7 shows the mean scores across all the PWI-ID dimensions and shows the range of scores that contributed to these means. Across all the dimensions these scores ranged from zero at the lowest end to 100 at the highest. In the dimensions of material wellbeing, productivity and social interaction, participants' lowest scores were greater than zero. In other dimensions participants sometimes chose to represent their perception of their subjective wellbeing with a rating of zero.
Table 5.7: Descriptive statistics for PWI-ID scores across all dimensions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRE Life as a whole</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>49.500</td>
<td>29.59819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST Life as a whole</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>55.750</td>
<td>25.25007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRE Material wellbeing</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>71.750</td>
<td>27.30312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST Material wellbeing</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>64.750</td>
<td>25.72501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRE Health</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>57.750</td>
<td>28.07298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST Health</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>50.000</td>
<td>23.61980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRE Productivity</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>64.500</td>
<td>27.23678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST Productivity</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>57.000</td>
<td>21.78846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRE Social interaction</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>73.000</td>
<td>26.62645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST Social interaction</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>64.500</td>
<td>25.28261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRE Safety</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>58.500</td>
<td>30.74085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST Safety</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>61.750</td>
<td>29.12202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRE Community participation</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>53.625</td>
<td>30.90174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST Community participation</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>59.250</td>
<td>28.11045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRE Future</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>60.000</td>
<td>23.39591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST Future</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>60.000</td>
<td>26.45751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRE Average PWI</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>26.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>62.525</td>
<td>18.64874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST Average PWI</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>29.00</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>60.150</td>
<td>19.31259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valid N (listwise)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chart 5.5 shows the change in mean scores in each dimension between the pre and post-diagnostic process interview. In the majority of dimensions the mean scores changed by a relatively small amount (< 5%). In the dimensions of material wellbeing, productivity and social interaction Chart 5.5 shows a more visible negative change in mean scores.

Chart 5.5 shows the line indicating a 70% score in the PWI-ID above which most studies (McGillivray et al 2009; Hensel et al 2002) suggest a ‘normal’ level of subjective wellbeing. This shows that in this study the only mean subjective scores that reached expected levels were in
material wellbeing and social interaction prior to the diagnostic process. This will be considered in more depth in relation to a larger scale study later in section 5.4.6.

5.4.5 Analysis of significance of observable change in PWI-ID scores across whole sample group

In order to analyse whether the observable changes to pre and post-diagnostic means were statistically significant a non-parametric Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test was carried out.

Table 5.8: Analysis of observable change in mean PWI-ID across sample group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Z</th>
<th>POST Life as a whole - PRE Life as a whole</th>
<th>POST Material wellbeing - PRE Material wellbeing</th>
<th>POST Productivity - PRE Productivity</th>
<th>POST Social interaction - PRE Social interaction</th>
<th>POST Safety - PRE Safety</th>
<th>POST Community participation - PRE Community participation</th>
<th>POST Future - PRE Future</th>
<th>POST Average PWI - PRE Average PWI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>.999</td>
<td>-1.092</td>
<td>-1.093</td>
<td>.627</td>
<td>-1.395</td>
<td>.642</td>
<td>-.104</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.8 shows this calculation, which indicated that in all dimensions the resulting p value was greater than 0.05. A p value of less than 0.05 would be required for an analysis to indicate that any differences were statistically significant. For this reason any changes observed in subjective mean scores were not considered to be statistically
significant. Wilcoxon’s test only uses differing scores in its calculation and excludes pre and post-diagnostic scores that had remained the same. It was, therefore, important to consider how likely the pattern of scores within the sample is to have occurred by chance. For this purpose a binomial test was carried out and this is illustrated in Table 5.9.
Table 5.9: Binomial test of distribution of patterns of score change for PWI-ID in the sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Observed Prop.</th>
<th>Test Prop.</th>
<th>Exact Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PWI Scores</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 1 Stable of negative change in scores</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 2 Positive change in scores</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This calculation indicated that there was a 50.3% chance of this balance of scores occurring in this sample by chance. This level of chance would have needed to be considered carefully if any claims of significance had been made in relation to the outcome of the Wilcoxon’s test on this data.
5.4.6 Comparison of this study with a published study using PWI-ID with people with a learning disability

Chart 5.6 and Chart 5.7: A side-by-side comparison showing mean PWI-ID scores across dimensions in McGillivray’s 2009 study and this researcher’s study

Chart 5.6 shows the PWI-ID scores for a group of 112 people with a learning disability from a study by McGillivray et al (2008) carried out in the United Kingdom. This study demonstrated that the mean level of satisfaction with ‘life as a whole’ and across all dimensions was 75% or more in their sample. This concurs with the theory that most individuals maintained high levels of life satisfaction and suggested
that this might be the same for people with a learning disability, although people with autism were excluded from this study. Chart 5.7 shows the pattern of PWI-ID scores from this researcher's sample group.

There are some similarities and some differences between these two sets of data shown by a side-by-side comparison of Chart 5.6 and Chart 5.7. In very broad terms, McGillivray’s sample had very similar high scores in all dimensions (75-80%). This researcher’s sample had a less even pattern of scores and at a somewhat lower level (50-65%). It is notable that ‘life as a whole’ and post-diagnostic ‘health’ were visibly lower in the researcher’s group in Chart 5.7. The most similar dimensions between the two studies were material wellbeing and social interaction with Chart 5.6 showing that pre-diagnostically these dimensions in this researcher’s study were at the more expected levels of satisfaction, with a slight drop after the diagnostic process.
5.4.7 Changes in PWI-ID scores

Graph 5.2: Individual changes in mean PWI-ID scores across the diagnostic process

Graph 5.2 is a scattergraph, which shows the change that occurred to participants’ mean PWI-ID scores at an individual level. The central diagonal line represents the points where the mean PWI-ID scores before and after the diagnostic process remained the same, which appears to be the case for Pat shown on this graph. Participants who
were marked above the diagonal line had a mean PWI-ID score that increased after their diagnostic process, whilst those who are marked below the line had a reduced mean PWI-ID score after the diagnostic process. Those participants marked in the lower left end of the graph had a lower mean PWI-ID score before the diagnostic process began, such as Michelle. Those who are marked in the upper right hand end of the graph began the diagnostic process with a score in the higher range, such as Valerie and Jim. In general, it shows that the greatest negative change occurred for those participants who had started the process with lower scores. Jim who began the process with higher scores, showed a drop, but maintained scores within a range that was considered to represent a high level of life satisfaction.

In general, Graph 5.2 shows that the majority of participants had relatively stable mean scores, with the majority staying neutral or making small positive changes but staying close to the diagonal line on the graph. A more substantial negative change was noticeable for a small group. Adam, John, Laura and Mo all appear to have shown visible negative changes in their subjective mean scores. These four had some things in common, but they were not factors that were exclusive to them in the sample. They all had noted additional mental health difficulties, which were described on their quantitative questionnaires as depression that was being treated by their GPs (see Table 5.1). They were all unemployed and all except Laura felt that
they had additional carer responsibilities and lived in socially deprived areas (see Appendix J). It should be noted that Laura used a five-point scale and this meant that her scores were more likely to be extreme. Graph 5.2 shows that Don and David had the most positive change in subjective scores in the group with some post-diagnostic changes recorded for them as David had obtained a job and Don had achieved some educational success. These patterns overall will be considered in more depth in the discussion section of this thesis with the cases of John and David being highlighted for more detailed presentation later in this section.
Figure 5.1 Participants overall scores, pre and post-diagnosis, related to Zapft’s dimensions of objective and subjective wellbeing (1984)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adaptation (Objective Negative/Subjective Positive)</th>
<th>Wellbeing (Objective Positive/Subjective Positive)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Don Post</td>
<td>Jim Pre/ Jim Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Pre/ Mark Post</td>
<td>Jane Pre /Jane post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carl Pre /Carl Post</td>
<td>David Pre /David Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teresa Pre /Teresa Post</td>
<td>Valerie Pre/ Valerie Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Pre</td>
<td>Pat Pre/ Pat Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Pre</td>
<td>Ralph Pre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Pre</td>
<td>Mike Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cathy Post</td>
<td>Joanne Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike Pre</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nick Pre /Nick Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Pre /Michelle Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joanne Pre</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cathy Pre</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don Pre</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liam Pre</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Deprivation (Objective Negative/Subjective Negative)  Dissonance (Objective Positive/Subjective Negative)
Figure 5.1 illustrates the balance of subjective and objective scores for specific individuals using Zapft’s (1984) descriptive criteria. Zapft identified people in four states according to the balance of their objective and subjective quality of life indicators. He described people with positive objective and subjective indicators as being in a state of wellbeing. He described people as being in a state of adaptation where they had negative objective indicators but positive subjective wellbeing. He identified those with negative subjective and objective indicators as being in a state of deprivation and the final state was dissonance where people had positive objective circumstances but negative subjective perceptions. For presentation purposes Figure 5.1 describes people with scores of 50% or higher as more positive and 49% or lower as more negative. This table identifies participants both at pre and post-diagnostic points and allows consideration of those participants who remained in the same descriptive state throughout the process and those who changed their state.

Figure 5.1 shows that Mark, Carl and Teresa remained in an adaptive state with positive subjective and negative objective perceptions. Jim, Jane, David, Valerie, Luke and Pat all remained in a state of ‘wellbeing’ with positive objective and subjective perceptions. It is noticeable that if a participant began the process in a state of wellbeing, this was the state that he/she maintained throughout the diagnostic process, whilst change occurred from the starting point of
adaptation or deprivation. Nick and Michelle remained in a state of deprivation with low subjective and objective perceptions.

Mo, Adam, John and Laura moved from a state of adaptation into a state of deprivation. Cathy and Don moved from a state of deprivation to a state of adaptation and Mike moved from adaptation to a state of wellbeing. Joanna made the most substantial shift, moving from a state of deprivation to a state of wellbeing. It should be noted that for her the greatest change was in her objective circumstances, with her subjective perceptions only just reaching positive levels. Zapft’s theory suggests that the states of wellbeing and adaptation represent states in which people can function, whilst deprivation and dissonance are states in which people struggle to function and Cummins et al (2010) suggests that individuals in these groups have experienced a failure in their homeostatic mechanism which could be related in some way to internal or external stress and individual capacity to manage this.

There were no participants who presented with a dissonant state and no single factor such as age, gender or IQ linked those in any specific group. Factors that may have contributed to these results will be discussed throughout chapter 6 of this thesis and the participants’ position in relation to these groups was used as a factor in selecting cases for a more detailed evaluation later in sections 5.6.1 to 5.6.4.
5.4.8 Descriptive statistics for visual hierarchy exercise

Participants were asked to rank the seven dimensions of quality of life. They did this using a visual hierarchy that allocated a number to each dimension. For the purposes of clear graphical presentation and analysis this was transposed so that a participant’s ranking of one (most important) was given a score of seven and a participant’s ranking of seven was given a score of one.

Table 5.10: Descriptive statistics for visual ranking exercise ratings for participants in study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRE Standard of Living</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>4.8500</td>
<td>1.59852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST Standard of Living</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>4.1500</td>
<td>1.84320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRE Social interaction</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>4.0500</td>
<td>1.50350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST Social interaction</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>4.1000</td>
<td>2.14966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRE Safety</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>4.9500</td>
<td>2.13923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST Safety</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>4.4500</td>
<td>2.05410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRE Community connectedness</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>2.3500</td>
<td>1.75544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST Community connectedness</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>1.9500</td>
<td>1.53811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRE Health</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>4.4000</td>
<td>1.72901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST Health</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>4.5500</td>
<td>1.90498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRE Future</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>4.2500</td>
<td>2.14905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Future</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>3.9500</td>
<td>2.08945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRE Doing</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>4.5500</td>
<td>1.90498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST Doing</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>4.2500</td>
<td>1.48235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valid N (listwise)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.10 shows the range, mean and standard deviation of the ranked order choices of specific dimensions across the group. This shows that in most dimensions a full range of ranks was selected. In most dimensions the mean score was around three or four, which
suggested an even spread of decisions within most dimensions about dimensions importance between participants.

*Chart 5.8: Mean ranking scores for each dimension across study group*

The notable exception to this was the dimension of community connectedness. Chart 5.8 indicates that the mean ranking score for this dimension was between one and two, which suggests that a larger number of participants chose to rank this dimension as of lower importance. Chart 5.8 shows differences in mean ranking scores
across dimensions before and after the diagnostic process. In broad terms, mean rankings remained relatively stable before and after diagnosis. There was some observable change shown by Chart 5.8 with a reduction in the importance ranking of material wellbeing, community connectedness and the future after the diagnostic process. Individual decisions will be explored later in sections 5.6.1 to 5.6.4 through the use of case examples and the strengths and limitations of this exercise will be considered in the discussion element of this thesis (section 6.11).

5.4.9 Summary of quantitative results

Participants in this study generally presented with objective indicators, which had some similarities to other studies of people with learning disabilities, with low scores in material wellbeing and community connectedness. This study group showed lower objective scores for social interaction and higher scores for health, safety and emotional wellbeing. Overall, objective scores were relatively stable throughout the process with the majority showing small positive changes and this being particularly noted in overall COMQOL-I5 scores and in the area of emotional wellbeing, this was close to but not at a statistically significant level of difference. At an individual level, it was noted that where objective scores worsened this was generally where they had been low at the outset of the study and this was reflected in a small
cluster of participants who demonstrated a negative change in their objective indicators.

In general, subjective wellbeing scores were lower than might have been expected and this tended to remain relatively stable throughout the diagnostic process. The most positively perceived subjective dimensions were in material wellbeing and social interaction and the least positive were health and community connectedness. In individual terms the majority of participants showed stability or small positive changes were noted, with a small subgroup that had notable decreases in their subjective perceptions by the end of the study. Whilst participants varied in their starting score, if they began with very positive perceptions these were likely to remain high.

This links to the pattern that participants who began the process in a state of wellbeing seemed to maintain that balance, whilst those who were in an adaptive or deprived state showed changes by the end of the diagnostic process.

Relative importance of dimensions of quality of life appeared to vary considerably between participants with the exception of community participation, which was more consistently rated as lower in importance than the other dimensions.
5.5 Qualitative results

5.5.1 Introduction

This section will present the qualitative results from this study. All the qualitative data was subjected to a thematic analysis (TA) using the methods described by Braun and Clarke (2013). This process resulted in the identification of coded data judged to link to the quality of life perceptions of the participants. These codes were then appraised to identify candidate-overarching themes, which linked these codes (Braun and Clarke 2013). These were evaluated in relation to the whole data set until centralising overarching themes had been decided upon.

The results of the analysis of qualitative interviews will be presented, initially describing and explaining the identified central themes (see Figure 5.2) across the entire data set. Giving examples of data from specific participants from the whole data set support this. The relationship between central themes and subthemes will be visually represented and described. This description will include some illustrative examples from the interviews and brief comment on the balance of these codes within the data or for individuals. The balance of negative and positive subthemes and the relationship between these and the dimensions of quality of life that have been at the basis
of the tools used for this research will be presented diagrammatically (see Figures 5.11 and 5.12).

Finally, the pattern of data being gathered that related to central themes, before and after the diagnostic process, will be presented in tabulated form (Table 5.11).

5.5.2 Central themes related to quality of life perceptions across whole data set

This section will present the qualitative results from the analysis of data generated by the qualitative interviews carried out in this study.
Figure 5.2: Central themes identified from data set

Figure 5.2 shows the central overarching themes that were selected because they most effectively linked the subthemes, which had been developed through coding of the data in the qualitative interviews. These central themes will now be presented in more specific detail with illustration of their subthemes and some examples from across the entire data set.
5.5.2.1 People have value

Figure 5.3: Subthemes that were linked by the central theme of ‘People have value’

This was a central theme, which encapsulated a sense that the participants perceived an inherent value in people in relation to their lives and the quality of that life. A number of subthemes were identified for which this was an overarching theme and this is illustrated in figure 5.3 above.

Adam expressed the value of his partner and the importance of family:

‘… or when she is out… I panic and get nervous.’
Jane referred to the positive role of others when she accessed the community:

‘…but I feel better when x was there because I had someone with me.’

John described his mother’s role in improving interaction with services:

‘If my Mum’s not happy with it she’ll be on the phone and say “look you’re not helping my son out.”’

John also referred to the happiness he gained from his relationship with a shopkeeper with whom he interacted on a daily basis:

‘It’s basically because he cheers me up more and we have a laugh.’

Valerie highlighted the feelings of safety her carers gave her, and the importance of this feeling when she said:

‘You know that no matter what I need to be safe so that I know… oh and that the most important thing to keep me safe is that they never walk off without me.’

For others, such as Pat, this was about a more general perception of the importance of people for safety in their lives:

S: ‘So is there anything else that helps you feel safe?’

P: ‘um um um I feel safer with people.’
Adam, Jane, John, Pat, Teresa and Valerie all described a sense that particular people understood them. John, for example, when referring to his wife:

‘People don’t have to trigger me off… my missus always said to me… she knows when I am not very happy.’

Valerie explained the benefits of her carers understanding her. She used the term ‘real carers’ to describe those who knew her and ‘strangers’ for paid carers who were new to her:

‘Like this new lady in here. It’s only because they’re strangers… that’s when I need help from my real carers.’

Family were frequently referred to as useful and important in a number of ways. In the case of Jane she shared an especially intense interest the Eurovision song contest with her father, which meant his presence could have a positive impact on her:

‘I…I don’t. I would say if my Dad’s here it’s a lot more fun because we have…end up talking through it and everything.’

Teresa viewed her family as an important part of life’s routine, which she described in a positive way:

‘Then on a Sunday the boys come up for their Sunday lunch and basically spend the day with the boys and once the boys have gone home we sit down and watch the TV.’
Jane, David and Adam described the importance of and ascribed value to some virtual social relationships, raising feelings of a sense of belonging and self-esteem. Adam was a keen user of ‘Call of Duty’.

A: ‘*There is a group of us and we are a clan…we go against each other clans and that.*’

A: ‘*We are Elite.*’

S: ‘*Is that quite important?*’

A: ‘*Well yeah (shakes head laughing) to us.*’
5.5.2.2 Other people are the problem

Figure 5.4: Subthemes that were linked by the central theme of ‘Other people are the problem’

This was a central theme illustrated by Figure 5.4, which linked together data that expressed the perception that responsibility for difficulties and dissatisfaction that the participants were experiencing in their daily lives lay with other people.

Valerie described her feelings if people were unhappy with her behaviour:

‘Well… well that like if I was to been told off that would make me upset and a bit sad.’
A common theme for all of the participants was the need to be able to get away from people and a frustration that this was not always possible or acceptable to others. Pat described the challenges for him of living with others in shared supported living:

P: ‘Sometimes, sometimes they burst in.’

S: ‘They burst in?’

P: ‘No not burst in sometimes they... sometimes they... need a bit of time to yourself.’

Teresa described her reaction to attempts from neighbours to interact with her and her daughter when she was asked whether she ever interacted with her neighbours:

‘I don’t, I only say “good morning” and “good afternoon” to ‘em and that is it (emphatic) I get in the flat and we shut the door and that is it.’

In response to questions about what made him feel safe, Mark responded:

‘Like to have time alone.’

David described a sense of rejection from wider society in his lack of interaction with his neighbours in the local area:

‘No very much an outsider looking in. Trying to look in but the curtains are drawn.’
John described a feeling of rejection from his father, who had dementia, and his reaction when John tried to go and see him:

‘He doesn’t like me spending time with my mum… like the other night I went round her house and she’s in there and tell me to get out.’

All the participants described a feeling that other people were being difficult in some way. Mark, for example, described the reasons that he found it difficult to make relationships with people:

‘That’d be a bit hard (sigh) difficult for me to engage with them.’

David described the way in which the behaviour of others limited him in terms of where he could go in his home:

‘I’ll stand there in the door but I don’t want to be in that room where those people are gonna be yelling and shouting. I’d rather stick where people keep their feelings to themselves.’

All participants, except for Mark and David, described a perception that other people could not be trusted. This code appeared especially important for Teresa who described a range of difficulties with trust, including her perception of her relationship with a neighbour who had been a friend:

T: ‘Cos the other one just messes me and M about and uses us.’

S: ‘The other one?’
T: ‘Ah the other girl well you could call her a... she a p... she used to be a friend of me and M but now she just uses me and M basically.’

5.5.2.3 My emotions are the problem

*Figure 5.5: Subthemes that were linked to central theme ‘My emotions are the problem’*

This was a central theme, illustrated by Figure 5.5, which was linked to the participants perceiving that their emotions and lack of emotional control affected their quality of life.

Adam, John, Pat, Teresa and Valerie described getting into trouble because of their emotions. John described his tendency to get into
fights and arguments and he focused on the impact that this had on him:

‘Cos at the end of the day it’s not a person it’s going to hurt it’s me.’

Pat described breakdowns with his family caused by emotional upsets:

‘Yeah upset I wanna play my guitar but Mum told me not to and sometimes I call nasty words sometimes.’

All participants, except David and Jane, talked about difficulties with emotional control affecting their lives. Teresa, for example, described the effect other people had on her:

‘As just everything at the moment is really getting worse with me down. It just getting the weight of anger at the moment it is about to explode… I’m to exploding point.’

John described lack of emotional control and unpredictability:

J: ‘It could strike anytime.’

S: ‘So sometimes you get crossfired.’ (John’s word)

J: (nodding)

All participants, except for David, described a sense of being overwhelmed by emotion. Jane, for example, described overwhelming panic on going into a new environment.
'Like I found it really hard when we went to D that day I found it really hard to get in the door cos I felt really uncomfortable.’

Jane, John, Pat, Teresa and Valerie expressed a perception that their current life was negatively affected by past distressing events. John, for example, in describing his current concerns explained this in the context of a distressing historical experience:

‘My health over Christmas time deteriorates. 1982 I was in hospital before I came down here.’

Pat experienced acute emotion during the interview in relation to historical events:

P: (crying) ‘Because I mucked up my Dad’s computer.’

S: ‘Oh when did that happen?’

P: ‘Couple of years ago back he was shouting at me (angry).’
5.5.2.4 Life is not fair

*Figure 5.6: Subthemes that were linked by the central theme of ‘Life is not fair’*

This central theme, illustrated by Figure 5.6, included data linked to participants’ perception that their life experience was not fair compared to others or society in general. Adam and John expressed the view that they had missed out because they were not disabled enough:

*“I just didn’t have the right school… the right school help. I was always the one who got like left. Get on and do things by yourself and that.”*

John expressed the perception that others saw him as more able than he was:
‘I get pushed around get told “you can stand on your own two feet” “deal with your own health” “you can deal with everything”. I ask for help from the doctors I ask for help from anywhere ok.’

Adam, David, Jane and John described the ways in which they felt their disabilities impacted negatively on their lives. All of these participants had additional disabilities beyond an autism and learning disability diagnosis. Adam expressed the view that his level of disability did not match his level of financial benefits:

‘Sorry my disability should be more than what I’m getting with all the problems that I’ve got.’

Adam, David, John and Pat all expressed a perception that their local community had rejected them. Adam described a sense of humiliation and rejection in his local area, as he had had to moderate his behaviour to fit in:

‘I got to be more like “don’t say nothing”. Makes me, you know, makes me look like I’m nothing. They can take the mickey out of me.’

David described a sense of rejection in the world of employment:

‘If a company had two of them it is the disabled person that gets fired first. It just feels like really I just it makes me want to cry sometimes the way people seem to react to a disabled person (voice trembling with emotion).’
John, Adam, David and Teresa all expressed the perception that their lives were less good than others. This was a strong theme for John, especially post-diagnostically, who felt others didn’t understand or appreciate how difficult his life was compared to theirs, describing his life as:

‘Just the same every day. I take the same all the time. None of you round here have any idea what it is like for me but I take one step at a time.’

David, Jane, John, Teresa and Valerie all expressed the view that their life was negatively affected by other people’s judgments of them. Teresa felt that others reported her to the authorities and unfairly judged the way she chose to live:

‘But still go back to the housing officer and say “that house stinks”.’

David described feeling judged by the system:

‘I have to have the paperwork to show what I have been doing. I feel like I am being judged on how… to other people’s standards… I haven’t done enough.’

John, pre-diagnostically, had directly expressed hopes that his situation would be changed in some way and his post-diagnostic perceptions appeared to reflect disappointment at a lack of change:

‘You wouldn’t see much change I’m the same person I am.’
‘Nothing’s changed (unhappy voice) where we are.’

‘The future’s only going to be like it is now.’
5.5.2.5 Communication is important

*Figure 5.7: Subthemes that were linked by the central theme of ‘Communication is the problem’*

This was a central theme, illustrated by Figure 5.7, which brought together perceptions related to either the participants’ communication or how others communicated with them. All these represented negative perceptions. John, Teresa and Valerie, who all had a mild learning disability, commented on the difficulties that they had with understanding other people:

J: ‘*Sometimes I get confused with what you’re talking about or I get confused with what I am saying.*’
Adam, John and Valerie, who all had a mild learning disability described difficulties with expressing themselves on a day-to-day basis. Adam described:

‘Well where I can’t get my own words out like normal’.

Valerie described the difficulty of expressing herself when in groups:

‘If a lot of people are asking that (what’s wrong?) and they are all surrounding me in a big circle it is hard to explain when a lot of people gather around me.’

Jane, along with the other participants with mild learning disabilities, expressed frustration at other people’s inability to understand what she was trying to convey:

‘It’s like people are trying to understand me but they are going about it in the wrong way if you know what I mean.’

Valerie described frustrations trying to explain things to her carers.

‘I’m trying to be gentle with them but it’s hard to be gentle with them when you don’t understand what I am doing.’

Jane, John, Pat and Valerie all described situations where they struggled to follow the social rules of communication and this created a day-to-day challenge for them. Pat identified that he ‘just interrupts, interrupts people’s conversations’. Valerie suggested that she could
‘make things worse when I’m trying to speak to them (carers) softly’.

Jane said ‘I can get annoyed I’ll end up saying things I regret’.
5.5.2.6 Control is important

Figure 5.8: Subthemes that were linked by the central theme of ‘Control is important’

Control is important was a central theme, illustrated by Figure 5.8, bringing together a range of perceptions in the interviews that related to the participants’ need to control themselves, others or their environments in order to maintain their wellbeing in their everyday lives.

Adam, Jane, John, Pat and Teresa all expressed the need to control and to some extent succeed in controlling their behaviour to maintain a positive quality of life. Pat described his struggle to control behaviour that was less helpful to him (‘cheap’) saying he hoped to go on to do:
‘new better things and activities to learn my mistakes to trust my instincts and to learn how things is so good not so cheap.’

Jane, Mark and Valerie highlighted the importance of others behaving in the way they wanted them to. This was a particularly strong theme in both of Valerie’s interviews and in this pre-diagnostic example she talked about her difficulties with new carers.

‘and also, and also it’s very important that someone reminds me about these people and that my carers remind these people about me so that they don’t you know get the wrong idea because it scares me a bit. Is very important as well is for them to try and understand me they have to try and understand my conditions of my, of the way I can react.’

Control of environment occurred as an important theme for all participants, often in relation to the need to control the sensory environment, as in this example for Pat, which had resulted in a serious relationship breakdown:

‘Yes um I hear my Mum’s coughing and my brother’s coughing. Really wound me up… it’s annoying… annoyed me.’

Teresa similarly described the impact of sensory irritation on her mood and relationships when talking about her sons who also have autism:
'but A is very talkative and C he is a bit of dark horse. He just sits there and messes about with his ringtones on his phone and I… with that going on and I’m in the kitchen but my anger starts building up again.’

Other participants described the need to maintain sameness in their environment. Mark, for example, described his need to remain in the same location in order to maintain safety:

S: ‘Anything about the place you live that’s important?’

M: ‘Upstairs in my room is a safe place.’

Valerie also emphasised the need for environmental control when describing her room:

‘um it feels alright but I would have to organise things just the way I like it.’

This also linked to the theme of needing to control the environment to prevent changes. Jane, for example, described difficulties with coping with changes to her routine:

‘Then again I’m still a bit “eeeuu” when things get disrupted and I know it’s disrupted and I’m annoyed.’

David, Jane, Teresa and Valerie also indicated a sense of increased control over their lives. Jane described how she had achieved better overall health by reducing some control:

‘I think it’s because I have learnt to sort of try and relax a bit more.’
Valerie described the way that she had learnt to manage the people around her better:

‘or they just come to my room and I’ll talk about it to help with the problem.’
5.5.2.7 It all boils down to the moneywise

Figure 5.9: Subthemes that were linked by the central theme of ‘It all boils down to the moneywise’

This was a central theme that brought together codes related to money and material ownership or interest. Several participants highlighted the direct difference that money made to their day-to-day lives. Adam, for example, described difficulties managing his weight and his view that this was linked to lack of money:

A: ‘I’s trying to lose this weight at the moment or someone to train me.’

S: ‘Right.’

A: ‘It’s just having the money.’
John described his sense that money was the factor that made the most difference in his life and the lives of others:

‘It’s the money, what it boils down too. I am not having a go at anybody. It just boils down to the moneywise and that makes me sick ‘cos I’ve been to the job centre and I’ve seen people queuing up and they’re all “I haven’t received this, I haven’t received that”.’

All participants, except John and David, described the importance of objects or animals to their quality of life. Mark, for example, described the pleasure he gained from looking at a desired object:

S: ‘Ah right anything special on Ebay?’

M: (Pause) ‘The Oncor 1000 American CD player and mixer, that’s what I keep looking at.’

Included in this code were animals, primarily because of Valerie who focused on the pleasure that being able to see and touch animals gave her and a strong sense that they were pleasurable objects:

‘I just love to look at the animals’ (big smile and exaggerated happy intonation).

‘Yeah looking at them and touching them.’

Adam, Mark, Pat, Teresa and Valerie, who all had a mild learning disability but came from a variety of home situations, all very specifically described the importance and value of their home for them:
P: ‘I like living here, yeah, this house is my house.’

When Valerie was asked what could cause her to have concerns for the future, she gave the example of being removed from her home:

‘Well you might say that I might be dragged all the way back from W (home) that would be a very bad future.’

David, Mark, Pat, Teresa and Valerie all linked their home to feelings of safety in some way. Pat described the value for him of knowing the door to his home was secure:

‘Makes me feel safe is locking the… checking the… being secure of the doors. I don’t want any burgers, burglars or arsonists or being attacked or assaulted or on the roads I don’t want to get runned over or knocked over.’
5.5.2.8 I need to feel worthwhile

Figure 5.10: Subthemes that were linked by the central theme of ‘I need to feel worthwhile’

This was a central theme uniting codes that expressed the importance for that participant of being engaged in a purposeful way, being occupied, autonomous and valued by others. Figure 5.10 illustrates the subthemes making up this central theme. All participants, at some stage, expressed a need to be occupied. John described his overall approach to life:

‘I’m always trying to do summat to keep my hands busy.’
David described the way in which he occupied himself with video games, with a strong sense that this was a way of coping and avoiding the boredom that would go with stopping playing them:

‘Usually it’s I know it’s playing. Usually I think the reason why I play like video games is it burns the hours away.’

Jane, Pat, John and Valerie expressed the need for independence. Pat described the more independent behaviour of another person that he knew and his view that he should be allowed to do the same and frustration that he was not:

‘X goes on a train on his own’ (shout and unhappy expression)

‘Like to do all sorts of things. I like to visit places on my own… on a coach.’

Adam, Jane, Pat, Teresa and Valerie expressed some sense that they had hopes for the future for their lives. Adam described this when he referred to his ambition to ‘be the best’ at ‘Call of Duty’.

Teresa described the activities she hoped to do in the future:

‘There are things I’d like to do. Dancing and singing and going to the gym.’

The importance of making the best of the here and now was also present for Adam, David, John, Teresa and Jane. Teresa talked about it as a way of managing the difficult nature of life:
‘It… I know it seems really hard sometimes but I just take every day as it comes basically.’

David described his perception of being unable to look to the future:

‘It’s like being on a ladder. I can’t see where I’ll be in a few days’ time let alone a few years’ time.’

Many of the participants expressed their own sense of purpose and value in life; sometimes these were in highly practical terms. Valerie and Jane described their feelings of self-esteem in relation to completion of tasks:

V: ‘Well if I done the chores well I feel a lot more of myself.’

J: ‘I feel really wow feel really good because I can actually cook hash browns’ (smiling).

Several participants had identified caring for others as an important part of the way they saw their lives. Teresa and Adam cared for their children; John felt that he cared for his parents and Jane for her family after her mother left. John expressed the perception that his time was dedicated to his parents’ care as his father had dementia:

‘My mum can see that I can see it, but at the end of the day I’m still coming to terms. I have some concern about my mum and dad at the moment and that mostly my time is spent on them. As well as what I want to do I have to put my time to them.’
The motivation to succeed and do well was expressed by David, Mark, Jane, Pat and Valerie. David and Adam both talked about this in relation to Internet games. When asked what made him feel good or successful David said:

‘Probably this will sound daft when I am playing my on line games with friends is the progression.’

Pat expressed his frustration at not being able to achieve in some areas and his sense that others might judge his need for help:

‘I can learn things… really said… I’m not talking about people waving a magic wand and disappear. I’m not really. I don’t want I don’t want other people playing some magic.’

David, Jane, John, Teresa and Valerie were the only participants who clearly referred to the value for them of doing things outside of their homes. Jane described the challenge that going out had been but the benefits when she had achieved it:

‘I think I’ve gotten better I’ve gone out more… Cos I’ve been to the shops on my own. Whereas normally I’d like to sit and wait to go up and look at the bargains… I’ve done it as much, like sort of worked myself up to going out.’
5.5.3 Changes in central theme patterns throughout the diagnostic process

Table 5.11: Central theme patterns throughout diagnostic process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Present pre and post-diagnostic process</th>
<th>Present pre-diagnostic process only</th>
<th>Present post-diagnostic process only</th>
<th>Not present for participant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>People have value</td>
<td>Adam, Jane, John, Pat, Teresa, Valerie</td>
<td>No participants</td>
<td>Mark</td>
<td>Teresa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People are the problem</td>
<td>Adam, David, Jane, John, Mark, Pat, Teresa, Valerie</td>
<td>No participants</td>
<td>No participants</td>
<td>No participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotions are the problem</td>
<td>Adam, Jane, John, Pat, Teresa</td>
<td>Valerie</td>
<td>Mark</td>
<td>David</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life is not fair</td>
<td>Adam, David, Jane, John, Teresa</td>
<td>Pat</td>
<td>Valerie</td>
<td>Teresa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication is important</td>
<td>Adam, John, Teresa</td>
<td>Jane, Valerie</td>
<td>No participants</td>
<td>David, Mark, Pat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All boils down to the moneywise</td>
<td>Adam, David, Jane, John, Mark, Pat, Teresa, Valerie</td>
<td>No participants</td>
<td>No participants</td>
<td>No participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I want to be worthwhile</td>
<td>Adam, Jane, David, John, Pat, Teresa, Valerie</td>
<td>Mark</td>
<td>No participants</td>
<td>No participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control is important</td>
<td>Adam, Jane, Pat, Valerie</td>
<td>David, John, Mark, Teresa</td>
<td>No participants</td>
<td>No participants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5.11 illustrates an analysis of central theme patterns and the ways in which these were observed to occur and change throughout the diagnostic process. Data linked to ‘People are the problem’ and ‘It all boils down to the moneywise’ were widely present in interviews for all participants before and after the diagnostic process. The themes of ‘People have value’ and ‘Life is not fair’ were present at some point for all participants with the exception of Teresa.

Table 5.11 shows that if a participant began the research process with ‘People have value’ as a theme in their interview then they also expressed it in their post-diagnostic interview. Data coded as ‘People have value’ was not seen for Mark until his post-diagnostic interview. ‘Life is not fair’ was not found in Valerie’s post-diagnostic interview whilst Pat began to express this theme in his post-diagnostic interview.

The theme of ‘Emotions are the problem’ was present at some stage for all participants, with the exception of David. Valerie did not express this theme in her post-diagnostic interview and it was a new theme for Mark in his post-diagnostic interview. ‘Communication is important’ was present across the process in a smaller number of individuals (Adam, John and Teresa). It did not appear in the post-diagnostic interviews for Jane and Valerie and was not present at any point for David, Mark and Pat.
‘I want to be worthwhile’ appeared for the majority of participants as a theme in both pre and post-diagnostic interviews, with the exception of Mark for whom it did not appear until after his diagnostic process had been completed. ‘Control is important’ appeared to be the theme that showed the most change throughout the process. It was not a new theme for any participants post-diagnostically but for David, John, Mark and Teresa it was the theme that did not appear in the post-diagnostic interviews.

Table 5.11 summarises the theme patterns that were expressed during the interviews. A number of factors may have influenced which topics were discussed during both interviews and these results cannot claim that participants’ perceptions actively changed during the process, as they might simply have chosen to share specific perceptions on each occasion. The focus of the interviews and the topics participants wished to talk about varied in some cases and this was of interest to report and discuss. It is interesting to note that David and Teresa were participants who did not seem to provide any data at all on particular areas in either of their interviews. For David, this was in the area of emotions and communication and for Teresa the areas of people having value and life not being fair.
5.5.4 Subtheme patterns

Qualitative subthemes were evaluated to consider which ones could be described as positive (appeared to relate to positive quality of life perceptions) and neutral (related to quality of life perceptions but with no indications of positivity of negativity) and then mapped on the seven quality of life dimensions outlined by Cummins (1996) to facilitate understanding them as quality of life perceptions.

Figure 5.11 shows that positive and neutral subthemes were well spread across all seven dimensions, and that the themes with the greatest range were in the dimensions of social interaction and material wellbeing. A number of theme patterns were found that might not have been captured through quantitative data alone. For example, in the area of social interaction many of the themes were related to behaviour and value of other people rather than the more concrete area of the skills or abilities of the participants. This group also regularly referred to their families in positive terms when talking about social interaction and support. There was a sense that for some participants social interaction with family was the interaction they valued the most. The qualitative data highlighted that home was important for safety and security, whilst COMQOL-I5 focused on describing the size and type of a person’s accommodation. The qualitative data also highlighted the importance of objects and animals
as a source of satisfaction beyond their number, variety and financial value.

Figure 5.12 shows the themes relating to negative quality of life perceptions for the participants. These were mapped onto Cummins’ seven quality of life dimensions. What this showed was that whilst all dimensions mapped to at least one theme, social interaction was the dominant area for negative themes. Community participation and physical and emotional health also had a larger number of themes.

Some of these subthemes were not highlighted by the quantitative data or added depth to this data. COMQOL-I5 was able to identify mental health diagnosis or broad measures about levels of anxiety and PWI-ID was able to gather data about satisfaction levels with emotional and physical wellbeing. The qualitative data added depth, for example, by showing perceptions of distress related to past events and problems arising from emotional outbursts and identifying subtle negative perceptions, such as not being disabled enough, not supported or understood by others.

In the area of social interaction, quantitative data had suggested relatively positive perceptions of social interaction. However, the large number of negative perceptions related to social interaction suggests that this area warrants more in-depth consideration. It is interesting to note that the largest number of negative perceptions related to the role
of others creating difficulties in social interaction, rather than difficulties
relating to the participants' own skills or ability
Figure 5.11: Distribution of positive and neutral quality of life perceptions across all qualitative interviews (number of references to code across interview in brackets)
Figure 5.12: Distribution of negative quality of life perceptions across all qualitative interviews (number of references to themes shown in brackets)
5.5.5 Summary of qualitative results

Thematic analysis of the qualitative data in this study identified a number of codes relating to the quality of life perceptions of the participant group. These codes were captured by the overarching themes of people have value, people are difficult, my emotions are the problem, life is not fair, it all boils down to the moneywise, communication is important, control is important and I want to feel worthwhile. Many of these themes were judged to be important in terms of quality of life perception because of the regularity of their occurrence or their shared presence in the data for the group (people are the problem and it all boils down to the moneywise). Others were identified as important to a number of the participants (control is important and communication is important).

The subthemes in these overarching themes reflected the seven quality of life dimensions that underpinned this study and described both positive and negative perceptions of quality of life. There was a noticeable presence in the data of perceptions related to social interaction which expressed the difficulty of dealing with and interacting with other people, as well as the value of people in participants' lives and the need for some kind of relationship. Whilst the majority of themes were found across the diagnostic process, some participants showed some pattern differences before and after
diagnosis. This was most noticeable in the areas of control and communication.

The qualitative analysis provided depth to understanding the perceptions of participants across the seven quality of life areas. In social interaction, the concept of people having a value but a need for time away from other people and some control of the interaction was raised. The participants’ perception of valuable communication included virtual communication, interaction with family and special interests. In terms of barriers to social interaction, the participants primarily described barriers created by others, making some references in specific cases to their own communication difficulties. The attitude and behaviour of others were also an issue that dominated perceptions of barriers to community participation with important individuals and virtual communities being described as facilitators of community participation.

Some participants linked past events and overwhelming emotions to current difficulties they were experiencing, but it was less common for these to be directly attributed to participants’ current moods and emotions. Physical wellbeing lacked significant mention in the data but the issue of having a mild disability and the way this was understood or ignored in society was raised. An important area for several participants was the perception that their sensory environment was
having an impact on their wellbeing and that this affected their health, emotions and feelings of safety and security.

Positive perceptions of material wellbeing focused on home and possessions but there was recognition that participants generally did not have access to money and that this could be a barrier. Some participants referred to others having more than them, but in general the focus was on having the things that were personally important to them, rather than wanting the things that others had. In the area of productivity, many participants did raise, to some extent, the need for occupation and productivity but also the challenges of this. In several cases this related directly to difficulties in employment and challenges in the areas of social communication and community access. When asked to consider the future, several participants voiced that this was not something they were able or wanted to do. The concept that change was difficult was raised along with a sense that positive changes weren’t happening. In the case of John this was specifically voiced in relation to the diagnostic process and a perception that nothing good had resulted from it.

The qualitative data helped to map the perceptions of the participants, showing the complex ways in which dimensions interacted and the way in which one thing, e.g. a person in your life, could be both positive and negative. This data also highlighted wider themes that went across all the dimensions, such as the balance of quality and
quantity of something in the participants’ life and the way in which this was reflected in a quality of life perception. These areas will be discussed further later in this thesis.

5.6 Illustrative cases combining detail of quantitative and qualitative results

Whilst this thesis initially presented quantitative and qualitative results separately, the complex and multifaceted nature of quality of life meant that it was logical to consider a way in which the multiple methods of data gathering could be brought together. The intention was to help present any interactions between different aspects of quality of life perceptions to give the fullest picture of what these perceptions might be and the ways in which participants might perceive connections between dimensions.

Illustrative cases were selected from the eight individuals who had completed both the quantitative and qualitative aspects of the study. The aim was that cases would reflect Zapft’s descriptive states, would show both stability and change and would show some balance in terms of age, gender, diagnosis and level of IQ. This resulted in the selection of Mark, John, Jane and David. In this section, qualitative data will be linked in brackets to the theme onto which it was coded.
5.6.1 Mark – an adaptive case

Case One was Mark who maintained an ‘adaptive’ pattern of subjective and objective quality of life throughout the diagnostic process (Negative Objective/Positive Subjective). Mark was diagnosed with autism and had a mild learning disability.

Chart 5.9: PWI-ID scores for Mark
Mark was an adaptive individual and Chart 5.10 shows that in measurable, objective terms, his quality of life was low overall. Chart 5.10 illustrates that with the exception of health, safety and the future, Mark had very low scores in most dimensions for his objective quality of life. Chart 5.9 shows that Mark, however, had the adaptive pattern of reporting relatively positive subjective wellbeing in all areas apart from productivity. Table 5.12 shows that the relative importance of dimensions was quite variable for Mark across the diagnostic process with the importance of safety remaining high and social interaction remaining low.
Table 5.12: Order of dimension importance for Mark before and after diagnosis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hierarchy</th>
<th>Pre-diagnosis</th>
<th>Post-diagnosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Future</td>
<td>Safe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Safe</td>
<td>Standard of living</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Community</td>
<td>Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Doing</td>
<td>Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Standard of Living</td>
<td>Future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Social</td>
<td>Doing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Social</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Themes for Mark

In his qualitative interview, Mark placed a lot of value on his house, and this reflected the importance of his room for escape from people and to carry out gaming activity. He did not indicate significance of size, location or type of ownership of his house, but instead focused on possession of a house as key to safety and future security, referring multiple times to the importance of having his own safe space.

‘Upstairs in my room is a safe place.’ (My home makes me safe)
He also referred to his attitude to his possessions and the value he ascribed to them. He described pleasure in being able to own specific items and being able to have them for a length of time.

‘Possessions I like to buy and keep forever.’ (Objects make me happy)

He identified a link between a positive future and having enough money:

S: ‘What helps you to think that the future will be Ok?’

M: (Sigh) ‘that’ (pointing at the money picture). (Money makes a difference)

Mark’s concept of satisfaction with material wellbeing was focused on specific items and having a bedroom of his own. His qualitative data did suggest, however, that his view of a happy future involved safely ‘staying in his bedroom’. The future was initially the most important dimension for Mark, with this decreasing after the diagnostic process.

Mark’s visual hierarchy indicated that social interaction was one of the least important dimensions to him and this was reflected in the consistent themes in his interview that his preference was for being on his own in his room. In his pre-diagnostic interview, Mark linked being on his own to greater productivity, safety, happiness and feeling well.

S: ‘What in your everyday life helps you to do things well and be successful?’
M: ‘Just doing it on my own with no-one around me.’ (I need some time alone)

In contrast to the other dimensions, health was something that Mark was satisfied with and that objectively was given a positive score (100%). Initially, Mark identified health as the least important dimension to him, with this increasing throughout the process. Post-diagnostically, Mark referred to his emotional health in his interviews.

S: ‘What about if things are harder to do, how does that feel?’

M: ‘Bad’ (stressed voice) (My emotions can be overwhelming)

Mark’s objective community participation score was very low but his adaptive pattern was illustrated in that he gave it a middle ranking in terms of importance and appeared relatively satisfied with it (60/70%). The only area outside of his home, which provided the sense of being part of his community, was his voluntary job at a local radio station.

S: ‘If I was at the Radio Station watching you, what sort of thing would I see you doing?’

M: (leans back in chair – sighs) ‘Well (pause tapping table, sighing, hands touching head and face) just surfing the Internet on the personal computers that they have in the corner.’ (I need to be occupied)

These results suggested that Mark had a genuine satisfaction with life circumstances that others might perceive as poor. The picture that
emerged was one of someone for whom life outside of his room was anxiety provoking and that his current aspirations were to have the means to be able to minimise contact with people and ensure access to objects and items that gave him pleasure and security whilst maintaining the support of his mother.
5.6.2 John – an adaptor moving to deprivation

Case Two is John who presented pre-diagnostically in a state of ‘adaptation’ and moved post-diagnostically to ‘deprivation’ (Negative Subjective/Negative Objective). He had a mild learning disability and a diagnosis of autism.

Chart 5.11: PWI-ID scores for John

John began the diagnostic process as an adaptive individual who overall tended to have lower objective quality of life scores but described relatively high subjective quality of life as illustrated by Chart 5.11 and Chart 5.12. However, post-diagnostically, John moved to a state of deprivation where he had an overall subjective view of his quality of life which had been lowered to reflect a generally low objective quality of life.
In all areas, apart from community participation, John showed a reduction in his subjective wellbeing. Objectively his health had improved and his social communication had dramatically decreased.

*Table 5.13: Order of dimension importance for John before and after diagnosis*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hierarchy</th>
<th>Pre-diagnosis</th>
<th>Post-diagnosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Doing</td>
<td>Safe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Safe</td>
<td>Standard of living</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Social</td>
<td>Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Community</td>
<td>Doing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Standard of living</td>
<td>Future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Future</td>
<td>Social</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5.13 shows John’s perceptions of the importance of the dimensions to him across the diagnostic process showed considerable variation. Health, however, remained the most important to him, and the future was consistently something which he rated as being of low importance.

Themes for John

In his post-diagnostic qualitative interview, John described a sense of being satisfied with what he had, but also knowing that he found life financially difficult. He made sense of this because he felt everybody was the same:

J: ‘(Pause) I have money and belongings but I find it difficult.’

S: ‘Right.’

J: ‘At the end of the day everyone is struggling… right?’ (I can self-manage)

John also linked his lack of activity and productivity to a lack of financial resources:

‘That’s what I do mostly, plan, plan it and if I can’t afford it I just leave it ‘til the following month. That is what I mostly do. So plan what I want to do. There’s hardly anything to do.’ (I need to be occupied) (Money makes a difference)
John often referred to emotional state in his qualitative interviews and problems with managing his emotions, his emotions overwhelming him, lack of control and emotions of past events upsetting him. This was the case before and after diagnosis and John felt that he was trying to control these:

‘I’m trying to stop I am trying to say to myself, don’t get worked up.’ (I can’t control my emotions)

John also referred both before and after diagnosis to a physical health disability and the impact this could have, particularly an impact on his productivity:

‘I can’t even use a computer because my coordination won’t let me do it right.’ (I have a disability) (Other people have it good)

John perceived his physical disability as an unfair barrier in his life that others were not willing to help him with, forcing him to struggle on by himself:

‘I get to a certain level and I say “can I do this on my own or do I turn around and see if I can get help on”… see… that’s where I get stuck on… and that’s about my opinion.’ (People reject me)(I am not disabled enough)
John pre-diagnostically described enjoying talking to people but also finding them difficult. He felt this caused him to react badly and then feel isolated:

‘I’ll speak to anyone as long as they don’t turn round and upset me about all the rumours that are going round. ‘Cos that’s what will trigger me off.’ (People make me unhappy) (I can’t control my emotions)

Post-diagnostically, he made fewer references to interaction with other people and his focus had become supporting his family. This support was not well received and he described becoming more isolated:

‘He’s pushing me away… it’s like I said to my Mum, I said like my Mum’s been away, he’s pushing me away.’ (People reject me) (Family are important)

John was a participant who also referred regularly to his perceived communication challenges in his qualitative interview, particularly post-diagnostically:

‘Sometimes I get confused with what you’re talking about or I get confused with what I’m saying.’ (I don’t understand people) (I can’t find the words to say)

John talked about his frustration with lack of occupation before his diagnosis:
'Ah… nothing for me for meeting… there’s nothing for me to do in S that’s why I prefer to go out and about once a month.’ (I need to be occupied)

John’s interviews suggest that post-diagnostically he saw his purpose as linked to his support to his family, but also felt he was failing at this:

‘At the end of the day, the worst happens I can’t come to their rescue. At the end of the day what do I do? I’m stuck in the middle and they’re asking the family to come to the rescue.’ (I care for others) (Other people have it good)

He described a fish and chip shop owner whom he had known all his life, who appeared to be an important part of his community participation and social interaction:

‘It’s basically because he cheers me up more and we have a bit of a laugh – there are certain days when it looks at me and says “oh there is something wrong in’t there eh?”.’ (Some people understand me) (Other people make me happy)

Whilst this relationship involved short interactions in a functional setting, it was clearly one that had considerable importance to John and was referred to regularly after his diagnosis. A strong theme for John in his pre-diagnostic interview was that it was the here and now that was the most important thing and that he didn’t think about the future:
‘Ah, I live every day as it comes.’ (It’s the here and now that counts)

This theme was less prevalent in John’s post-diagnostic interview and he began to refer more to his perception that nothing had changed since his autism diagnosis:

‘The future’s only going to be the same as it is now.’ (Nothing ever changes)

Overall, John’s data created a picture of someone who very much ‘lived in the moment’. For John, his health impacted on his productivity and this limited his material wellbeing. It made sense in this case that health was very important to John as he saw it impacting on other things. John’s reduction in social interaction seemed to have had a significant impact on him. His focus was on his family, who he felt were rejecting him and this also appeared to be isolating him and having an effect on his wellbeing.
5.6.3 Jane – In wellbeing and remaining there

Case Three was Jane who maintained an overall state of ‘wellbeing’ during the diagnostic process (Positive Subjective/Positive Objective). Jane had a borderline learning disability and autism.

Chart 5.13: PWI-ID scores for Jane

Chart 5.13 shows that overall Jane tended to show positive subjective scores and generally maintained these throughout the diagnostic process. She showed positive changes in subjective material wellbeing, safety and community participation. She showed positive changes in objective safety, community participation and future security and negative changes in objective material wellbeing, productivity and social interaction.
Jane provided an example of a participant who maintained a relatively positive overall subjective score throughout the process along with a generally positive objective quality of life score. Chart 5.14 shows lower objective scores in material wellbeing and community participation.
Table 5.14: Order of dimension importance for Jane before and after diagnosis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hierarchy</th>
<th>Pre-diagnosis</th>
<th>Post-diagnosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Safe</td>
<td>Safe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Standard of living</td>
<td>Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Social</td>
<td>Standard of living</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Social</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Doing</td>
<td>Doing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Community</td>
<td>Future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Future</td>
<td>Community</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.14 shows that Jane’s ranking of importance of dimensions remained relatively stable. Safety was very important to her, with community participation and the future remaining consistently less important.

Themes for Jane

In her qualitative interviews, Jane linked people and safety, and their value in getting her out of the house into the community.

‘I think I feel safer when I’m with like er someone else at least. Like I wouldn’t go into town on my own unless I really had to or meeting.’

(People are useful)
Jane talked about challenges in communication pre-diagnostically, both in her communication confidence and in others understanding her:

‘I don’t know (sad voice) it’s like people are trying to understand me, they’re trying to understand but they’re going the wrong way about it if you know what I mean.’ (People are difficult) (People don’t understand me)

‘and I don’t tend to think before I speak, I tend to just say what I am thinking.’ (I get things wrong in communication)

The focus of her data about communication post-diagnostically was on improvements in friendships and relationships, as she had been able to access the community more:

‘Erm… one of my friendships has gotten better just I go round her house… I see her more.’ (Some people understand me) (People make me happy)

Pre-diagnostically, Jane focused on the difficulty she had with money and the way in which this limited her and also upset others:

‘I would say I’m really bad with money. I would say I am one of those people who if I have got it spend it.’ (Money makes a difference)
In her post-diagnostic interview, she still recognised the importance of money to her but linked it to her own productivity and independence since her mother left the family home:

‘So my Mum pays me ‘X’ amount all week to do some jobs and if I have done them I’ll get money and if not I don’t or I also sometimes get paid by my aunt if I do erm some jobs for her.’ (Money makes a difference) (I like to be occupied)

Post-diagnostically, Jane suggested that her ability to engage in the community had improved:

‘I think I’ve gotten better, I’ve gone out more… ‘cos I’ve been to the shops on my own… I’ve done it as much, I’ve sort of worked myself to going out.’ (Doing things outside the home is important) (I need to be independent)

Chart 5.13 shows that Jane’s objective productivity and social interaction declined, corresponding to ceasing college and being in a period of uncertainty about the future. Jane also talked about some of her anxieties related to work, which were based on past negative experiences:

‘but erm it’s the whole erm getting into a job I really don’t like and I know if I don’t like it I won’t do my best and…’(I like to do well)
Jane described improvement in her ability to manage her physical disabilities but Charts 5.12 and 5.13 show that she had a dissonant pattern in relation to her health:

‘I’m still prone to falling over and stuff but gotten myself better with keeping myself on two legs.’ (I have a disability)

Jane was aware that her emotional health could have an impact on her ability to access some things that previously she would not have attempted:

‘Like I found it really hard when we went to D the other day. I found it really hard to get in the door ‘cos I felt really uncomfortable.’ (My emotions can be overwhelming)

Jane expressed mixed views with some hopes and anxieties about her future in terms of employment:

‘I know I need to get a job, but it’s just getting there, the whole thing.’ (I have hopes for the future)

She also talked with a similar mixture of emotions about the possibility of future relationships.

‘Erm I am not really sure at the moment. I’ve got… I don’t really know. I think there’s a bit of everything I’m looking forward to. Meeting someone… to maybe meeting someone who, to do whatever we’re going to do… this that and the other.’
Jane had experienced a number of changes across the diagnostic process. Lack of productivity had impacted on her levels of social interaction but her increased independence had resulted in an expression of confidence and willingness to interact in her community. Safety remained important to her, and this limited her emotional confidence. She was tending to invest more time in her family and was less sure about the future.
5.6.4 David – In wellbeing and life improving

**Case Four** was David who was in a state of wellbeing throughout the diagnostic process whilst showing observable positive change. David had a borderline learning disability and was not diagnosed with autism; instead he was felt to have a social communication difficulty which reflected a childhood diagnosis of specific language disorder.

Charts 5.15 and 5.16 show that David’s total scores for subjective and objective quality of life suggested a state of ‘wellbeing’ prior to diagnosis. His scores either remained stable or improved in most dimensions, giving an observable impression of positive change.

**Chart 5.15: PWI-ID scores for David**
Table 5.15: Order of dimension importance for David before and after diagnosis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hierarchy</th>
<th>Pre-diagnosis</th>
<th>Post-diagnosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Future</td>
<td>Future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Standard of living</td>
<td>Standard of living</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Safe</td>
<td>Safe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Social</td>
<td>Doing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Doing</td>
<td>Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Social</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Community</td>
<td>Community</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evaluation of Chart 5.15 shows that pre-diagnostically David had a high level of pre-diagnostic satisfaction with productivity, social interaction and safety, but lower scores for hopes for the future and
life as a whole. Post-diagnostically, several areas of subjective satisfaction had improved, most noticeably community participation. However, his satisfaction with life as a whole and the future remained low.

Chart 5.16 illustrates that David had high objective scores in the areas of future security/emotional wellbeing and intimacy that were a factor in his overall higher total score. He had some lower scores in productivity, safety, standard of living and health. These reflected his lack of employment and some visits to the GP. Table 5.15 shows that many aspects of David's perceptions of importance of dimension importance remained stable throughout the diagnostic process.

David provides a good example of a participant whose overall scores can mask to some extent very different perceptions in a range of dimensions.

Themes for David

Future security, material wellbeing and safety were all important and his qualitative interview suggested they were strongly related to the concept of home.

David identified the importance of his home in helping him feel safe:

S: ‘The roof over your head… how important is that to you?’

D: ‘Very.’ (Home is important)
David also described the impact of his sensory environment and the way in which others behaved on his feelings of safety:

‘I’ll stand here in the door but I don’t want to be in that room where people are gonna be yelling and shouting. I’d rather stick to where people keep their feelings to themselves.’ (Other people can be difficult) (I need to control my environment)

A very strong theme for David was around the value of employment and his current status as unemployed. He described the challenge of dealing with the lack of occupation and the way this impacted on his mental health:

‘…probably just knowing that… I can’t keep myself mentally occupied, so I can ignore things and focus on other stuff.’ (I need to be occupied)

He also talked about the shame and guilt that he felt in not having a paid job when other people did and the difficulties this created for him in social interaction:

‘It’s more it feels like a dirty little secret I have.’ (Other people judge me) (I am rejected) (I have a disability)

David also talked about the value of success in his online games and how this was important to balance the challenge of not being engaged in productive employment:
‘Probably this will sound daft when I am playing my online games with friends… it’s the progression.’ (Virtual friends are important) (I like to do well)

David regularly referred to the importance for him of his gaming friends, who were a regular part of his life and when asked what a good future would be like he said:

‘Mmmm I have a lot of friends that’s probably about it.’ (Other people are useful)

David described his satisfaction with life as linked to social interaction. He expressed fears about the impact of his long-term unemployment on his friendships and, therefore, his future:

‘I don’t see… I can’t see them being friends even though M (games club) like thing and they’re there. It’s what happens five-six years down the line. I don’t know and in more ways it’s a case of what’s gonna happen on a year’s time not where I am going to be in five or ten.’ (I am rejected) (I have a disability) (It’s the here and now that counts)

David showed a noticeable decrease in the number of visits he had made to his doctor, pre and post-diagnostically, but did not refer to his physical health and was the only participant who did not appear to directly refer to his emotions in a way that suggested he had difficulties with them. Instead, he described a range of situations (being unemployed/noisy environment/annoying people) that he found
difficult, with a sense that he managed to hold back any emotions of
distress, whilst he might ‘want’ to express them. Often his statements
were made with a lot of visible emotion or emotive language:

‘If you had a company of fifty people and two of them were disabled it
is the disabled person that gets fired first. It feels like really it makes
me want to cry sometimes the way people react to a disabled person
(voice trembling with emotion).’ (I have a disability) (Other people have
it good)

He did at times in the interview refer to his fitness and diet and
needing to lose a little weight. David had a diagnosis of dyslexia before
he came for an assessment and he indicated that he considered
himself to be disabled and that this was a disadvantage. He did this
without directly referring to himself:

D: ‘I feel like it’s gone from the bankers are the target to the disabled
person.’

S: ‘Mmmm.’

D: ‘and the disabled person without a job.’ (I have a disability) (People
judge me)

When David was asked what aspects of life were enjoyable to him at
that moment he described:
‘Probably getting out the house, not having that, knowing… not tied down to do certain things.’ (Doing things outside the home is important)

Whilst David did not feel that he had any strong links with his immediate local area he described his volunteer work in the town centre and his meeting with gaming friends as key activities involving others in his local town and these had increased in the post-diagnostic period.

5.6.5 Summary of results of illustrative cases

The results in the illustrative cases present a number of different aspects of the quality of life perceptions of the participants. Firstly, the ways in which individual dimensions varied in one presentation underneath an overall score. In all four cases, individual scores were very variable across dimensions, producing quite a ‘spiky’ profile, which when converted into an overall score then lost’ an interesting result in a particular dimension. This was particularly noticeable in the case of Mark, who had overall scores which were in the 40 to 50% range, but within specific dimensions these varied from zero in the area of community participation, which reflected an absence of specific access to clubs, groups or activities or specific contributions to the local community. In the area of health he had a score of 100%, which indicated an absence of visits to the doctor, no illnesses or medication.
Whilst in general there was a less dramatic variation in subjective scores, David was a participant whose overall profile of positive scores covered a considerable degree of dissatisfaction with the dimensions of future security and life as a whole.

These four cases also illustrated that at an individual participant and specific dimension level, objective indicators did not necessarily reflect subjective perceptions. Jane’s objective material wellbeing score was low to begin with and reduced throughout the diagnostic process whilst her subjective perceptions of her material wellbeing were high and increased throughout the process. David’s objective indicators of future security were high but his subjective perception of the future was one of his lowest scores.

The importance ranking exercises indicated considerable variation in the decisions made by individuals (with the exception of the lower ranking of community participation which has already been highlighted as a pattern across the whole group). In these illustrative cases, the dimensions of greatest and least importance remained relatively consistent for all participants over the diagnostic process. David and Jane showed the least change in their ranking decisions across the process.

These illustrative cases also showed the ways in which participants in their quantitative interview scored some dimensions and then this was
either added to, or challenged by their data in the qualitative interview. In David’s case, his low subjective view of the future was given more depth in his qualitative data, which highlighted his financial, social, and employment fears for what the future could hold for him. In Jane’s case her subjective and objective indicators of her social interaction were high, with social interaction rated as being of middle importance to her. However, in her qualitative interview she raised specific examples of her negative perceptions of her own communication skills and the way that these could get in the way of her successful interaction. John was subjectively positive about his health in his quantitative data but raised several issues related to his disability and the negative impact that this had on his daily life. Mark objectively appeared to have had little community participation in his life but rated this as being of middle importance and considered himself satisfied with it. In his qualitative interview, the importance of his voluntary work with a local community radio station became more apparent and this data suggested some value attached to community participation in this way.

These four cases also highlighted some of the interactions that could occur between dimensions and the ways in which participants perceived these interactions occurring. David and Mark both highlighted the link between material wellbeing in the form of home ownership and feelings of safety and future security. Jane’s case
highlighted a perceived relationship between her social communication skills and her ability to access the community and gain employment. David linked his disability to difficulties in obtaining employment and perceptions of his future security. For David, his employability also linked his perceived success with social interaction, in terms of what others would think of him.

Another result from these four cases was that the relationship between participants’ perceptions of ‘life as a whole’ did not necessarily relate to their overall subjective scores in the same way in each case. In Jane’s case, her mean PWI-ID scores and her perceptions of her ‘life as a whole’ were broadly the same and positive. In Mark’s case, they were broadly similar, but his scores suggested that his ‘life as a whole’ noticeably improved after his diagnosis, but this is not reflected in his overall scores and John also showed a better score on his view of ‘life as a whole’ with much lower overall scores. In David’s case, his view of his ‘life as a whole’ was very different to the majority of his dimensions, appearing much lower. This area will be discussed in more detail in section 6.4.3.
Chapter Six: Discussion

6.1 Introduction

This study was designed to answer one primary and several secondary questions. The focus of the primary question was around understanding the perceived quality of life for the participant group. The secondary questions asked what approach facilitated engagement with this group; what patterns of change and stability in quality of life might be observed through the diagnostic process and, finally, what the challenges and benefits were of having a researcher with a joint role as a Speech and Language Therapist and diagnosing clinician.

This section will explore some of the findings and additional learning that arose through answering these questions in this study and will identify how this learning has contributed to research knowledge and clinical practice.

This will begin with consideration of the practical and ethical issues encountered in accessing and engaging with the participant group and will move on to a more specific focus on methods, including consideration of the impact of the combined role of researcher and diagnostician on the study. Some attention will then be given to findings from the study with a discussion of the overall quality of life perceptions of the study group. It will then move onto discussion of development of understanding of quality of life perceptions in individual dimensions. This will include the patterns of change in quality of life
that were identified in this study group and factors that may have contributed to these patterns. This discussion will incorporate reflections on the potential impact of the diagnosis of a mild or borderline learning disability and autism on both the gathering of data and the nature of these perceptions. This section will then move on to describe some of the limitations of this study and the implications of this study for further research and clinical practice.

6.2 Engagement and access

Literature evaluation earlier in this thesis suggested that studies in the field of learning disability and autism tended to focus on participants with significant levels of learning disability and that their carers were the primary source of data. At the focus group stage, in this researcher’s study, it became clear that there was a possibility of a bias towards engagement with participants with a more significant learning disability and a failure to engage with people with borderline learning disabilities. A number of factors appeared to be contributing to this and might have reflected the bias in the existing literature.

Participants with a less significant learning disability in this researcher’s study were more likely to be living independently or receiving very informal support. In the case of this researcher’s study group these informal carers were sometimes family members but could also be support staff linked to other family members or a
referring agent providing a link. One factor contributing to easier access to participants with a more significant learning disability was that they were more likely to have paid carers who could assist them to deal with communications and support them to organise and attend appointments. These paid carers could then act, in effect, as professional gatekeepers for the study. Some of the barriers to interaction and community participation, identified through the qualitative data in this researcher’s study, were linked to literacy, organisation, trust and social confidence. A paid worker might well be expected to support the participant overcome these difficulties in general interactions with researchers, professionals and other agencies.

In this study group, the unpaid gatekeepers had less clear roles and responsibilities in the participants’ lives. In some cases, such as John, there was no clear immediate gatekeeper, with this role potentially being a referring agent or, in the case of Teresa, her child’s support worker. This meant that a greater degree of persistence was required from the researcher to gain initial contact, and that once in contact, the gatekeeper became key in maintaining that research relationship.

A challenge for this researcher, at the initial engagement stage, was deciding how to interpret an initial lack of response from the participants. Lack of response to an initial letter and phone call could have been interpreted as a lack of interest in participation and to an
extent this was the approach taken with the focus group in this study. However, there may have been participants who were happy to engage in the process if they had been more effectively supported to understand and engage in the initial contact. The evidence from the focus group was that several potential participants, who were less highly supported, made contact too late to be involved and that others who initially consented did not attend (see Table 4.2). It was not possible to state with certainty that a more dynamic approach would have changed this outcome, but it was a reasonable hypothesis with which to approach the next phase of the study, and the result of a more persistent approach in the next phase was an increase in research engagement patterns (Tables 5.1 and 5.2).

One issue in actively seeking and accepting gatekeepers, as a positive part of engaging with this participant group, was the risk that these individuals would coerce participants into engagement in some way. A further possibility was that status of the researcher would influence the gatekeeper’s belief that the individual should participate. There was potential for people who had a degree of learning disability to passively acquiesce to those in their environment who had some control over their lives. Charlton (2000) highlighted the concept of hegemony and the way in which an oppressed group of individuals accepted the power of others in their lives and accepted this power and privilege as natural and their domination as inherently right. Those who provided
support to vulnerable individuals held a position in their lives which engendered gratitude and also fear of what life would be like without them. This then made opposition of this person’s views more challenging. The concern in this case was that participants might feel less able to oppose the views of their supporters or for the researcher’s position to be viewed as one that should not be opposed.

In addition to this, the power of the researcher in a joint role of diagnostician needed consideration. The gatekeepers’ view of the power of the researcher to benefit their own and the participants’ lives could have had an impact on the degree of persuasion that the gatekeeper used in supporting that individual to make a choice. A researcher would have been considered powerful in the sense that he/she could take views and make them available to a wider audience or to other powerful individuals. The additional role of diagnostician meant that gatekeepers might have considered that participation or failure to participate could have had an impact on the diagnostic process. These factors could directly and indirectly have had an impact on the agency that the participant had in deciding to engage in this study.

McDermott et al (2014) and Kong and Chau (2013) discussed the challenges of combining research and clinical practice. These authors suggested that the benefits of this combination outweighed the challenges and that joint roles should be pursued in professional
areas. McDermott et al (2014) argued for the fundamental value of involving clinically experienced nurses in the delivery of clinical research studies within the National Health Service in the UK. The view put forward was that clinical staff should be sufficiently skilled and knowledgeable to meet the needs of the research environment. The argument, relevant in the case of this researcher’s study, was that a skilled clinician would bring both questions that directly arose in clinical practice and also possess direct skills of engagement with a participant group.

These issues created a complex ethical path to walk in terms of engagement and participation in this researcher’s study. Participants needed to feel able to decide for themselves whether they wanted to participate, but appeared less likely to be engaged without the practical support of the gatekeeper to explain and often to support them to attend. The risk of coercion and acquiescence was difficult to completely avoid, but this study was designed to make clear in the correspondence that engagement did not impact on clinical care and that participants could withdraw from the study at any time without giving a reason, and this was repeated verbally both to participants and supporters. There were also clear points where the participants were seen on their own and this provided the opportunity to appraise their willingness to engage without the direct presence of their supporter.
In many ways this challenge reflected the tension between an emic (insider perspective) and an etic (outsider analytic perspective) (Green and Thorogood 2014) in this study. At the outset of this study, the approach to engagement was less flexible and involved a greater distance between the researcher and the participant. Initially, the focus was on trying to separate the two roles, and ‘not be a clinician’ when carrying out the research function. In this model, the participants were contacted and if no response was received then that participant was not included in the study. This more etic approach was likely to have been a factor in the lower response rate from participants with less formal support in the early stages of the study.

An acceptance of a more emic model involved some acknowledgment of the dual role of researcher and clinician and reflected the tacit skills upon which this joint role could draw. This meant a greater consideration and application of the approach that would be used as a clinician with this client group. This approach was one that accepted that engagement could be difficult and sought flexible methods to engage. It also involved an acceptance that the diagnosing clinician was, for a short time, a part of the participants’ social world and had, to some extent, an insider role as a researcher. Whilst this could have presented challenges it may well have increased the likelihood of engagement and participation and thus gained a better representation of participants’ perspectives.
An example of the process of ethical considerations related to engagement in this study was with John. John had initially attended his first research appointment and had indicated a desire to continue the process. He had also changed addresses and phone numbers once in the early stage of the process and had been able to give new contact details. John then failed to attend his second research appointment and failed to respond to any contact. One option at this point was to accept that John’s failure to respond was a way of ending contact with the researcher. Clinical experience with this participant group suggested that it was possible that John might have changed addresses again or had difficulty accessing the information sent to him. This clinical experience suggested that he might not have been trying to end contact with the study and might need support with access.

In a pure role of a diagnostic clinician trying to engage with a patient, it would have been acceptable to make broad based enquiries with others in the Learning Disability Team about John’s whereabouts. However, this would have involved making contact with professionals not listed on the initial referral sheet and this was considered ethically too far outside the agreed research protocol. However, the referrer for John was listed on the initial referral sheet and the researcher was permitted access to this. For this reason, contacting the referrer fell within agreed access to data, and allowed the researcher to learn
where the best place was to locate John, and then to successfully locate him.

Supportive persistence also remained a theme throughout the study. One consideration was that some of the neuropsychological and cognitive difficulties, related to autism, might have had an impact on the participants’ ability to engage. These included challenges with central coherence, executive functioning and theory of mind as well as dyslexia and language processing difficulties. No participants spontaneously made contact after receiving their initial letter, although the letter invited them to do so if they wished. When contacted by telephone, several participants quickly elected to hand over to a gatekeeper or suggested waiting until a gatekeeper was available (Adam, Liam, Carl). In terms of planning and organising attendance, the gatekeeper was the person who could prompt about the appointment or could provide transportation or a venue for a meeting (Teresa, Cathy, Jim, Luke, Liam, Mark).

This could have created the impression of a participant who did not wish to engage. Tacit knowledge and clinical experience supported the view that this lack of response could also reflect cognitive and practical barriers and supported the use of a more dynamic approach towards engagement. Experience in the focus groups highlighted the need to contact the participants and their gatekeepers on the meeting day, for example, and ensure that they were clear about what was going to be
happening. Several of the participants expressed the view that they would only feel safe if the gatekeeper accompanied them (Teresa, Chris, Liam, David, Mark) and this meant that research sessions needed to be coordinated to work well for both the participants and their supporters.

From the outset of the study, ethical issues associated with carrying out a research study directly involving people with a degree of learning disability were a regular feature of reflection and challenge. One aspect of this was balancing the involvement of people with complex needs in research, with sensitivity to the potential vulnerabilities of the client group. Cleaver et al (2010) identified, in their systematic review of health intervention research, that there had been no increase in the number of participants with learning disabilities directly involved in research over the past 20 years, and a tendency to involve carers. There was evidence that ethical committees were reluctant to approve research, even when people with learning disabilities had been shown to have capacity. Lai et al (2006), Dye et al (2004) and Wong et al (2000) have highlighted the way in which the ethical principles of benevolence (protection of vulnerable) and justice (need to benefit the wider population) can be in conflict within the ethics of learning disability research and Hammersley (2010) has argued that excessively stringent and inflexible ethical regulation actively restricts potentially valuable research. This highlights the idea that concern
about protecting the vulnerable could override the need to gather information directly from small but important populations. These populations may require a more flexible approach, which may be time consuming, in order to be ethically engaged.

6.3 Issues arising from methods employed

This study explored quality of life perceptions for a specific group that had not previously been directly engaged in research. This meant that tools either had to be adapted from elsewhere or self-designed by the researcher. There were no existing tools for gathering multidimensional subjective and objective data specifically from people with autism (Townsend et al 2012) but there were tools specifically designed for people with learning disabilities. The tools selected for this study (PWI-ID and COMQOL-I5) were well suited to the participants and to the nature of the study as they were accessible and provided a concrete, quantitative basis on which to build further qualitative questions. The style of the quantitative questions was closed, which meant that the participants could only provide a pre-set response as an option or on some kind of numerical scale. Closed questions naturally limited the breadth of data that could be gathered, but as a method of asking questions they were recognised as easier and less stressful for people with a learning disability to respond to (Nind 2008).
In a client group with potential characteristics of autism, other factors may also increase the ease with which participants respond to these types of questions. Theory of mind is a neurodevelopmental skill and involves the ability to be able to take information that has been gathered about a situation, the context and the people in it and work out from that information what others are likely to be thinking and will know (Baron-Cohen 1997). This skill enables participants to infer what a researcher might want to know from the context of the research. The majority of children who have a diagnosis of autism show specific difficulties with these skills (Baron-Cohen 1997). Theoretically, it may be easier for people with autism to cope in a situation where the requirements of that situation are explicit (closed questions) rather than open questions where they have to understand what other people are expecting and guess what additional information might be valuable to share. This was supported by the findings in this researcher’s study, which suggested that it was beneficial to incorporate quantitative interviews, using closed questions, particularly as an initial approach with this participant group.

It also became clear as this researcher’s study progressed that the structure and concrete approach provided by quantitative tools were effective for many of the participants and provided a framework on which further qualitative questions could then be built. In clinical practice clear, structured approaches are frequently advocated for
people with autism. Several papers have explored and supported the value of structured approaches to learning and interacting for children with autism (Marquez-Caraveo and Albores-Gallo 2011; Hungelmann 2001) and structured pictorial approaches (Ganz et al 2013; Lerna et al 2012, Pasco and Tohill 2011). Lerman et al (2013) in a very small-scale study, using highly structured teaching methods with four adults, found that three of these adults made considerable, measurable clinical progress. He suggested from this that some of the structured teaching approaches used with children might have benefits for adults in terms of learning and engagement.

Theoretically, in this researcher’s study, provision of structure reduced the need to imagine or infer what was going to happen next. The reduction of this need helped the participants to understand what was happening, allowed them to carry out tasks and also reduced stress or anxiety. A further area of challenge for people with autism is in the area of executive functioning. This is the skill that allows people to break a task down into a number of subtasks and then control these actions in a flexible way (Baron-Cohen 1997). If a person experiences a breakdown in this skill it can manifest as a repetitive pattern and a lack of ability to move on in that task or action. In this study, a structured approach with clear pictorial support reduced the pressure on the participant to have to break a task down, as that breakdown
was made more transparent by the structure and clear indication of what the next action should be.

The use of closed, quantitative methods alone would have limited the depth of data that could have been gathered in this researcher’s study. To remedy this, a qualitative interview was developed using adapted ethnographic approaches and created a method that supported participants to describe their daily lives and express their quality of life perceptions within that daily life experience. This approach was effective in gathering a greater depth of data from these participants and quality of life perceptions that had not been identified through the use of quantitative data alone. There were a number of reasons why this approach was particularly helpful for people with some characteristics of autism.

Barnes and Baron-Cohen (2012) and Craig and Baron-Cohen (2000) have explored the neurodevelopmental skills required for narration and storytelling and have identified a number of challenges for adults with autism. In his small-scale 2012 study, Baron-Cohen explored the storytelling skills of 12 adults with Asperger Syndrome and no additional learning disability. This study highlighted the tendency for participants to focus on smaller localised details rather than linking details to a whole story or relationship. This finding relates to another area of neurodevelopmental functioning called central coherence. This is the skill that enables people to view a situation and understand the
ways in which a number of factors act together to produce a ‘bigger picture’. Weak central coherence can be a specific difficulty for people with autism (Attwood 2001). This makes it harder for participants to ‘tell their story’ without a clear structure to the interview process. It also emphasises the importance of the role of the researcher in noticing where a detail of everyday life might have some significance to the wider picture of participants’ quality of life perceptions and prompting further discussion.

Reflections on methods from this study also suggested that pictorial supports added value to the qualitative interview and ranking exercise by acting as prompts and at times providing a helpful alternative to speech. Mark, Adam, Valerie and Teresa all provided examples of rich data gathered using pictorial supports. Without this additional support, their ability to express their views on more abstract concepts, such as loneliness and their future, would have been limited and may have been assumed to be an area in which they had no comments to make. There was some suggestion that people with autism were more likely to think in a visual way (Attwood 2007) rather than a verbal way. This mirrors clinical experience of working with people with Asperger Syndrome who were able to describe complex situations involving a number of people with different views, thoughts and feelings if they were supported to use visual imagery or provided with pictorial support.
All the participants in this study had a mild or borderline learning disability and were primarily verbal communicators. As such, they could have been assumed to not have the language difficulties that would impact on their day-to-day communication. This could also have suggested that this group would require very little in the way of specific communication adaptation. Clinical experience, however, suggested that this group often required skilled linguistic adaptation to support their interaction and this was, therefore, a consideration in the development of the interview approach.

During the developmental stage of this study, it was noted that the participants had potential to have subtle difficulties with language. An ongoing challenge for the researcher was adapting her approach so that she did not dominate the interactions and kept sentence structures simple and accessible. This was a greater challenge because the participants had additional characteristics of autism. Bishop and Seltzer (2012) highlighted the way in which speech and language difficulties in children with specific speech and language disorders could mirror the difficulties of adults with autism. Colle et al (2008) described the mild linguistic difficulties, such as use of pronouns and references to others that could occur in more able people with autism and Slocombe et al (2013) concluded that if clinical tasks involved skilfully structured and goal directed interactions then language difficulties were minimal between people with Asperger
Syndrome and control groups?. This literature and clinical experience indicated that subtle speech and language difficulties were likely to be present for this group and suggested that making adaptations to language reduced these issues and improved engagement in the process. The evidence from this present study was that careful adaptations, regular reflection and consideration of subtle language difficulties improved the depth and quality of the data being gathered. A key example of this was Mark who benefitted from a reduction in verbal pressure from the researcher, acceptance of silence, increased use of single acknowledgement words and use of non-verbal pictorial cues.

6.4 Quality of life perceptions across whole study group

The aim of this study was to gain an understanding of the quality of life perceptions of a very specific group of individuals and these were people who had a mild or borderline learning disability and were referred for autism diagnosis in the local service. The majority of studies exploring objective quality of life perceptions for people who had a learning disability and autism were quantitative and gathered data directly from carers. The only existing studies that engaged in directly gathering subjective data from people with a learning disability were McGillivray et al 2009, which excluded people with autism, and Hensel et al 2002, which primarily focused on people with a more significant learning disability. There were no identified studies, which
specifically explored quality of life perceptions for people with borderline learning disabilities. The findings from this present study add to the literature by directly gathering the perceptions of participants who have a mild or borderline learning disability and autistic characteristics or a diagnosis of autism.

6.4.1 Overall objective quality of life

The pattern in this present study group was for objective scores indicators of quality of life to be low, with the exception of the dimensions of health and safety. This overall tendency reflected some thinking in national documents relating to both people with autism (Department of Health 2010a) and a learning disability (Emerson et al 2011) and existing studies exploring objective quality of life indicators with people with a learning disability (Hensel 2002; Verri 1999). Emerson and his team suggested that people with autism and learning disabilities might be more likely to experience inequalities in a range of areas and it would be reasonable to consider that this could link to a lower objective quality of life.

The Royal College of Nursing (2013) produced guidance for nurses on meeting the needs of people with learning disabilities, which highlighted that conditions such as epilepsy were more likely to occur alongside greater degrees of learning disability. These illnesses and their implications for medication and GP visits could result in lower
scores on the COMQOL-I5. It is possible that the higher degree of support likely for Verri’s group could relate to access to health services, with participants, with milder levels of learning disability, in this researcher’s study being primarily self-supporting and potentially less able to access health care and related diagnosis. It is therefore possible that Verri’s sample included more individuals with greater health needs but also possible that individuals in this researcher’s sample had undiagnosed or untreated conditions, creating a false impression of good health. Factors relating to quality of life scores in the dimension of health will be discussed in more depth later in this section along with learning from the qualitative data.

The objective safety dimension in the COMQOL-I5 was made up of indicators related to feelings of safety and security in the participants’ home environment and aspects of emotional wellbeing, such as sleep and level of anxiety. Participants in this present study reported more positively in these areas than in Verri’s study. Verri’s study did not give enough detail to comment on the specific nature of the participants’ home environments but sampled participants who were involved with specialist programmes or who were in residential care. This researcher’s clinical experience suggested that a greater degree of learning disability was often linked to greater support needs and a likelihood of some type of residential care or support programme. This meant that participants’ in Verri’s study were more likely to have been
living in a group arrangement, whilst in this present study participants generally lived in their own residence or a family home, with only a small number in group residential care.

A strong theme in the qualitative data in this study was participants linking their home with safety and security and in some cases avoiding the world outside of home. The qualitative data in this study also described the theme of positively valued time alone. It is possible that the participants in Verri’s study had no choice but to live in the company of others and that this contributed to their lower objective levels of quality of life in terms of safety. In this current study, the overall pattern of higher objective safety and positive qualitative themes relating to safety and the home suggested that control over home environment could be an important component of quality of life for this participant group. In this researcher's study, the qualitative data gathered from the majority of the participants contributed to the theme of home creating a safe haven and the importance of having a space where time could be spent away from other people. Pat and Valerie, who lived in residential care and had to share with others, also raised the challenges in their qualitative interviews of having to deal with other people in their space and having to follow the rules and directions of other people.

Social interaction was rated objectively higher in Verri’s study group and was low in this present study. This meant that participants in this
researchers’ study had less frequent social interactions, fewer times when others showed care for them and less frequency of shared experiences. Pat and Valerie in this study, who lived in a residential care home, referred to other individuals in their home and staff as friends in their COMQOL-I5 interview. The majority of participants did not have these home-based social environments so had more potential to spend larger amounts of time without contact with people other than their families. Verri’s study, as already discussed, was likely to have had a higher number of participants with similar living arrangements to Valerie and Pat. Participants in Verri’s study might have had higher objective social interaction because their environment created a situation in which social interaction occurred. COMQOL-I5 does not include family and virtual relationships in its scoring for the social interaction dimensions and the qualitative data for this present study highlighted family and virtual relationships as positive and important for several participants such as David, Adam and Jane. This might also in part have contributed to higher satisfaction scores in this researcher’s study compared to objective social interaction opportunities.
6.4.2 Changes to objective quality of life

It is relatively straightforward to understand the ways in which objective indicators enable change in a person’s life. Change is more likely in an objective measure than in a subjective one as concrete events or actions can create that change. An example would be getting a job and gaining an income and becoming engaged in more hours of work. In this case, that person’s objective income and productivity scores would increase, as would their overall objective scores. The reverse could occur if a person lost his/her job and both these changes could happen quickly.

The diagnostic process had the potential to contribute to changes in objective quality of life indicators. This could have been through a specific action from a clinician, such as referring to another agency or employment support or a social group. In Nick’s case, his route through a court was changed because of his diagnosis and he was supported to acquire new accommodation. In Teresa’s case, she was supported to gain additional support hours to help her access the community. Jane and David were referred to specialist employment services and this resulted in either a job or regular attendance at a job club.

The specific objective dimension in which the greatest observable positive change in mean scores was observed was the dimension of
emotional wellbeing. The greatest positive change was observed in relation to the specific questions related to hopes for the future. This indicator was explored by asking participants how often they had experienced wishes or hopes for the future that they did not believe would ever happen. The other questions in this dimension asked how often they felt they could do what they wanted to do (control) and how often they did not want to get out of bed in the morning (emotional wellbeing).

This positive reduction in the frequency of times when people did not believe good things could happen to them, could relate to published narratives from individuals with Asperger Syndrome (Shrubb 2010), Qureshi (2012) and to Punshon’s (2009) work which explored post-diagnostic feedback from adults with Asperger Syndrome without a learning disability. In these studies, relief and a sense of emotional control were linked to receiving an autism diagnosis.
6.4.3 Overall subjective quality of life

This study has taken a multidimensional perspective and has gathered data from all seven of the dimensions of quality of life identified in the PWI-ID. This meant that whilst the global measure of ‘life as a whole’ was recorded, the focus of this study was considering participants’ perceptions across all dimensions and then overall. The global concept, in the case of this participant group was one of the lower mean scores across the group (40-50%) whilst the mean PWI-ID score was around 50-60%.

This differs from McGillivray’s (2008) study where the ‘life as a whole’ measure was more in keeping with the high scores achieved in all the other dimensions. In the PWI-ID tool, ‘life as a whole’ was the first area explored. Participants were then asked to consider each dimension one at a time. One possible interpretation of the lower overall ‘life as a whole’ scores was that as participants were given the opportunity to reflect on each dimension it prompted them to think more specifically and consider some of the positive aspects of their lives in more depth. For people with characteristics of autism, this approach may provide more structure to their thinking process than asking one global question, where they have to imagine, mentally balance and weigh up all the dimensions in order to come up with one global score.
Another possible interpretation of the lower 'life as a whole score' was that particular negative dimensions of life were more influential than others in the case of some of these participants. In the case of David, for example, it could be that his subjective perception of the future was highly influential in his ‘life as a whole’. In this case his negative view of the future could have impacted on ‘life as a whole’. In his case his qualitative data suggested a heavy focus on a fear that employment would not happen and this ‘future’ was one that he regularly referred to in very negative terms.

6.4.4 Changes in subjective wellbeing

Subjective wellbeing is generally recognised for its stability Phillips (2006). This means that for most individuals or populations very little change will be observed in overall scores and these scores will generally be reported at a high level of between 70 and 80%. This capacity for stability, in spite of objective changes, has been related to individual internal mechanisms. Cummins et al (2010) described a homeostatic theory, which suggested that people were able to quickly adjust their perspectives to adversity in order to survive. This might involve focusing positively on one dimension of life when another was affected negatively. Cummins argued that a loss in this stability could represent a failure in these mechanisms when the stress levels were too great for the individual.
Whilst subjective wellbeing might be generally stable, there is some evidence that whole populations can experience changes in their subjective wellbeing scores when major large-scale objective changes take place within that population. Some populations, for example, Russia, Hungary and Belgium, have shown fairly dramatic changes in population level subjective wellbeing following major changes in those countries (Phillips 2006). At an individual level, dispositional factors such as personality may have an impact on homeostatic processes and result in some individuals being more likely to remain stable (Denier and Lucas 1999, Chico Librán 2006).

In this present study, subjective scores were relatively stable but were generally lower than in McGillivray’s (2008) study. The exceptions to this were the dimensions of social interaction and material wellbeing, where pre-diagnostically the mean satisfaction scores were above 70%. There were a number of factors that could have contributed to the generally lower subjective scores. These same factors might also help to explain why some participants moved to or remained in a deprived state, when other participants were adaptive or able to move into a state of adaptation.

It is important to consider the very specific nature of the group of individuals being explored in this researcher’s study. This also relates to the tendency for people with a borderline learning disability to become visible in literature and clinical practice when they are ‘in
trouble’. Other people had referred all participants to the diagnostic process, and this referral was likely to have been made because the referrer was concerned about the individual in some way or because he/she was experiencing some additional specific difficulties. Mo had been referred because of concerns about her vulnerability; Teresa's support worker had identified financial and housing risks; Joanne had been referred because she had failed her year at university, Nick was in the process of being seen by a court. The tendency for people to be referred to the diagnostic process when they were ‘in trouble’ logically increased their likelihood of having a current life experience that might be causing them additional stress, increasing the likelihood of lower subjective wellbeing. The level of stress might have been so high for some individuals that their homeostatic mechanisms failed and they were unable to make that change independently. This could have contributed to the generally lower subjective scores and the failure of some participants to maintain a state of adaptation or wellbeing. Cummins et al (2010) puts forward the theory that this homeostatic failure may relate to a clinical presentation of depression. Depression being noted on the COMQOL-I5 was not exclusive to those participants with lower subjective scores, but was a feature of all of the subgroup who showed negative changes following the diagnostic process. Whilst there was little published evidence for the emotional outcome of the diagnostic process, Shrub (2010) and Punshon et al
(2009) suggest generally positive emotional outcomes. It is, however, reasonable to hypothesise that the diagnostic process may be a negative experience for some and could in some way relate to the group of participants who showed a negative change post-diagnostically. This kind of negative impact of diagnosis would be related to a person learning that he/she had a lifelong disability, or receiving a negative response from family or friends. In the case of John, his qualitative data indicated disappointment that his diagnostic process had not resulted in any change in his wellbeing.

It is also possible that the homeostatic process maintaining stability was a slower process in some participants than in others, and that the process of moving from one state to another was not effectively picked up in this study because of the limited timescales of doctoral research. In this hypothesis, some of the participants, for reasons perhaps of personality or resilience (Mak et al 2011), would have had a more efficient mechanism for maintenance and others would have eventually moved into an adaptive state if the length of time over which they were monitored had been longer. Joanne, for example, made a very substantial positive change in her objective quality of life measures, and some change in her subjective wellbeing. These more dramatic objective changes may have eventually been reflected for her in her subjective scores.
A further theoretical consideration was that the neurodevelopmental difficulties that could affect this group were impacting on their homeostatic processes. It is worth considering that being able to adjust to difficulties in one area of life by focusing on the benefits in another, in the face of adversity, requires a degree of self-deception or at least some capacity to use imagination and flexible thinking. One theory could be that some of those participants, who were objectively badly off and also felt subjectively dissatisfied, were actually seeing things as they really were and lacked the skills required to survive difficult times. Theoretically, it might be harder for people with autism to activate the homeostatic processes required to maintain a state of wellbeing in the face of a less positive reality. This is particularly likely if that homeostatic process requires neurodevelopmental skills that may be an area of difficulty for someone with the characteristics of autism.

6.4.5 Balance of subjective and objective quality of life

This study viewed the participants’ balance of objective and subjective quality of life using Zapft’s model (1984). The participants were effectively described using these states and the ways in which they operated within these states were of theoretical and clinical interest. Many of the participants began the diagnostic process in a state of ‘wellbeing’ (positive subjective wellbeing/positive objective quality of life). All of these participants maintained this state of wellbeing
throughout the process. Several participants were in a state of ‘deprivation’ at the beginning of the diagnostic process (negative subjective wellbeing and negative objective quality of life). Joanne had moved into a state of wellbeing but most either remained or moved to a state of adaptation at the end of the diagnostic process. Participants in an adaptive state, at the beginning of the process, showed considerable variation. Some moved to a state of wellbeing, some to deprivation and some remained in adaptation.

Theoretically this was important, as the suggestion could have been made that people who were in a state of adaptation or of wellbeing were able to function, even if adverse circumstances occurred. Those participants who moved into deprivation by the end of the diagnostic process were less likely to be able to cope with adversity unless major changes occurred to their objective indicators (as in the case of Joanne). It was not possible within the constraints of this study to identify any linking factors for this group, other than the observation that they were more likely to report depression. It would be of value to further explore the factors that might impact on any change or stability in state in this group, such as resilience or personality type. Clinically it was also important to consider that whilst there was some evidence of positive changes for this participant group, there were also a small group for whom changes were negative and visible and they may
represent a group for whom embarking on the diagnostic process should be approached with great care.

6.5 Social interaction

One feature identified in this researcher’s study was that, compared with Verri’s (1999) study, the objective social interaction scores were low which, in terms of COMQOL-I5, related to number and frequency of interactions and shared activity. This suggested that at an individual level social isolation and loneliness could have been an issue for this group. A number of papers have indicated that this might be the case for people with autism, primarily in relation to young people with Asperger Syndrome. Bauminger and Kasari (2000) studied 22 children with Asperger Syndrome and matched controls and found that the children with autism showed difficulties with quality of friendship, increased loneliness and often a poor awareness that lack of friendship was the cause of their loneliness.

Bauminger and Kasari’s study raised the issue that autistic children might have had different perceptions of friendship and, although this was not discussed in depth, it should be considered that their participants might have had different perceptions of what loneliness was and the related positive or negative perceptions that went with this. In Bauminger’s study, it was noted that the children with autism reported a higher feeling of closeness to those people who were their
friends than the children without autism. This has potential to link to the qualitative data in this present study, which suggested that quality of interaction was of greater importance to some of the participants than quantity and that quality could be quite individually defined.

In the cases of Mark, Adam, Pat and Teresa, their qualitative interview indicated that they placed high value on time away from others and indicated that the presence of others in their home environment was important but that this did not have to relate to direct interaction. They described situations where direct interaction was difficult and caused them specific behavioural and emotional issues. Bauminger’s study assumed that lack of friendship was directly related to loneliness and this present study suggests that a greater focus could be placed on the quality and nature of interaction that provides positive well-being for a person with autism, rather than assuming that a lack of typical friendships is a cause of difficulty in itself.

Chamberlain et al (2007) observed the challenges for 398 children with Asperger Syndrome in a mainstream classroom environment and their tendency to be isolated and marginalised by others. In spite of these indicators, the children did not actually report feelings of isolation. Ellem et al (2013) and Ferrari (2009) suggest that this kind of marginalisation can occur for people with a mild or borderline learning disability. Some data that relates to a sense of marginalisation was gathered in the qualitative interviews in this researcher’s study. John
and David expressed the idea that other people had a better life than theirs and David in particular talked about a sense of being excluded from a world in which others were able to operate. Pat also talked about others being able to do things that he could not do and Teresa and Adam talked about being distanced from a community that they felt had negative opinions of them.

The participants in this researcher’s study showed an adaptive response to social interaction, giving it a subjectively higher rating than any other area, which differed from patterns in other studies of people with a learning disability (McGillivray et al 2009; Hensel et al 2002). This could be interpreted in a number of ways. It could be that the factors that made social communication feel positive to individuals in this study were different in some way to participants in other studies. In this researcher’s study, the qualitative data suggested that having a communicative partner who understood, having family to communicate with, being able to have time alone and having access to virtual communications or social interaction related to special interests were all important to the participants. These appeared more important for this group of participants than volume of interaction.

This interpretation needs to be balanced with Bauminger and Kasari’s and Chamberlain’s suggestion that someone with autism might not make the link between the effects of loneliness and a lack of friends. This raises the possibility that a person with autism may spend time
alone and experience negative emotions and not connect these with the feelings of loneliness he/she has. The qualitative interviews in this present study created a strong picture of unhappiness with others and the way they behaved and interacted but it was noted that this was often not directly linked to feelings of negative mental wellbeing. The participants in this group reported general satisfaction with social interaction, but frustration with the responses of others, which participants might not have connected together. It was also conceivable that they might have ceased trying to engage in new interactions because of the challenge they presented. Family appeared to have been the constant source of social support and interaction for many of the participants and for some, in the short term, the safest and therefore the most satisfying.

Some specific types of social interaction were not effectively captured by the quantitative interview but were highlighted in the qualitative data as important to some participants. Virtual relationships, for example, were not explored specifically in the COMQOL-I5 and time spent engaged with a computer screen was only measured as a negative quality of life factor in terms of productivity. The qualitative data in this researcher’s study identified in the cases of Jane, David and Adam that time spent involved in computer-based games was perceived by them as a positive aspect of productivity and social interaction. Jane
also identified television as a positive shared basis for social
interaction with her father.

There were concerns raised in the literature about links between
problematic behaviour and ungoverned usage of video games,
particularly in relation to sleep and behaviour patterns in young autistic
boys (Mazurek 2013; Engelhardt et al 2013). Engelhardt’s team
carried out a study of 56 boys with autism, 44 boys with Attention
Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) and 41 boys with typical
development. This study used questionnaires to gather data about the
number of hours children spent on video games and on problematic
behaviour. The study was limited to parents’ reports and was only
carried out with boys. It suggested that participants with autism were
more likely to engage for long periods with video games and also more
likely to have what was framed as problematic behaviour.

There has, however, been interest in the potential benefits for adults
and young people with autism of virtual social interaction. Mitchell et al
(2007) explored the use of virtual environments with six teenagers with
autism. This study explored the impact on these participants of
experiencing a virtual reality recreation of everyday situations and
considered the impact on their learning in real situations. The
reasoning and performance of these students was then independently
rated. This produced mixed results with some students performing at a
better level with virtual reality support and others at the same level.
Kandalaft et al (2013) carried out a similar study with eight young adults and, more specifically, found improvements in areas such as theory of mind tasks as well as actual improvement in real task social functioning.

Lorence (2007) used grounded theory to explore the ways in which individuals with Asperger Syndrome used online chat rooms. This was done with a focus on Asperger Syndrome-specific online bulletin boards. The study did not make clear the number and breadth of sites accessed, but described accessing the largest and most active. The study identified a value in providing autism-specific information and guidance online for social interaction. Lorence also identified that the postings online had the quality of ‘cyber therapy’.

This is a complex area that warrants future study in its own right. Current studies with positive indications for virtual social communication tend to be small scale and studies exploring the negative effects of virtual technology are more focused on children and teenagers than on adults. There was a strong suggestion from existing literature, and from this present study, that it would not be appropriate to assume that virtual communication represented an inferior level of quality of life in the area of social communication for people with autism and that for some individuals these might have an important role in contributing to positive quality of life.
6.6 Health

Physical and emotional health PWI-ID scores were considered together under the umbrella term of health in this present study, the limitations of this will be discussed later in section 6.11. The objective health score in this study group indicated that participants generally reported fewer additional illnesses or disabilities than were reported in Verri’s 1999 study. Potvin et al 2013, in their small-scale study of 30 children with autism without a learning disability, identified a lower level of health compared to matched controls without autism.

Endermann (2013) in his study of 142 young adults with epilepsy and a learning disability identified psychological distress as the only predictive factor for lower objective quality of life and concluded that support to manage psychological aspects of health were an important factor in improving quality of life in this group. Vannucchi et al (2014) evaluated a range of literature looking at the relationships between psychiatric disorder and adults with an Autism Spectrum Disorder. They highlighted increased diagnostic rates for depression, anxiety and obsessive-compulsive disorder in these groups, with unipolar depression and anxiety having the most common co-occurrence in the literature (Ghaziuddin et al 2002).

The subjective scores for this group suggested that health was an area in which, overall, participants felt less satisfied, but, interestingly, direct
references to physical and mental health did not constitute a large proportion of the data in the qualitative interviews. Some individuals referred to their own specific medical diagnosis and the way in which it affected their lives (John, Adam, Jane). There was some direct reference to emotional control and challenges with emotions but a greater focus on the concrete difficulties created by other people and environment and less on emotional impact on individuals. The group of participants with the greatest decrease in their overall subjective scores all identified themselves as actively being treated for depression. The qualitative interview was able to identify themes related to distress associated with sensory environment. This was particularly highlighted in the cases of Pat, David and Teresa.

It could be considered that this relatively unsupported group, with milder learning disabilities, may be less likely to access medical treatments, visit their GP and be aware of their physical issues and, therefore, less likely to articulate issues with health. Muskat et al (2014) described experiences for young people with autism in hospital and identified some of the barriers, such as sensory challenge, lack of structure and communication breakdown that might reduce trust and willingness to access health care. Strunk et al (2014) interviewed parents of children with autism and found concerns that autism was often used as an explanation for other symptoms, creating the risk of diagnostic overshadowing.
Clinical experience has suggested that this group of participants can have negative experiences in GP surgeries and hospitals that can be framed as challenging behaviour on their part and result in an unwillingness to engage in future. Difficulties with social interaction or sensory environment might be misinterpreted as rude or threatening behaviour, and without any clear diagnosis an individual is unlikely to have reasonable adaptations made for them by a service. Those who live independently run the risk that they could struggle to support their own health needs, and may focus on supporting their children’s health needs, for example, Adam and Teresa; or may live with parents who also have a learning disability, such as Mike, and may need support themselves to access care.

In considering data gathered relating to perceptions of emotional wellbeing, emotional expression for people with autism warranted some consideration. There can be a stereotypical perception that people with autism lack emotional feeling or response and clinical experience with people with autism has often indicated quite the opposite, with patients reporting intense feelings of emotion and a desperate need to express them. Baron-Cohen (1997) explored the impact of difficulties that people with autism had in anticipating perception of emotions in others and Attwood (2001) described the difficulty that children with autism had in expressing the emotions they were experiencing and the related challenge in learning to effectively
link and label those emotions. Begeer et al (2007) observed that children with autism might find it more difficult to express and discuss mood than neurotypical children.

In terms of health, this researcher’s study group were less likely to describe specific health issues than in other studies of people with learning disabilities. This might have reflected lower occurrence of physical and mental health difficulties in this group than in people with more a significant learning disability, but might also have reflected wider issues in their engagement with health services. This group were also more likely to describe situations and individuals that were impacting on their emotional wellbeing than to provide details of the state of their emotional wellbeing.

6.7 Sensory issues and health

Sensory differences can mean that people with autism are less able to identify pain and discomfort (Moore 2014). Whilst there is some research to suggest that there has been an increase in the use of medication to manage autistic symptoms in children (Spencer et al 2013), there is less information regarding adults. Several comments in the qualitative data in this study suggested sensory challenges, and were related in some way to anxiety; some of these did not fit the conventional view of an anxiety-provoking event. Pat, for instance, talked about the distress caused by his mother’s cough, and Teresa by
her children talking. Jane talked about noise on the bus and in the street and Vanessa about being frightened by too many people talking to her at once.

It was recognised that many people with Autism Spectrum Disorder experienced significant enough sensory challenges to result in sensory difficulties being included as part of the diagnostic criteria (American Psychiatric Association 2013; Kern et al 2007). Sensory integration literature links sensory overload to the natural ‘fight or flight’ associated with fear in people with this disorder (Attwood 2007). The theory is that for people with autism this reaction occurs at a lower threshold and can result in behaviour that is then understood as aggressive or excessively anxious for the situation.

People with autism may, therefore, be experiencing health issues that are difficult for them to describe and report or may be framed as unreasonable, challenging behaviour. Their autism in itself may be considered explanatory of symptoms or difficulties such as anxiety and this may not be treated. This researcher’s study would suggest that in order to understand quality of life perceptions in the areas of health, for people in this study group, careful consideration should be given to the impact that sensory differences might have both on perceptions and the ways in which these perceptions could be articulated.
6.8 Material wellbeing

This group’s perceptions of material wellbeing warrant some careful consideration. In this researcher’s study group, overall, their objective quality of life scores were low. This meant that participants had a low income, were less likely to own their own property, have a job or have many possessions. Overall, participants’ view of their subjective wellbeing was positive, suggesting that this group felt satisfied with their material wellbeing. There was literature that suggested that people who had autism or a learning disability were more likely to have poor outcomes in relation to employment (Roux et al 2013; Ross et al 2013). Burgess and Cimera (2014) identified that where people with autism were employed it tended to be for fewer hours and at lower wages. This present study group had extremely poor rates of employment, with only Jim and Cathy having low paid part-time work, and Cathy then being made redundant.

The quantitative tools used in this study tended to focus on money and ownership, rather than personal value for particular objects or home. The qualitative interviews identified awareness in the group that they were limited by their incomes and that money was important in a number of ways, but there was also a greater depth in perceptions in this area. Valerie ascribed strong value to being able to experience, own and discuss animals. Mark was more forthcoming on the details of items he liked to view and purchase on Ebay, than on people. Teresa
needed prompts to discuss her family but was able to talk at length about her collections and her house. Adam and David were comfortable discussing their virtual games and the importance of this world to them. Jane generally discussed her relationships with people in the context of object related shared interests such as the Eurovision song contest and virtual technology.

The qualitative interview did gather some data, which suggested that the participants might prefer to live in a different house or alternative location. Lack of money was linked in several cases to challenges with purchasing cared for objects or activities. However, for the majority the focus in this area was on factors such as having a room or a space in which they could be private (Mark, Jane, Valerie, Teresa, David) and this seemed to link to manageable social interactions in the cases of Mark, Pat, Teresa and Adam. Home had a value for many participants that did not appear to be related to its size or cost, but instead to its safety and the way it also linked to future security.

This indicated that this study group had perceptions regarding their material wellbeing and these were effectively captured through a qualitative research process. Specific areas such as ownership of special objects and collections, animals and safe individual space warrant further consideration in relation to understanding what positive quality of life might mean to this group.
6.9 Safety and community participation

Community participation was an area with a low overall objective score, which suggested that this group had less interaction with local people and organisations and did not feel valued or active in their neighbourhoods. It was the only area, which was ranked as consistently of low importance for participants across the group. Subjectively, participants expressed overall satisfaction within this dimension. This subjective finding reflects other studies for people with a learning disability (McGillivray et al 2009).

In general, the objective tools tended to frame community as referring to an individual's local neighbourhood or to clubs and groups. An important consideration was what the participants' own sense of their 'local community' was for them. Local community could hold different meanings for specific individuals and for some people their community did not, for example, relate to the neighbourhood around them, but to something else. The qualitative interview data helped to clarify some of these differing perceptions. David and Adam were relatively negative about their geographical local community, but talked positively about their virtual gaming community. Pat, John and Teresa talked about their families, who lived away from them, with a sense of connection and importance. These extended family structures appeared to make up a community that they wished to be involved in,
but expressed a sense of frustration that they could not always successfully feel part of.

One consideration at the outset of this study was the possible role of church or spiritual activity in the quality of lives of the individuals in the study. This was seen as an area that warranted specific consideration in the ordinary population (Sawatsky et al 2005) with some studies suggesting that this domain might relate to increased wellbeing for some individuals (Frame 2005). Cummins et al (2010) did not include this domain in the PWI-ID as he argued that there was no evidence that it made any significant contributions to overall scores.

COMQOL-I5 did ask a specific question about church attendance and in this study the qualitative interview was supported with pictures designed to support discussion about spiritual components. The only person to make any reference to this area was David, who described a decline in his regular church attendance but made positive comments about some members of that church and described them as significant individuals in his life.

Feelings of marginalisation and exclusion from communities were commonly reported in the learning disability literature, which were linked to historical institutionalisation; visible differences (Beart et al 2005); life-long nature of the condition (Gillman et al 2000; Harris 1995); hegemonic acceptance or poor situations and lack of power to
change situations (Burns 2000, Walmsley 2001). White and Roberson-Nay (2009) studied 14 teenagers with autism who did not have a learning disability, but in some cases were described as having a low IQ. This study found a correlation between degree of anxiety and social isolation, suggesting that this kind of wider societal isolation could be related to issues with mental wellbeing. The suggestion that levels of anxiety contributed to social isolation also naturally linked to perceptions of safety, and the extent to which this could be a barrier to participants.

Previous discussion in this chapter about the concept of loneliness suggested that it was a complex area. The qualitative data in this researcher’s study suggested that for some participants, such as Mark, Pat, Adam and Teresa, rather than a desire to be more included in the community they had a desire to be supported to spend more time on their own or with very specific people or activities. David in his qualitative interviews regularly referred to a sense that society was rejecting him because of his disability and employment status and appeared to want to be ‘allowed in’. At the same time, his preferences were for very specific community groups that related to his specific interests and for contact that led to employment. Jane was probably the participant with the most positive comments regarding her engagement with her local community, particularly post-diagnostically where she changed location and was making active efforts to engage.
Bolick (2008) described the potential gains in social capital for people with autism if they could be more involved with their local community, but also highlighted the social and sensory challenges of this. The qualitative interview, in this present study raised some specific issues in relation to trust and in the cases of Pat, Teresa and Adam that lack of trust of others in the local community, such as, neighbours and people in town could have prevented them from connecting with the local community. References in interviews in this study to threats of difficulty in the world outside of home were generally related to the difficult and complicated nature of others, rather than directly to feeling unsafe. Mark, John and Teresa felt safer keeping themselves in their home space and minimising their contact with people who they perceived as problematic and dangerous. This resulted in less presence in the community and a reduced volume of social interaction. For others, key people provided their protection from danger. Pat and Valerie felt their support staff fulfilled this role whilst Adam felt safer if his wife was present when he was in the community, as she enabled him to keep his own behaviour in check.

Müller et al (2008) explored the views of 18 people with Asperger Syndrome in relation to their social world and the kind of social support that assisted them. The majority of participants were male and represented a range of academic backgrounds with data gathered using semi-structured interviews and then subjected to a thematic
analytical process. Themes included feelings of intense isolation and a desire to contribute, with a major barrier to contribution being the heavy social communication focus of most community-based activities and events. Müller advocated that more interest-specific activities would be of value in supporting people with autism to access community-based activities. In this present study, David was positive about groups in his local area that related to his interest in trading cards and it was also notable for Mark that in the environment of the local radio station, where he was allowed to focus on his special interests, he described being comfortable outside of his room and being part of his local community.

Another factor, described in the qualitative interviews in this study, was the role of trusted supporters in facilitating community engagement. Throughout this study, a key factor in engagement in research was the role of gatekeepers. Participants also described the role of gatekeepers in accessing the community. Valerie and Teresa expressed that they could not go into the community without their supporting person. Adam talked about the role of his wife and children in enabling him to take on a more positive approach in his community and cope better with those people who annoyed him. Jane described the role of her mother and a friend in accessing a local community support group and going for the first time to college.
Community participation, in the context of involvement with a local geographical community, was an area that this group consistently rated as low in importance and were rarely actively involved with their local community. In broad terms they reported being satisfied with this situation. The qualitative data in this study highlighted the relationship with feelings of safety and security being greatest when at home and with the individuals who were perceived as safe. As a dimension, safety was objectively and subjectively relatively highly rated and one way this was achieved for this group was by minimising their contact with a wider community that they described struggling to engage with or relying on a supporter to make that access possible. This study has raised the importance of considering a wide range of contexts for community participation as of importance to this participant group and considering the role of supportive individuals in accessing those opportunities. The finding that perceptions of positive community participation involve virtual communities, special interest groups and extended family is an important one for future research and clinical practice.

6.10 Future security

Consideration of the future was a concept that had the potential to be a complex area for an individual with a degree of learning disability and possible autism for a number of reasons. It required the capacity to imagine events that had not yet happened and this required abstract
and flexible thinking. Terrett et al (2013), in their study of 30 children with autism and no learning disability, asked participants to complete an adapted autobiographical interview. In completing this task the children had to describe past events that had actually happened to them and future events that could possibly happen. Their responses were then compared with a control group of typically developing children. This study identified that children with autism found it harder to describe past and future events, and that episodic memory might play a part for both groups in predicting future events. This study focused only on children and it is difficult to be certain of the impact of an adult life experience on the skill of imagining future events, but it was suggestive of some specific difficulties related to autism.

In objective terms, participants in this study had positive indicators overall in this dimension and showed the greatest positive change across the diagnosis process in the indicator of future security. This indicator asked them how often they believed that their hopes and dreams for the future would come true. The measure of subjective future security was, however, relatively low and did not change throughout the process. A number of participants in this study were resistant to the idea of thinking beyond the ‘here and now’, and when they did describe the future it had a magical and unreal quality. This was noticeable in the case of Teresa who talked of being taken away by a handsome prince, Adam talked about moving the whole family to
somewhere by the coast and Valerie described transporting pets on the plane for an exotic holiday, because she would not like to leave them.

Several participants expressed fears for the future and referred to their reliance on informal support that they were aware was going to change in the future. John, Mark, David, Jim and Jane, for example, were all reliant on parental support; Teresa was relying on her daughter’s support worker, with the likelihood that at some stage her daughter would move away from home. Teresa and John both referred to the idea that they only focused on the ‘here and now’ and indicated that this stopped them worrying about a difficult future. A connecting factor for many of the participants was the unofficial nature of their support, which added to the fragility and uncertainty of that support. Several of the participants, including Adam, John and David referred to the idea of not being disabled enough to be eligible for any formal support. This data reflects the relatively mild nature of the participants’ learning disabilities and the concern that this would mean the degree of support that was needed was not being fully understood. A future without informal social support was one that participants were fearful of and this uncertainty might have contributed to the low subjective scores.
6.11 Limitations of study

This study was designed to explore a small and very specific population. This population were individuals who had been referred to the local Autism Diagnostic Service and who also had a mild or borderline learning disability. It has already been considered that individuals who were referred to the diagnostic service could share factors such as concern about their current situation. It is possible that the factors that stop someone being considered for an autism diagnosis can have a significant impact on his/her quality of life perceptions. This limits the ways in which the result of this study could be applied to people with similar characteristics but who have not been referred to the diagnostic process.

The research process identified a number of limitations in the tools that were used in this study. The quantitative tools by their nature risked ethnocentric assumptions. An example of this was the assumption that greater lengths of time spent watching ‘screens’ would equate to reduced quality of life in the dimensions of productivity and social interaction. As has already been discussed, this was not a well-founded assumption in a population of people with additional autism. A further limitation of the PWI-ID tool was that a number of dimensions were combined that may have been valuable to explore separately. A specific example of this was in the area of health where subjective perceptions of physical and emotional health had to be rated as one
measure and could well have been very different from each other. This was possible to address to some extent through exploration of the qualitative data.

The limitations identified with the quantitative tools for people with autism and a degree of learning disability were in many ways useful findings as they were informative of development needs for quantitative tools specifically designed for this group. These included the need to reflect sensory issues, the importance of quality as well as quantity in terms of material wellbeing and social interaction and some reflection of the value of time spent alone in social interaction. These issues will be additionally reflected on when considering future research.

The benefits of the joint role of researcher and clinician have already been discussed and there were potential limitations that this brought to the study. Participants might have chosen to reveal or conceal information because of their own perceptions of this joint role. They could, for example, have chosen to emphasise negative aspects of their lives, believing the researcher as a diagnostician had power to remedy these. Equally, they might have felt that they needed to please a perceived powerful figure and been more inclined to share positive information. In the case of Chris, her decision not to attend her final session might have been related to dissatisfaction with ‘services’ of which this researcher, in her joint role, could have been viewed as
being a part. Equally, she might have chosen to come to the research sessions because she believed the researcher, having a clinical role, could influence change in her life.

Mark was a participant who appeared to find the interview process stressful and was a key provider of data that suggested that he did not wish to generally be engaged in activity outside of his special interests and home environment. It could be argued that an ethical limitation of this study was that it required direct interaction with a group of people who found this stressful and difficult. It has already been discussed that this group was a difficult group to engage and it seems likely that in order to gain a true perspective on this group's lives then some participants who found engagement stressful needed to be engaged. If participants who found engagement stressful had been excluded from this group then there would have been a risk of failure to understand and include the perspective of someone like Mark.

This study had the natural time limitations that accompany doctoral research, which prevented a more longitudinal study. It could have been beneficial to have had the opportunity to evaluate changes in quality of life dimensions over a greater length of time to thoroughly assess the stability and change within the participant group. A greater length of time might have also allowed the opportunity to use the quantitative data to assess and select a larger number of individual cases for qualitative evaluation. Laura and Cathy, for example, were
participants who showed changes in their quality of life perceptions that might have warranted qualitative analysis, but this only became apparent when all the quantitative data had been evaluated.

The area of sexual relationships and sexuality was not specifically explored and no data, with the exception of some mention of partners and boyfriends and some allusion in the case of Pat to difficulties in relationships with women, was gathered in this specific area. McCabe and Cummins (1998) identified this as an important area for people with no additional learning disability, in terms of their quality of life, and it would be reasonable to consider that it would have been a helpful area to explore with this study group. The materials used in this study did include pictorial prompts regarding a range of different types of relationships, but in order to gather more detail about a potentially complex and sensitive area a specific and skilled approach which asks more direct questions in this area is likely to be needed.

6.12 Implications for future research and clinical practice

Learning from this study has the potential to be informative for clinicians and researchers interested in engaging with people with a mild or borderline learning disability and possible autism. The first area in which the study contributed to new knowledge and practice was in terms of achieving engagement and involvement of a group of
individuals whose perceptions have not been understood in current literature.

This group were effectively engaged when they were naturally being drawn into a clinical service and this makes clinical practice an effective place to consider as a point of access to this group. This close link to clinical practice extends to advocating for the direct involvement of clinicians in research who can then bring their expertise to engagement, design and delivery of research methods. In the case of such a small and specialised caseload this may mean a joint role in relation to some participants. Whilst this may initially seem problematic this study highlights that, with a participant group for whom engagement and trust can be such a significant barrier, this joint role may enable engagement that would otherwise not occur.

It was also essential both as a clinician and a researcher to carefully consider the role of gatekeepers who might have a relatively informal role in individual’s lives. Identifying an appropriate and ethical way of engaging with these key people would be an important aspect of setting up any research study that aims to directly engage with this group. This study demonstrated that a proactive approach was required to gain access to this group and clinicians and researchers would need to plan an approach which allowed time and a process for reminders and follow-up communication with both the individuals and their supporters.
This study has also helped to identify the importance of considering the impact of the neurodevelopmental and linguistics characteristics of autism when engaging this participant group. Key areas of consideration would be use of structured approaches, pictorial supports and Likert scales. Additionally, this study identified the value of using a closed quantitative style to gather data that can then be used as a prompt or probe to extend for more narrative. This can be effectively supported using approaches that draw on ethnographic questions.

This study highlighted a number of dimensions of quality of life, which warrant both future study and also consideration in relation to clinical support and management. The area of social interaction was complex and was extensively discussed by participants in their qualitative interviews. A deeper understanding of the balance of perceived distress related to social isolation and the need for time alone for wellbeing would be beneficial in terms of clinical practice and also in planning care and support for this group.

This study would suggest that simply trying to develop social communication skills and social environments for this group may be too simplistic and more careful consideration of the need for a balance of time alone and social time related to special interests would benefit from further consideration and investigation, as well as the importance of trusted supporters in bridging into local community. Additionally, this
study identified some positive perceptions of virtual communication and technology for people within this participant group, which could be considered contrary to some concerns that have been raised about excessive ‘screen time’. This research study suggested that for some individuals virtual communication was perceived as a positive aspect of their social communication and as such the value of this for this group of individuals warrants clinical and service level consideration. Other areas warranting further investigation would be links between perceived quality of life and sensory issues. This would include specific consideration of the dimensions of health, social interaction and community participation.
Chapter Seven: Conclusions

7.1 Overview

This study set out to describe the perceived quality of life for people with mild or borderline learning disabilities, who were referred to the local Autism Diagnostic Service. It did this using a mixed methods approach to gather data in the form of objective and subjective indicators, ratings of importance and an in-depth qualitative interview. Initially, the study had a greater focus on identifying change in quality of life perceptions across the diagnostic process, which resulted in the quantitative and qualitative components of the study having a more equal balance. Whilst changes in perceptions patterns remained of interest, it became apparent that the quantitative methods had a more significant role to play in producing data that then supported the development of a qualitative approach and the focus became more clearly one of developing a thorough, multidimensional understanding of quality of life for this participant group. This increased the value, importance and focus on the qualitative methods within the study.

The local diagnostic process provided a point at which this group could be accessed and provided an opportunity for engagement and also linked this study to the expertise and interest in the participant group within the diagnostic service. The use of a focus group helped to identify the initial challenge of engagement with this group and to
develop a change of approach that improved engagement in the later phases. This pilot and research phase of this study highlighted the degree of persistence needed to engage with this group, the importance of actively using gatekeepers and the value of combining the knowledge, experience and role of a clinician with that of a researcher of a complex and marginalised group.

This study found that quantitative data showed generally low levels of objective quality of life, with the exception of areas such as health and emotional wellbeing. Subjectively this group had lower levels of life satisfaction than might have been expected, with the exception of material wellbeing and social interaction. Overall importance of dimensions to participants was varied but one area of consistency was that community participation was ranked as of lower importance than other dimensions of quality of life.

People with mild or borderline learning disabilities and possible autism are an under-researched group. This study indicates that in general their objective quality of life is lower than the ordinary population, but that what constitutes a positive quality of life for this group may be different and warrants further investigation. This study suggests that their additional autism characteristics may have an impact on their quality of life perceptions and their milder learning disabilities may result in less support, higher expectations and greater awareness of their difficulties. All these factors could be related to their overall lower
sense of subjective wellbeing by comparison with other studies of people with a learning disability.

7.2 Contribution to new learning and clinical practice

This study contributes to new knowledge in how to visually present multidimensional data relating to the quality of life perceptions of people with mild or borderline learning disabilities and possible autism. It has developed new methods to approach and engage this group in research that can be applied in the future by other researchers. It has identified areas of potential future quality of life research that may be of clinical interest and have relevance for how people are supported once the diagnostic process has been completed.

This study demonstrates that people with a mild or borderline learning disability and possible autism are able to express their quality of life perceptions and that quantitative tools for gathering objective quality of life data, have value, but may require some adaptations in areas such as social communication, material wellbeing and community participation to be more pertinent to this participant group.

This study has demonstrated that qualitative methods were essential to gain depth and to ensure that the participants were effectively supported to provide some narrative in expressing their perceptions. A qualitative approach allowed for wider and unplanned areas of quality
of life perception to be explored and was a helpful counterbalance for the ethnocentricity of the quantitative tools.

This study has contributed to understanding of the value of a joint role of clinician and researcher. This emerged naturally from the clinical location that was a point for engagement with a participant group that has rarely appeared in other research studies. This joint role was fundamental to the flexible methods, which needed to be accessible to the participants, and required clinical skill to administer. Ethical issues linked to this joint role can be managed with regular reflection and clear communication to participants and gatekeepers.

This study has identified that the perceptions of quality of life in this specific study group are different in several key ways to those identified in other studies of participants with more significant learning disabilities or without autism. This key finding needs to be considered within clinical practice, to ensure that those differences are reflected in engagement with and planning care and support for this group of individuals.
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Care Pathway for Adult Autism Diagnosis

Referral Received by GP
Pre-diagnostic counselling from GP and then written information

Pre-assessment questionnaire sent

Does this person require ASC diagnosis?

- YES
  - Referral to advocacy if required

- NO
  - Signpost/respond to referrer and/or individual as appropriate if required

Does this person require IQ or Mental Health assessment prior to ASC assessment?

- YES
  - Access appropriate assessment prior to ADA

- NO

Team allocate appropriate lead clinician in relation to MH/LD/Functional presentation

Initial Appointment offered

- 4 hour Direct contact time with Senior clinician (Interview and ADOS/DISCO/Other)
- 4 hours indirect evaluation/write up from senior Clinicians (Second marking/diagnosis/report writing/peer reviewing)
- 4 hours support form band 4 support staff (Parent/Carer interview/note-taking/videoing)
Diagnostic follow-up session
1½ hours direct contact time for 2 senior clinicians
Carers/spouse/employer can come to feedback session

Report sent out to referrer and participant

Follow-up dependent on diagnosis:
Does this person have ASC?

YES

NO
Clinician may signpost to alternative services
OR
Clinician may decide this is appropriate

Support - as appropriate

- Direct to local branch of NAS
- Signposting
- Leaflets and local info, book list and advice
- Carers advice as needed
- Specific support groups for people diagnosed with AS/Autism
- Referral to SEQOL energy2work or Job Centre Plus
- Referral to disability leisure services
- Information on Autism Alert card
- Signpost if Community Care or Carers Assessment needed

1½ hour solution focussed follow-up session

Feedback form sent to identify outcomes of assessment and unmet support needs identified to commissioners

Client discharged - any unmet needs highlighted
Dear

My name is Sue Smith and I am doing some research with people with learning disabilities who might have autism. I would like you to help me.

I also work in the Swindon Autism Team and I am one of the people who you could see when you come for an appointment about an autism diagnosis.

I have written a sheet to help you understand the research. I have called this ‘Information for people helping with my research’.

Take you time to read it and you can ask friend or family to help you read it.

If you would like some help from me with understanding all this information you can ring me on 01793 644712. I can speak to you on the phone, or come and see you.

I could also send you this information on a CD, so that you could listen to it.

Thank you for reading this information and thinking about helping with my research.

Sue Smith
Researcher
Information sheet for people helping with my research:

What is my research about?

I am going to ask some people about their lives before and after they come to the Swindon Autism Service

Why have you been given this sheet?

I am asking you to help me with this research.

You do not have to decide straight away. I will ring you in about a week to see whether you want to help.

You could talk to friends and family to help you decide. Please ask me if you need any help from me to understand this sheet.

My number is 01793 466712.

Part 1 of this sheet tells you what you would have to do. This should help you decide if you want to help with the research.

Part 2 will tell you the things you need to know if you decide to help.
What would happen in the meetings

I will explain my research and ask you to talk about some parts of my research and some pictures I might use.

Who will be in the meeting?

- I will be there, and one staff member from the learning disability service will be helping me.
- There will no more than four other people in the group. You can bring a carer or friend but they will need to stay out of the group sessions.

How will I be recording our meeting

- I want to video and sound recording the meetings.
- I will take some notes.
- If you are happy to be video and sound recorded then I would ask you to sign a form to say this is ok.

Do you have to help with the research?

- No, you can say ‘no’ to the research at any time. This will not affect to the help that you get from the Swindon Autism Service.

What will happen if you say ‘yes’?

- I will ring you and make sure you understand the research.
- I will send you a letter with a date and time to meet.
Payment

- I cannot pay you to help with the research.
- I will make sure you get back any money you spend travelling to see me.

What could be good about helping with the research?

- I would listen carefully to what you have to say.
- Things you say will be important to my research.

What could be the bad things about being in the research?

- Sometimes talking in a group can be hard work. I will make sure I help you to have a turn to speak if you want it.
- I need you to travel to two meetings that are two hours long. It could be quite tiring. We can have breaks.

What would happen after the two meetings?

I will send you a letter that will tell you, with easy words and pictures, what I learnt from the research.

If you want to help will you definitely be involved?

No. I might decide that I cannot ask you to help. I will let you know as soon as I can if you will be helping. This sometimes happens in research and does not mean that anything is wrong.
Will your information be kept private?

- Yes I will keep your information as private as possible. **Part 2** will tell you more about how I plan to do this.

- If you tell me anything that makes me think you are in danger or anyone else is in danger I have to tell someone who could stop this danger.

What do I need you to do now?

- If you think you might like to help with this research then you will need to read **Part 2** to give you more information.

- If you have decided now that you do not want to help, that is fine, and you do not need to read **Part 2**.
Part 2

What if there is a problem?

- If you are not happy about something in the research, you can tell me or you can contact PALS (Patient Advice and Liaison Service). The person to talk to is Annie Naji on 01793 433571.

Harm

- If you feel something bad happened to you because you did the research, I cannot to pay you to make up for this.

- If you think something bad happened to you because you did the research then you can ask for legal help but you may have to pay for this yourself.

Will other people know about the things that you say in the research?

- All the things I record or write down will be kept as private as possible. If you tell me something that makes me think you or someone else is in danger, I will have to tell someone.

- If I talk about or write about the research, your name will not be used.

Who is making sure the researcher does this research properly?

- The University of the West of England is making sure I do this research properly.

- I have to tell them all the things I am doing and they also give me advice on making the research better.

Thank you for reading this information sheet

Sue Smith
Appendix D
(Used with the permission of the publisher)

### FACE Mental Capacity Assessment

**Assessment context** *(Remember assessment of Mental Capacity must be decision specific)*

What triggered the need for this assessment? *(Have all reasonable steps been exhausted and shown not to work)*

This individual has indicated an interest in participating in research. This research involves answering questions in relation to quality of life and also involves being video recorded being interviewed and having pictures taken of data produced during a visual ranking exercise.

What is the nature of the decision? *(If this is a review, detail previous decision about capacity)*

Does this person have the capacity to decide for themselves to participate in research that involves the activities described in the section above?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key roles</th>
<th>Person closest to person</th>
<th>None</th>
<th>Lasting or Enduring Power of Attorney (LPAC or EPAC)</th>
<th>N/A</th>
<th>Independent Mental Capacity Advocate (IMCA)</th>
<th>N/A</th>
<th>Court of Protection Deputy (CPD)</th>
<th>N/A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tel. No.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Who was consulted about decision? *(Give names and roles. In addition, if case conference held detail attendees)*

Details:

### Determination of capacity *(This is specific, not general determination. Note any documentation referenced)*

Is there an impairment of, or disturbance in, the functioning of the person’s mind or brain?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Is there an impairment of, or disturbance in, the functioning of the person’s mind or brain?</th>
<th>Permanent impairment</th>
<th>Temporary impairment</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Details:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Person has ability to understand information related to the decision to be made?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person has ability to understand information related to the decision to be made?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Details:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Person has ability to retain information related to the decision to be made?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person has ability to retain information related to the decision to be made?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Details:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Person has ability to use or assess the information whilst considering the decision?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person has ability to use or assess the information whilst considering the decision?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Details:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Person has ability to communicate their decision by any means?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person has ability to communicate their decision by any means?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Details:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Can the decision be delayed because the person is likely to regain capacity in the near future?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Can the decision be delayed because the person is likely to regain capacity in the near future?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Details:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Advance decisions (Note any documentation referenced)**

Is there an advance decision relevant to the decision?  
- [ ] No  
- [ ] Yes  

If yes, why? (detail)  

Similar treatment  

Similar circumstances  

**Details:**

Advance decision type  
- [ ] Written  
- [ ] Verbal  

Date of advance decision

**Details:**

What was the decision? (Give details. If advance decision was verbal, detail to whom, in what circumstances)

**Details:**

Is this advance decision still applicable?  
- [ ] Yes  
- [ ] No  

If No select reason and give details

Withdrawn  

Unanticipated circumstances  

LPOA or EPOA granted regarding decision  

Inconsistent behaviour regarding decision  

Detained under Mental Health Act 1983

**Details:**

**Determination of best interest (Note any documentation referenced)**

Views of the lead professional? (Include name and role)

Details: Sue Smith Researcher

Views of other professionals? (Include names and roles)

Details:

What is most important to the person as regards this decision? (Current and past views, e.g. advance statement)

Details:

Views of interested others (e.g. family, friends, carers, LPAO, IMCA, CPD. Give names and roles. If no-one justify)

Details:

Describe any possible conflicts of interest with regard to this decision?

Details:

**Assessment summary**

Decision requires arbitration?  
- [ ] No  
- [ ] Independent mediation  
- [ ] Court of Protection

Considering all the factors what final decision has been reached? (If arbitration required detail)

Details:

This decision is the least restrictive option or intervention possible. Special considerations for life sustaining treatment have been considered or are not applicable. This decision is not been biased by age, appearance, condition, gender or race. Every effort has been made to communicate with the person concerned.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decision-maker</th>
<th>Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organisation</th>
<th>Telephone no.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signature</th>
<th>Electronic</th>
<th>Decision date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix G

Objective Scale

1(a) Where do you live?

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A house</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A flat or apartment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A room (e.g. in a hostel)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Do you own the place where you live or do you rent?

- Own  
- Rent

(Prompt: Think about the things you own, like your clothes, furniture, etc.)

(b) How many personal possessions do you have compared with other people?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>More than almost anyone</th>
<th>More than most people</th>
<th>About average</th>
<th>Less than most people</th>
<th>Less than almost anyone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) What is your personal or household (whichever is most relevant to you) gross annual income before tax?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>$41,000 - $55,999</th>
<th>More than $56,000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less than $10,999</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$11,000 - $25,999</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$26,000 - $40,999</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2(a) How many times have you seen a doctor over the past 3 months?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1 - 2 (about once a month)</th>
<th>3 - 4 (about every two weeks)</th>
<th>5 - 7 (about once a week or more)</th>
<th>8 or more (about once a week or more)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Do you have other disabilities or medical conditions? (other than an intellectual or cognitive disability) (e.g. visual, hearing, physical, health, etc.)

Yes ☐ No ☐

If yes please specify:

Name of disability or medical condition

E.g. Visual
Diabetes
Epilepsy

Extent of disability or medical condition

Require glasses for reading
Require daily injections
Requires daily medication

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

(c) What regular medication do you take each day?

If none tick box ☐

or

Name(s) of medication

________________________________________

________________________________________

________________________________________

3(a) How many hours do you spend on the following each week? (Average over past 3 months)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hours paid work</th>
<th>0 ☐ 1-10 ☐ 11-20 ☐ 21-30 ☐ 31-40+ ☐</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hours formal education</td>
<td>0 ☐ 1-10 ☐ 11-20 ☐ 21-30 ☐ 31-40+ ☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours unpaid child care</td>
<td>0 ☐ 1-10 ☐ 11-20 ☐ 21-30 ☐ 31-40+ ☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(b)  **In your spare time, how often do you have nothing much to do?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Almost always</th>
<th>Usually</th>
<th>Sometimes</th>
<th>Not Usually</th>
<th>Almost never</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c)  **Do you watch TV? How much TV do you watch?** (average over a typical week).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hours per day</th>
<th>None</th>
<th>1–2</th>
<th>3–5</th>
<th>6–9</th>
<th>10 or more</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4(a)  **Do you have a close friend?**

**How often do you talk with your friend?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Daily</th>
<th>Several times a week</th>
<th>Once a week</th>
<th>Once a month</th>
<th>Less than once a month</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b)  **If you are feeling sad or depressed does someone show they care for you?**

**How often?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Almost always</th>
<th>Usually</th>
<th>Sometimes</th>
<th>Not Usually</th>
<th>Almost never</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c)  **If you want to do something special, how often does someone else want to do it with you?**

**How often?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Almost always</th>
<th>Usually</th>
<th>Sometimes</th>
<th>Not Usually</th>
<th>Almost never</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5(a)  Do you sleep well?
      How often?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Almost always</th>
<th>Usually</th>
<th>Sometimes</th>
<th>Not Usually</th>
<th>Almost never</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b)  Are you safe at home?
     How often?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Almost always</th>
<th>Usually</th>
<th>Sometimes</th>
<th>Not Usually</th>
<th>Almost never</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c)  Are you ever worried or anxious during the day?
     How often?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Almost always</th>
<th>Usually</th>
<th>Sometimes</th>
<th>Not Usually</th>
<th>Almost never</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6(a) Below is a list of leisure activities. Indicate how often in an *average month* you take part in or attend each one for your leisure (not for employment).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Number of times per month</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Go to a club/group/society</td>
<td>_________________________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Go to a hotel/bar/pub</td>
<td>_________________________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Watch live sporting events (Not on TV)</td>
<td>_________________________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Go to a place of worship (e.g. church)</td>
<td>_________________________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) Chat with neighbours or shopkeepers</td>
<td>_________________________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6) Eat out</td>
<td>_________________________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7) Go to a movie</td>
<td>_________________________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(8) Visit family or friend</td>
<td>_________________________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(9) Play sport or go to a gym</td>
<td>_________________________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10) Other (please describe)</td>
<td>_________________________</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Do you belong to any club, group, or society?  

Yes [ ] No [ ] If no, go to question (c)

Do you hold an *unpaid* position of responsibility?  

If ‘yes’, please indicate the highest level of responsibility held:

- [ ] Committee Member  
- [ ] Committee Chairperson/Convenor  
- [ ] Secretary/Treasurer  
- [ ] Group President, Chairperson or Convenor
(c) **Do people outside your home ask for your help or advice?**
How often?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Almost every day</th>
<th>Quite often</th>
<th>Sometimes</th>
<th>Not often</th>
<th>Almost never</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7(a) **Can you do things you really want to do?**
How often?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Almost always</th>
<th>Usually</th>
<th>Sometimes</th>
<th>Not Usually</th>
<th>Almost never</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) **When you wake up in the morning, do you ever wish you could stay in bed all day?**
How often?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Almost always</th>
<th>Usually</th>
<th>Sometimes</th>
<th>Not Usually</th>
<th>Almost never</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) **Do you have wishes that cannot come true?**
How often?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Almost always</th>
<th>Usually</th>
<th>Sometimes</th>
<th>Not Usually</th>
<th>Almost never</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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2. Scale Administration continued

Test Step 5B: Happy with Life as A Whole and Personal Wellbeing Index-Intellectual Disability (Reduced-choice Scale)

Procedure and Instructions:

Procedure: 1. Select the faces-scale that corresponds to the respondent’s maximum level of discriminative competence in Pre-test Step 4 - Phase 3.
   2. Show this scale to the respondent and continue with the corresponding instruction provided below.

Instruction: “Good. Now, I am going to ask you a few questions about how happy you feel, using these [Point] faces.”

   (i) *If ‘2-face’ diagram*
   “As you have seen before, this face means you feel happy [Point].
This one means you feel sad [Point]
When I ask you the questions afterwards, point to the face which tells me how happy you feel.”
   “Is that ok?”
   *If ‘yes’: Proceed to next item.*
   *If ‘no’: Repeat instruction but just once. Then proceed to next statement.*
   “Using these faces, …” [Proceed to ask each test item below]

   (ii) *If ‘3-face’ diagram*
   “As you have seen before, this face means you feel happy [Point].
This one means you feel sad [Point]
The one in the middle means you feel neither happy nor sad [Point]
When I ask you the questions afterwards, point to the face which tells me how happy you feel.”
   “Is that ok?”
   *If ‘yes’: Proceed to next item.*
   *If ‘no’: Repeat instruction but just once. Then proceed to next statement.*
   “Using these faces, …” [Proceed to ask each test item below]
(iii) If '5-face' diagram

"As you have seen before, this face means you feel very happy [Point].
This one means you feel a little bit happy [Point]
This one means you feel very sad [Point]
This one means you feel a little bit sad [Point]
The one in the middle means you feel neither happy nor sad [Point]
When I ask you the questions afterwards, point to the face which tells me how happy you feel."

"Is that ok?"

If 'yes': Proceed to next item.
If 'no': Repeat instruction but just once. Then proceed to next statement.

"Using these faces, ..." [Proceed to ask each test item below]

Test Items: (Record the respondent's answers according to the following code, in the appropriate boxes below)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code:</th>
<th>(a) 2-faces (2-pt)</th>
<th>(b) 3-faces (3-pt)</th>
<th>(c) 5-faces (5-pt)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sad = 0</td>
<td>Sad = 0</td>
<td>Very Sad = 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Happy = 1</td>
<td>Neither Happy nor Sad = 1</td>
<td>A Little Bit Sad = 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Happy = 2</td>
<td>Neither Happy nor Sad = 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Respondent's Rating

2-pt (0-1) 3-pt (0-2) 5-pt (0-4)

Part 1: Happy with Life as a Whole [Optional]

"How happy do you feel about your life as a whole?"

Part 2: Personal Wellbeing Index – Intellectual Disability

"How happy do you feel about...?"

1. the things you have? Like the money you have and the things you own?

2. how healthy you are?

3. the things you make or the things you learn?

4. getting on with the people you know?
2. Scale Administration continued

5. how safe you feel?  

6. doing things outside your home?  

7. how things will be later on in your life?
2. Scale Administration continued

**Test Step 5A: Happy with Life as A Whole and Personal Wellbeing Index—Intellectual Disability (11-point Scale)**

**Procedure and Instructions:**

**Procedure:** Continue to show the 0-10 happiness scale, which was shown to the respondent in Pre-test Step 3.

**Instruction:** “Good. Now, I am going to ask you a few questions about how happy you feel, using this Zero to 10 scale.”

“As I said before, Zero means you feel very sad [Point to the left side of the scale].

10 means you feel very happy [Point to the right side of the scale].

And the middle of the scale is 5, which means you are neither happy nor sad” [Point].”

“Using this zero to 10 scale…….” [Proceed to ask each test item below]

**Test Items:** Record the respondent’s ratings in the appropriate boxes below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Respondent’s Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11-of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0-10)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Part I: Happy with Life as a Whole [optional]**

“How happy do you feel about your life as a whole?”

**Part II: Personal Wellbeing Index – Intellectual Disability**

“How happy do you feel about…?”

1. the things you have? Like the money you have and the things you own?
2. how healthy you are?
3. the things you make or the things you learn?
4. getting on with the people you know?
5. how safe you feel?
6. doing things outside your home?
7. how things will be later on in your life?
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Appendix Nine – Topic guide

| Topic guide |

Themes for Qualitative Interview. (version 1 written 20th January)
This will be carefully developed in relation to literature review and learning from focus group.

These will be reviewed by external groups of people with learning disability and autism before they are finalised.

Context Setting:
Initial grand tour question

Tell me what a normal day would be like for you.

The progression of this question will be lead by the responses of the participant and will focus on encouraging them to describe their day, through their eyes with their thoughts feelings and experiences.

Example Prompts. Tell me about your day today? What did you do first today, describe that to me.

Could specify time slots during the day/specific days. Will have visual supports to show a day in calendar form.

What are the most important parts of your day? Can you tell me what happens/what would I see you doing?

Are there parts of your day that you don’t like/do like can you talk me through them.

Mini tour Questions

These will attempt to support the individual to describe more their life more specifically in relation to quality of life parameters

The progression of these questions will be lead by the responses of the participant but will aim to include all the topics.

Standard of Living

Tell me about the place that you live. If we walked into it now what would we see. What do you think/feel when you talk about your ‘house’.

What is important to you in your home?

Can you tell me anything you don’t like about your ‘home’.
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Can you tell me how you decide to spend you money. How to you decide, what things do you think about, what kind of things do you spend you money on. What are you thinking and feeling when you spend your money?

Health

Can you tell me what sort of things make you stay fit and well or feel less well?

Can you tell me what you do when you don’t think you are fit and well?

What things have happened today/this week that have made you feel happy?

What things have happened today/this week that have made you feel sad?

Life Achievement

Can you tell me about something that you feel you have done well/feel proud of. Tell me how you did it and how you knew you had done it well. Can you tell me how many things you feel you have done well/feel proud of?

Personal relationships

Can you describe a friend/important person for me? Tell me about something you might do with them. Can you tell me how often you might do things with them. Can you tell me how you think feel when you are with them?

Community Connectedness

Can you tell me about the people that are important to you in your local area? Can you tell me anything you do with people in your local area? Can you describe some of the things you do the sort of things you would talk about?

Neighbours/Church

Future Security

Can you think about what life might be like in the future, as you get older, Can you tell me about what that might be like?

If I meet you again in a few years time what do you think you will be doing, how do you think life will be for you?

Can you describe anything in the future that you feel might be good or anything you worry might not be good in the future?
Dear

Thanks for helping me with my research.

I learnt some really useful things from talking to you and other people about their lives.

I saw twenty people. All the people I saw had been to the autism diagnostic service and had some learning difficulties.

They all told me how about their lives and how they were feeling about their lives.

I wanted to let you know what I learnt with your help.

| Most of the people in the study did not have a job and did not have much money |

| Most of the people in the study did not have lots of friends and did not spend lots of time with other people |

| A few people had paid carers. Most people relied on family or friends or had no one to support them |

| A few people had illnesses but most people did not visit their doctor a lot and did not feel they had an illness |

| Most people did not take part in activities in their local community |

| Several people had their own children or elderly parents to care for |
How people felt about their lives

- Mostly people in the study thought lots of different areas of their life were important.

- Most people felt that knowing people in their local area was the least important area of their lives.

- People’s feelings about their lives were not all the same. In general this group were less happy with their lives than people usually are.

- The areas they said they were happiest in were to do with the things they owned and their money and their communication and relationships.

How did people’s lives seem to change after diagnostic process?

- Most people felt the same or a little bit happier.

- A small group of people seemed to feel worse about their lives.

- There was more change in how most people’s lives looked after diagnosis.

- Some people had more money or better housing, some had more people to talk to or things to do or employment.

- Some people seemed to be able to go out into their local area and were doing things that made them seem more in control and looking forward to the future.

- The thing that had changed for most people was their mental health, their control in life and their hopes for the future.
What was different for this group

Talking to people helped me learn some things that seem to be important for this group:

- Having time alone as well as with people is very important

- Family is very important to feeling happy with life

- Other people can be annoying and difficult and that can make life hard

- Sensory difficulties can make life difficult and may make health difficult to manage

- Money is not the most important thing. As long as home is safe and important people, pets and possessions are available.

- Being seen as productive and valuable was very important to people
Mark

Location of research interviews: Clinic

Participant’s comments on location choice: It was where he felt professional people should be seen

Interviews completed: Quantitative and qualitative

Relationship with researcher: Research and diagnostian

Residential area¹: Not socially deprived

Medical or psychiatric diagnosis: None

Life events during research period: Change in housing status

Issues noted during research engagement: Observable signs of anxiety. Active use made of pictorial supports

Diagnostic outcome: Autism Spectrum Disorder

Adam

**Location of research interviews**: Home - with small children

**Participant’s comments on location choice**: Easier to manage interviewing and caring for children

**Interviews completed**: Quantitative and qualitative

**Relationship with researcher**: Research only

**Residential area**: Socially deprived

**Medical or psychiatric diagnosis**: Investigations for stomach complaints and GP treating medically for depression.

**Life events during diagnostic process**: reported worsening of depression

**Issues noted during research engagement**: Struggled with noise of children and pets

**Diagnostic outcome**: Autism Spectrum Disorder
David

**Location of research interviews:** Clinic

**Participant’s comments on location choice:** Felt that clinic would be a quieter, better place to meet.

**Interviews completed:** Quantitative and qualitative

**Relationship with researcher:** Research and diagnostician

**Residential area:** Not socially deprived

**Medical or psychiatric diagnosis:** None

**Life events reported during research process:** None reported

**Issues noted during research engagement:** Focus on employment and expressed distress in discussion about employment

**Diagnostic outcome:** Not autistic, Social Communication Disorder
John

**Location of research interviews:** Clinic

**Participant’s comments on location choice:** Quieter environment to meet

**Interviews completed:** Quantitative and qualitative

**Relationship with researcher:** Research and diagnostician

**Residential area:** Socially deprived

**Medical or psychiatric diagnosis:** mild neurological disorder (not specified)

**Life events reported during research process:** Moved house three times, reduced contact with parents

**Issues noted during research engagement:** Frequent non-attender and required active process to engage

**Diagnostic outcome:** Autism Spectrum Disorder
Teresa

**Location of research interviews:** Clinic

**Participant’s comments on location choice:** Would not trust new people to come to her house

**Interviews completed:** Quantitative and qualitative

**Relationship with researcher:** Research and diagnostician

**Residential area:** Socially deprived

**Medical or psychiatric diagnosis:** None specified

**Life events reported during research process:** Moved house

**Issues noted during research engagement:** Requested daughter’s support worker’s presence who also brought her to research sessions

**Diagnostic outcome:** Autism Spectrum Disorder
Valerie

Location of research interviews: Clinic

Participant’s comments on location choice: Home too noisy and busy to talk

Interviews completed: Quantitative and qualitative

Relationship with researcher: Research only

Residential area: Not socially deprived

Medical or psychiatric diagnosis: None specified

Life events reported during research process: None specified

Issues noted during research engagement: Active use of pictorial aids

Diagnostic outcome: Autism Spectrum Disorder
Pat

Location of research interview: Home

Participant’s comments on location choice: Pat asked to leave and change into his interview suit as that was how he should look for an interview

Interviews completed: Quantitative and qualitative

Relationship with researcher: Research and diagnostician

Residential area: Socially deprived area

Medical or psychiatric diagnosis: None noted

Life events reported during research process: End of relationship with girlfriend

Issues noted during research engagement: Active use of pictorial aids

Diagnostic outcome: Autism Spectrum Disorder
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Jane</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location of research interviews:</strong> Family home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Participant’s comments on location choice:</strong> None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interviews completed:</strong> Quantitative and qualitative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relationship with researcher:</strong> Research and diagnostician</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Residential area:</strong> Not socially deprived</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medical or psychiatric diagnosis:</strong> Genetic neuromuscular syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Life events reported during research process:</strong> Finished college, mother moved out of family home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Issues noted during research engagement:</strong> None noted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diagnostic outcome:</strong> Autism Spectrum Disorder and Specific Language Difficulties</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Jim

Location of research interviews: Mother's house

Participant’s comments on location: None

Interviews completed: Quantitative

Relationship with researcher: Research only

Residential area: Socially deprived area

Medical or psychiatric diagnosis: None

Life events reported during research process: Was told job was at risk

Issues noted during research engagement: Limited verbal communication noted, active use of pictorial supports

Diagnostic outcome: Autism Spectrum Disorder
Don

Location of research interviews: Participant’s house

Participant’s comments on location: Expressed regular concern about mess

Interviews completed: Quantitative

Relationship with researcher: Research and diagnostian

Residential area: Not a socially deprived area

Medical or psychiatric diagnosis: Depression and anxiety being treated medically by GP

Life events reported during research process: None

Issues noted during research engagement: Often not in when visits arranged and needed to be contacted via a mental health support worker

Diagnostic outcome: Autism Spectrum Disorder
Laura

**Location of research interviews:** Family home

**Participant’s comments on location choice:** None

**Interviews completed:** Quantitative

**Relationship with researcher:** Research and diagnostician

**Residential area:** Not socially deprived

**Medical or psychiatric diagnosis:** GP treating depression medically

**Life events reported during research process:** None

**Issues noted during research engagement:** Limited verbal communication active use of pictorial supports

**Diagnostic outcome:** Autism Spectrum Disorder
Chris

Location of research interviews: Clinic

Participant’s comments on location choice: Stated that because of compulsive hoarding she would feel embarrassed to have others come to her house

Interviews completed: Quantitative

Relationship with researcher: Research and diagnostician

Residential area: Not socially deprived

Medical or psychiatric diagnosis: None

Life events reported during research process: Lost job, reunited with daughter

Issues noted during research engagement: None

Diagnostic outcome: Autism Spectrum Disorder
Nick

Location of research interview: Clinic

Participant’s comments on location choice: Expressed view that home would be noisy and difficult to meet in

Relationship with researcher: Research and diagnostican

Interviews completed: Quantitative

Residential area: Socially deprived

Medical or psychiatric diagnosis: None

Life events reported during research process: Impending court case

Issues noted during research engagement: Rapid mood variation observed and active use of pictorial supports

Diagnostic outcome: Autism Spectrum Disorder
Mo

Location of research interviews: Home

Participant’s comments on location choice: None

Relationship with researcher: Research and diagnostician

Interviews completed: Quantitative

Residential area: Socially deprived

Medical or psychiatric diagnosis: GP treating depression medically

Life events reported during research process: None reported

Issues noted during research engagement: Often not home for appointments and not responsive to phone calls

Diagnostic outcome: Autism Spectrum Disorder
Michelle

Location of research interviews: Home

Participant’s comments on location choice: Would prefer to meet in clinic due to noise but impractical with children and travel

Relationship with researcher: Research and diagnostician

Interviews completed: Quantitative

Residential area: Socially deprived

Medical or psychiatric diagnosis: GP treating depression medically

Life events reported during research process: Fell out with neighbours who had been main social link

Issues noted during research engagement: Busy environment with children and active pets

Diagnostic outcome: Autism Spectrum Disorder
Cathy

**Location of research interviews:** Clinic

**Participant’s comments on location choice:** Did not feel comfortable having strangers in her home

**Interviews completed:** Quantitative

**Relationship with researcher:** Research and diagnostician

**Residential area:** Socially deprived

**Medical or psychiatric diagnosis:** GP treating depression medically

**Life events reported during research process:** Issues noted during research engagement: Required daughter's support worker to be main contact and to support with interviews. Did not attend final interview or respond to any communications

**Diagnostic outcome:** Autism Spectrum Disorder
Ralph

Location of research interviews: Participant’s home

Participant’s comments on location choice: Needed to be seen at home due to caring responsibilities

Interviews completed: Quantitative- pre assessment only

Relationship with researcher: Research only

Residential area: Socially deprived

Medical or psychiatric diagnosis: None reported

Life events reported during research process: Wife developed illness requiring intensive treatment

Issues noted during research engagement: Did not attend without reminders and reported history of aggression that required the support of an additional staff member to visit. Ralph requested a delay to his diagnostic process due to his wife’s illness which meant his research interview would not have been completed within the study timescale and his results were not included

Diagnostic outcome: Diagnostic process delayed
Joanna

**Location of research interviews:** Family home

**Participant’s comments on location choice:** At beginning of process Joanne was not leaving the house so this was only place she was happy to be seen

**Interviews completed:** Quantitative

**Relationship with researcher:** Research and diagnostician

**Residential area:** Socially deprived

**Medical or psychiatric diagnosis:** GP treating medically for depression and anxiety

**Life events reported during research process:** Restarted a university course which she had failed the previous year as well as living away from home for the first time

**Issues noted during research engagement:** Responded well to structured and visually based aspects of tasks and expressed a dislike of any unstructured communication

**Diagnostic outcome:** Autism Spectrum Disorder
Mike

**Location of research interviews:** Family home

**Participant’s comments on research location:** None

**Interviews completed:** Quantitative

**Relationship with researcher:** Researcher

**Residential area:** Socially deprived

**Medical or psychiatric diagnosis:** Mild physical disability

(unspecified diagnosis)

**Life events reported during research process:** Involvement of police in relation to vulnerable adult concerns

**Issues noted during research engagement:** Active use of pictorial materials and difficulty in initial engagement because of various house moves and changed mobile phone numbers

**Diagnostic outcome:** Not autistic. Autistic traits related to unspecified genetic condition
Carl

**Location of research interviews:** Clinic

**Participant’s comments on research location:** Carl expressed negative feelings about his home and the people in it, and a desire to meet in another location

**Interviews completed:** Quantitative

**Relationship with researcher:** Researcher and diagnostician

**Residential area:** Not socially deprived

**Medical or psychiatric diagnosis:** Psychiatrist treating for depression and anxiety

**Life events reported during research process:** None

**Issues noted during research engagement:** On two occasions asked to be excluded from study and then rang back to say he wanted to participate. Arrived in heightened state of agitation, often expressing that this was related to difficulties with journey, but very quickly calmed

**Diagnostic outcome:** Not autistic. Autistic traits related primarily to a diagnosis of anxiety
Liam

**Location of research interviews:** Family home

**Participant’s comments on research location:** Liam was struggling to leave his home environment and asked to be seen at home

**Interviews completed:** Quantitative

**Relationship with researcher:** Researcher and diagnostician

**Residential area:** Socially deprived

**Medical or psychiatric diagnosis:** Psychiatrist managing depression and anxiety medically

**Life events reported during research process:** None reported

**Issues noted during research engagement:** Very difficult to contact directly. Able to contact through email correspondence with transitional support worker.

**Diagnostic outcome:** Autism Spectrum Disorder and ADHD
Luke

Location of research interviews: Clinic

Participant’s comments on research location: Luke expressed the view that visiting a clinic location would be an interesting activity that he would enjoy and would prefer this to being seen at home.

Interviews completed: Quantitative

Relationship with researcher: Researcher and diagnostician

Residential area: Not socially deprived

Medical or psychiatric diagnosis: None

Life events reported during research process: None reported

Issues noted during research engagement: Described needing mother for organisational support to get to sessions

Diagnostic outcome: Autism Spectrum Disorder